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Izvleček
V magistrskem delu smo naredili pregled in oceno metod zajema geometričnih podatkov
zunanjosti stavb za program epiqr® in 3D prikaz.
V prvem, teoretičnem delu, smo naredili pregled obstoječih prostorskih podatkov, ki omogočajo
pridobitev geometričnih podatkov zunanjosti obstoječih stavb. Naredili smo pregled obstoječih
tehnologij in metod zajema, ki omogočajo določitev geometričnih podatkov in izdelavo 3D
modela zunanjosti stavb. Te tehnologije in metode smo med seboj primerjali ter jih ovrednotili
z vidika metodologije epiqr®. Kot rezultat teoretičnega dela smo predlagali 5 različnih metod
za določitev geometričnih podatkov in izdelave 3D modela zunanjosti stavb.
V drugem, praktičnem delu, smo predlagane metode preizkusili na treh testnih stavbah, ki se
razlikujejo v velikosti, kompleksnosti geometrije in prisotnosti ovir, ki lahko otežijo zajem
podatkov na terenu. Praktični preizkus je v odvisnosti od metode obsegal pridobitev obstoječih
podatkov, načrtovanje in izvedbo dela na terenu (meritve in zajem podatkov zunanjosti stavb),
obdelavo podatkov, izdelavo 3D modela in določitev geometričnih podatkov zunanjosti stavb,
pri tem pa smo beležili porabljen čas za dokončanje posameznih faz. Predlagane metode smo
ovrednotili glede na geometrično natančnost, časovno potratnost in dodano vrednost. Pri tem
smo geometrično natančnost predlaganih metod ocenili na osnovi izračunanih odstopanj
geometričnih podatkov zunanjosti testnih stavb, pridobljenih v sklopu praktičnih preizkusov
predlaganih metod, z referenčnimi vrednostmi geometričnih podatkov zunanjosti testnih stavb,
ki smo jih določili s klasično metodo izmere karakterističnih točk stavb. Na osnovi pridobljenih
rezultatov smo ocenili primernost predlaganih metod za namen programa epiqr® in 3D prikaz.
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Abstract
Master’s thesis presents review and assessment of methods for geometric data acquisition of
buildings envelope for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
First, theoretical part, of the thesis is an overview of existing spatial data, which could be used
in order to extract geometric data of building’s envelope and an overview of existing
technologies and methods for geometric data acquisition and 3D modeling. These
technologies and methods are compared and evaluated according to epiqr® methodology. As
a result of theoretical part, 5 different approaches for geometric data acquisition and 3D
modeling of building’s envelope are proposed.
Second, practical part, of the thesis describes practical tests of proposed approaches. These
were tested on 3 test buildings, which differ in size, shape and surrounding occlusions, which
might prevent data acquisition. Depending on the used approach, tests included existing
spatial data collection, planning and execution of on-site surveying, processing of obtained
data, 3D modeling and determination of geometric data of building’s envelope. Within each
test, the time spent to finish individual phase has been measured. Proposed approaches are
evaluated from the perspective of geometrical accuracy, time, effort and added value.
Geometrical accuracy is determined based on comparison of geometrical data obtained using
proposed approaches and high accuracy reference measurements. Based on the experiment
results, suitability of proposed approaches for epiqr® program and 3D visualization is given.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the introduction, first, the motivation (Section 1.1) for this work is given. Then problem
overview and objectives of the thesis are presented (Section 1.2) and finally, the structure of
the master thesis is described (Section 1.3).
1.1 Motivation
Ever since first shelters were built there is a need for maintenance and refurbishment. Today,
human lives depend on all sorts of building types, which are used for different purposes in
everyday life.
Both residential and non-residential buildings have to be properly maintained in order to ensure
a) safety, b) functionality, c) energy efficiency and d) quality of stay for its users. Every once in
a while there are also needs for bigger investments from refurbishment point of view such as
change of façade insulation, change of windows, change of roof etc.
To ensure a longer lifespan of a building with all its purposes (a) – d)), the maintenance and
refurbishment jobs have to be conducted on the right building elements at the right time. This
approach also leads towards minimum financial costs due to maintenance over a longer period
of time.
In order to achieve this, it is necessary to have prior knowledge of a state in which individual
building elements are. To evaluate approximate costs of individual refurbishment job,
knowledge of building geometry (areas of surfaces, lengths of elements), the number of
elements and current costs of used materials and service per unit, is also required.
For building managers and owners, it is often not evident in what manner to invest money into
maintenance and refurbishment. In such cases, support from building science experts, which
are able to provide consulting based on building inspection and evaluation of its structure and
individual systems, is helpful. Such support is provided by German company CalCon Holding
GmbH with its epiqr® building assessment software.
This service brings additional costs, which are usually negligible in comparison with costs that
may occur due to the wrong investment decisions.
1.1.1 Building assessment software - epiqr®
The foundation for epiqr® software was first developed under European project with the
cooperation of European research facilities. Later, the CalCon Holding GmbH was established
as a spin-off of the Fraunhofer research Institute, with the intention to further develop and
merchandise building assessment system epiqr®. Over the years, with more than 1 million
assessed units, it has evolved into a standard for building assessment in Germany. With all
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the experience and collected data on buildings, the epiqr® system is being continuously
validated and improved (Calcon, 2016).
Methodology of evaluation with epiqr® software is based on Pareto’s principle – 20 % effort to
achieve 80 % result, i.e. reliability. This is achieved with a combination of quick on-site building
inspection and statistical extrapolation (Calcon, 2015).
Building assessment with the epiqr® system is based on data provided by quick on-site
building inspection. Building geometry parameters and degradation state of the most important
building elements are obtained by surveyors with special expertise. These serve as an input
for calculation of costs of maintenance and refurbishment. To achieve efficiency of the method
which provides reliable costs, the calculation is balanced with statistical extrapolation (Calcon,
2016). The software allows its users to overview building information and budget planning for
maintenance and refurbishment regarding different scenarios, for short, mid or long-term
periods (Calcon, 2015).
Building in epiqr® software is evaluated in all its important aspects. This thesis, however, is
focused only on exterior building geometry parameters.
Building envelope geometry parameters
The following building envelope geometry parameters are implemented in current epiqr®
software:
-

property area,

-

building footprint area (BFA),

-

above ground gross floor area (GFA),

-

eaves height,

-

façade area,

-

windows area,

-

fixed glazing area,

-

roof area,

-

roof pitch, and

-

balcony area.

Description with a sketch for each parameter is presented in Table 1. Besides the listed
geometry, additional complementary information of building is required. These are a number
of exterior doors, the number of balconies and building orientation. Building orientation
determination is determined based on main entrance orientation and is given in eight compass
directions.
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Table 1: Epiqr® building exterior geometry parameters with description. The geometry parameters are
shown in red color on the same building model.
Parameter
Property area

Description
Real estate property area.

Building footprint area
(BFA)

Area of the vertical
projection of the building
envelope to the ground –
area of the building where
it meets the ground,
usually slab or grade area.

Above ground gross floor
area (GFA)

The term in real estate
used for total floor area
inside the building
envelope, which includes
external walls and
excludes the roof area.

Eaves height

Height measured vertical
from ground to eaves.

Façade area

Total façade area of a
structure is the cumulative
area of all planes
belonging to any section of
its façade - this includes
flat and curved façade
sections.

Sketch
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Windows area

The total area of all window
surfaces on a building.

Fixed glazing area

The total area of all fixed
glazing surfaces.

Roof area

Total roof area.

Roof pitch

Value, which describes
steepness of the roof (roofs
can be either flat or
pitched).

Balcony area

The total area of balconies.
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1.2 Problem overview and objectives of the thesis
Current epiqr® methodology for assessment of building envelope is based on quick on-site
inspection. Geometry that is actually measured during building inspection is width and height
(example in Figure 2) for each façade part of the building and balcony width and length. If the
building plans are available, these geometry values are extracted from them. Some geometry
parameters are estimated by the surveyor. Windows and fixed glazing areas, for instance, are
estimated in the percentage of the total façade area of all façade parts corresponding to the
same orientation. Roof pitch is also estimated and even if the roof has more slopes under
different angles, only one value (the most represented angle) is given at the end.
Values of building envelope geometry parameters implemented in epiqr® (Section 1.1.1 and
Table 1) are then obtained in different ways. Only eaves height is measured directly. Other
parameters are calculated, either from measured values or with a combination of measured
and estimated values.
BFA is calculated as an area of a closed polygon formed from façade widths at ground level.
Above ground, GFA is calculated with the multiplication of BFA and number of floors. Individual
façade parts are first grouped corresponding to same orientations as shown in Figure 1. Total
area for each group is calculated from measured widths and heights of façade parts, which
form the group. Windows and fixed glazing area are then calculated from estimated percentage
and total façade area. The roof area is calculated from BFA data while taking into account the
estimated roof pitch. The balcony area is calculated directly from measured balcony width and
length. In the case of more than one balcony of the same type, the total balcony area is
determined by multiplication of balcony area and a number of balconies.

Figure 1: Example of grouping façade parts to the corresponding compass rose directions on two
different building floor plans - simple building geometry (left) and complex building geometry (right).
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It is evident that most of the obtained parameters are either directly estimated or calculated
with a combination of measured and estimated values. Consequently, obtained geometry
values may differ from true values. Overall error contained in the final result is a consequence
of quick on-site building inspection, having two main sources:
-

rough distance measurements, and

-

estimation of some parameters.

Dimensions (lengths, widths, and heights) are usually measured with a laser distance meter.
A measurement device on its own provides measured distances with sufficient accuracy.
Coarse errors may occur if the measurements are not conducted carefully, for instance, when
distances are not measured horizontally or vertically for planar and height measurements.
Estimation of windows and glazing areas in percentage for single façade part can already be
problematic on its own. As an example, façade shown in Figure 2, contains around 10% of
windows area and 20% of fixed glazing area. However, the estimation becomes more
challenging when it has to be conducted on multiple façade parts, which belong to the same
orientation (Figure 1, right). Especially if individual parts are not visible for the surveyor at the
same time.

Figure 2: Example of façade geometry determined with the epiqr® methodology. Façade area is
calculated from its width and height, which are measured on site or extracted from building plans.
Windows (small blue rectangles) and fixed glazing areas (big blue rectangles) are estimated in the
percentage of façade area.
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The surveying method is based on a compromise between effort and accuracy according to
the Pareto’s principle (Section 1.1.1). The approach is still sufficient for the building
assessment, although obtained geometry parameters may not be of very high accuracy.
The goal of this thesis is to propose a new method for building envelope geometry acquisition.
The method should also enable the creation of a digital model of the assessed building.
Data acquisition for the proposed method should have the following characteristics:
-

the building envelope geometry parameters are obtained directly, without any
estimations,

-

no special measurement equipment needed (such equipment is usually expensive and
requires a high level of expertise),

-

no special surveying expertise needed, and

-

the short amount of time for on-site surveying.

Processing part of the proposed method should have following characteristics:
-

it results in epiqr® geometry parameters (Table 1),

-

it provides simplified digital building model (Figure 3) with its added value (geometry
information storage and visualization), and

-

the amount of processing time is short.

Figure 3: Example of a digital building model. Such models can be used for storage of geometry
information, visualization, and interaction.
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1.3 Thesis structure
This master thesis is divided into nine sections. In this first section the motivation, problem
overview, and objectives for this thesis are given. Firstly, the theoretic part (Sections 2 to 5) of
the thesis is devoted to a thorough research of different possibilities of obtaining geometry of
building envelope. Section 2 is focused on available data, which can be obtained from different
sources and under different terms. Section 3 briefly describes the existing surveying and
processing methods which are nowadays used for the acquisition of building’s envelope
geometry. These are then compared based on the most important parameters, which is
presented in an extensive comparison table. Based on the results of this comparison and goals
of the thesis, methods for practical evaluation are selected and described (Section 4).
Secondly, the practical part (Section 5) is devoted to experiments of selected methods on real
case buildings. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6. Section 7 is
an abridgment of this work in the Slovenian language.
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2 AVAILABLE DATA
There are many different ways to obtain geometry data of existing buildings. One of the
possibilities, which should always be considered, is to use available geospatial data. This can
be obtained from different sources. Sometimes, building owners or managers already have
building plans or even building models, which may be used to extract geometry. Another option
is to obtain geospatial data from different geospatial data providers. For easier overview data
providers are separated into three main groups:
-

geospatial data authorities,

-

geospatial service providers, and

-

crowdsourced data.

This research was conducted for the purpose of epiqr® software needs, thus containing only
available geospatial data about building geometry, which are considered useful for epiqr®
methodology.
2.1 Existing plans and building models
Every building is built based on 2D building plans created by architects or civil engineers. In
the case of buildings which were built in the near past, besides 2D CAD (computer aided
design) plans usually even 3D CAD building models exist.
Whenever plans or models of the buildings are available, the geometry of building’s envelope
could be simply extracted from it - measured on 2D paper or CAD plans or read out of 3D
building models. Different programs dedicated for modeling from 2D building plans are
nowadays available, such as Graphisoft's ArchiCAD or Dibac – Architectural plugin for Trimble
SketchUp. This software allows manual modeling of walls, windows, doors, and staircases
based on the 2D plan and known dimensions.
2.2 Geospatial data authorities in Germany
Official surveying and mapping in Germany belong to the responsibilities of the 16 federal
states and not to the federal level (AdV, 2008). Most of the German official surveying and
mapping data are defined in AAA®-data model, which is the national standard for spatial
information. AAA®-data model is structured from three parts (AdV, 2016):
-

AFIS (Official geodetic points Information System),

-

ALKIS (Authoritative Real Estate Cadastre System), and

-

ATKIS (Authoritative Topographic-Cartographic System).

All of the official geospatial data are available against payment at state data distribution
agencies. There is also distribution agency for house coordinates, building polygons and 3D
building models (ZSSH). Basic information about the products (accuracy, coverage
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(availability), format etc.) included in AAA®-data model is described in product sheets provided
by AdV (AdV, 2016).
2.2.1 German real estate cadastral system
The real estate cadastre in Germany is defined as the official register of all parcels and
buildings in each state. German real estate cadastre system is defined in ALKIS part of AAA®data model. It includes real estate map, real estate book, house coordinates and building
polygons (AdV, 2016). Building models (3D information) are already available but are not yet
included in AAA®-data model.
Real estate map
Real estate map is a graphical map which presents real estate parcel boundaries. It is a basis
for parcel based cadastre and it serves as a graphical representation of rights on real estate.
According to product sheets from 2014, real estate maps are available for all German federal
states. Different states provide different formats of real estate maps, such as pdf, tiff, geo-tiff,
dxf and shape file, depending on the state (AdV, 2016). Real estate map is the only possible
way to determine the real estate property area and shape in terms of parcel boundaries.
Building polygons
Building polygons describe geo-referenced polygons of building footprints. According to AdV
(2016), most of the building polygons are the result of on-site geodetic surveys and are thus
resulting in sufficient geometrical accuracy in terms of epiqr® needs.
Building polygons are available for whole Germany and can be obtained in shape file format
at distribution agencies against payment (AdV, 2016). BFA can be determined directly from
building polygons. Together with known eaves height, even the façade areas may be
determined and simple building block model can be produced with the extrusion.
Building models
In 2009 AdV proposed, to include the third dimension to official cadastral AAA®-data model.
They proved that in order to expand existing 2D cadastre system to 3D cadastre system, only
a few additional information (number of floors, ridge orientation, and building height) are
needed, where most of this pieces of information already exist and other are measured during
cadastral surveying (Gruber et al., 2014).
Current AAA®-data model (version 6) is not able to store additional 3D data, therefore the
existing Open Geospatial Consortium standard City Geography Markup Language (CityGML)
is currently used for representation and exchange of 3D building information (Gruber et al.,
2014). CityGML standard defines different levels of details (LOD) for building models (OGC,
2012).
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Models can be obtained at state distribution agencies or at ZSHH Building model distribution
agency against payment.

Figure 4: LOD1 (left) and LOD2 (right) according to CityGML standard. LOD1 describes building with
prismatic shapes and flat roof, while LOD2 adds shape of the roof.

Currently, LOD1 and LOD2 (Figure 4) models are available. According to AdV product sheets
for building models, the planimetric accuracy of the models corresponds to the accuracy of
underlying building polygons, while height accuracy is around 5 m for LOD1 and 1 m for LOD2
models. As can be seen in Table 2, LOD1 models are available almost for entire Germany,
while for LOD2, availability highly varies between different states. The state RhinelandPalatinate is an example of good practice, with good coverage of LOD2 models and its own
3D building viewer (Figure 5).
Table 2: Availability of LOD1 and LOD2 models for German states according to AdV's product sheet of
building models (Adapted from AdV's product sheets for building models LOD 1 and LOD 2, AdV, 2016).
Federal state
Baden-Württemberg
Bavaria
Berlin
Brandenburg
Bremen
Hamburg
Hesse
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
Lower Saxony
North Rhine-Westphalia
Rhineland-Palatinate
Saarland
Saxony
Saxony-Anhalt
Schleswig-Holstein
Thuringia

LOD1
93 % (till end of 2016)
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
100 %
80 % (1st quarter of 2016)
100 %
100 %
100 %

LOD2
93 % (till end 2016)
37 % (till end of 2016)
no data
49 %
17 %
(ca. 2016)
no data
70 – 80 % (ca. 2016)
45 % (till end of 2016)
no data
under construction (end of 2016)
100 %
80%
5%
5%
8 % (till end of 2016)
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Figure 5: 3D building viewer of Rhineland-Palatinate state. Additional information about the building is
displayed in dialogue box if the building is selected (source: RLP in 3D, 2016).

With the use of proper software, some geometry data can be extracted from building models.
In the case of LOD1, these are BFA and façade area, while in the case of LOD2 building
models, also the roof area can be extracted.
2.2.2 Topographic data in Germany
Authoritative Topographic-Cartographic data are defined in the ATKIS part of AAA®-data
model. Earth’s surface is represented by different types of digital data. Products included in
ATKIS are the following (AdV, 2016):
-

digital surface models (DSM),

-

digital terrain models (DTM),

-

topographic maps, and

-

digital orthophotos.

The surveying authorities of Federal States of the Federal Republic of Germany are obliged
by law to provide this data in a timely manner and according to standardization principles. All
available data from ATKIS are specified in product sheets and are obtainable against payment
at distribution agencies (AdV, 2016).
Besides data from surveying authorities of the Federal States, basic topographic data in
Germany are also provided by Federal Office for Cartography and Geodesy (BKG –
Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie). Products of BKG are geospatial data in vector
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form (Administrative Boundaries, and Geographical Names) and raster form (DSM, DTM and
topographic maps) (BKG, 2016).
All products provided by BKG can be obtained online. Some, like topographic maps, are
available for free while other are available against payment at online geospatial data shop.
Digital elevation models
Earth’s surface is represented in 3D with the use of digital elevation models (DEMs), which
can be represented as a raster (grid of regular cells, also known as heightmap) or as a vectorbased triangular irregular network (TIN). DEMs are further divided according to the type of
surface which they represent. Most common DEMs are DSMs, which represent a surface as a
terrain with buildings, trees and other objects, and DTMs which represent Earth’s surface as a
bare ground (Digital elevation model, Wikipedia, 2016a). The difference between DSM and
DTM is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Difference between DSM (top) and DTM (bottom).

In Germany, both DSMs and DTMs are available in a raster (heightmap) format of different
grid resolutions up to 1 m. Availability is defined in AdV product sheets.
DEMs, with a combination of building footprints, can be used for automatic reconstruction of
building models. Building footprints are used to determine the shape of the building in a
horizontal manner while DTM and DSM are used to determine heights of building and roof
shapes.
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VirtualcitySYSTEMS GmbH offers a market ready solution with BuildingReconstruction
software. It allows automatic and semiautomatic reconstruction of LOD1 and LOD2 building
models based on DSM, DTM, and building footprint.
Topographic map
A topographic map is a 2D representation of Earth’s surface. It includes terrain shape and the
natural and man-made objects. The content of topographic maps is largely depended on the
cartographic generalization with respect to map’s scale.
In Germany, official topographic maps of different scales up to 1:10000 are available.
Availability is defined in AdV product sheets.
With the use of topographic maps of large scale, it is possible to extract building footprint area
and shape. However, building footprints are cartographically generalized even in the
topographic maps with the largest available scale (1:10000).
Digital Orthophoto
A digital orthophoto is an image generated from aerial photos where image displacements
caused by terrain and camera tilt are corrected. This is achieved with an orthogonal projection
of individual pixels of oriented aerial photographs over the corresponding position on DTM.
In Germany, digital orthophotos with spatial resolution up to 0.2 m are available. Usually, the
higher spatial resolution is only available for urban areas. Availability is defined in AdV product
sheets.
Digital orthophotos could be used to extract approximate building polygons or measure the
area of BFA. However, it is necessary to realize, that digital orthophoto is created with the
transformation of aerial photos over DTM, which means that transformed pixels which belong
to buildings are not of the correct scale. This leads to scaled extracted building polygon and
BFA from orthophoto.
2.3 Geospatial service providers
Geospatial service providers are institutes and companies, which deal with providing
geospatial data. The geospatial data are available under different conditions – free, against
payment or under some other conditions.
Probably most widely known geospatial service provider today is Google with its Maps, Earth
and StreetView. In terms of epiqr® needs, Google provides orthophoto images and terrain
models, which are directly importable in Trimble SketchUp software. It also provides building
models for some cities, from which some basic measurements can be taken in Google Earth
software. More about Google products is discussed within the proposed methods in Section 4.
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Data about buildings can be also obtained with use of the services from companies like Bloom
Imaging, Eagle Pictometry, and CyberCity3D, which provide geometry information and building
models out of high resolution oblique aerial images.
2.4 Crowdsourced geospatial data
The term crowdsourcing is used to describe a collection of any kind of information by
contributions from a community. Since crowdsourcing is also present in the field of geospatial
data, it is being discussed by experts from geoinformation field, to find possible benefits and
limitations. Crowdsourced geospatial data (CGD) has a few important benefits. According to
Goodchild and Glenon (2010), GCD is inexpensive to produce, allows rapid production for
large areas and is easier to keep the database up to date. Another important benefit exposed
by Goodchild (2008) is the local geographic expertise of the contributors. The main problem of
CGD is, however, how to ensure the quality of the data.
This research on geospatial crowdsourced data covers aspects useful for epiqr®, i.e.
availability, obtainability.
The leader in creation and distribution of CGD is the Open Street Map (OSM) project. Its
intention is to create and distribute free geospatial data around the world. Next, to OSM,
Google Earth supported a project of crowdsourced manual modeling of buildings in SketchUp.
The models can be obtained in Google Warehouse and used under terms defined by authors.
In 2006, Trimble bought SketchUp software from Google. Since then, crowdsourced manual
modeling of buildings with the intention to display them on Google Earth is not supported
anymore.
2.4.1 Open Street Map
Open Street Map (OSM) is a project intended for creation and distribution of free geospatial
data. Complete mapping is done by the OSM community. OSM data are free to copy, distribute,
transmit and adapt, as long as the credit to OSM and its contributors are given. However,
results obtained from altering and building upon OSM data may only be distributed under the
same license, which excludes commercial use. OSM map tiles are allowed to be used
commercially, due to a different license (OSM, 2016).
OSM data include a variety of geospatial data organized in layers. In terms of epiqr® needs,
building polygons, building heights, and building models are useful. OSM data can be ordered
in different formats and projections for free at Trimble Market Place website or a direct import
from free, open-source geographic information system (GIS) software QGIS. However, OSM
license does not allow use and distribution of these data for commercial use.
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3 A REVIEW AND COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR BUILDING DATA ACQUISITION
In this section, the research on market-ready surveying techniques and processing methods
resulting from different technologies for geometry data acquisition and creation of 3D models
of existing buildings is given.
Firstly, the surveying technologies and processing methods, which are nowadays used or
could be used for geometry data acquisition and modeling of buildings are shortly presented.
Characteristics of these technologies and methods are then compared (Table 9, Appendix A
for entire table), which is the basis for the selection of the most appropriate methods according
to the epiqr® methodology. Selected methods were tested on real case buildings (Section 5).
3.1 Technologies and methods
Nowadays, different surveying technologies and methods, which allow acquisition of geometry
and 3D modeling are in use. Numerous researches and thesis in this field are available.
However, the focus of this thesis is on market ready methods. Surveying technologies and
methods can be used in many different ways, where in this work they are mostly presented
from the perspective of surveying of the building with the intention to obtain values of geometry
parameters, which are needed in epiqr® methodology and additionally to create a 3D model
of an existing building.
According to the conducted research, the following technologies offer the most represented
methods when it comes down to surveying of the buildings:


Total station measurements (TS)



Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS),



Mobile Mapping Systems (MMS),



Close Range Photogrammetry (CRP),



Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS), and



UAV photogrammetry.

3.1.1 Total station
Total station (TS) or tachymeter is electronic surveying device which allows angular and
distance measurements. Obtained measurements for a particular point are therefore horizontal
angle, vertical angle, and slope distance between TS and measured point. Coordinates of the
measured point are calculated with use of trigonometry.
Instruments and equipment used for Total Station surveying
For surveying of the building with TS, following professional measuring instruments and
equipment are needed:
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-

total station,

-

tripods (platform for TS and reflectors – stabilization of local geodetic network),

-

reflectors (used for signalization of local geodetic network), and

-

global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receiver (optional – in the case of
georeferencing).

Surveying of the building with Total Station
The geometry of an existing building is obtained by TS measurements of characteristic points,
which define the building (Figure 7). For each building element (façade, roof, windows, etc.)
special codes can be used, which comes in handy for faster manual processing. In order to
measure the entire building from all sides, measurements have to be conducted from different
stations. Coordinates of characteristic points measured from different stations should be given
in a common coordinate system. Therefore, the local reference network has to be established
before conducting measurements on the building. The network is stabilized with use of tripods
and signalized with reflectors. While establishing the network, it should be considered that
each characteristic point of the building, which has to be measured, is visible from one station.
Network points serve as stations for TS and orientation of TS. To obtain coordinates of network
points, reference network has to be measured. To achieve higher accuracy, the network is
usually measured with sets of angles method. Coordinates of network points are then
determined with network adjustment. With the use of modern TS, instruments network can be
measured and adjusted during building measurements from each station. Final results of TS
measurements of the building are coordinates of its characteristic points given in the local
coordinate system. If the final result should be given in a known reference system, points of
the geodetic network are additionally surveyed with GNSS receiver.

Figure 7: Example of TS measurements of the building geometry through its characteristic points from
the local geodetic network.
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The accuracy of obtained coordinates of characteristic points depends on the accuracy of the
local network, the orientation of the instrument and accuracy of individual measurement –
angular and distance. While measuring characteristic points on the building the distances are
measured with reflectorless distance measurements. A similar approach is described in the
thesis by Kopac (2014), where characteristic points are determined with an accuracy of around
few mm.
Processing of TS building surveying results
Results of on-site TS surveying of the building are coordinates of characteristic points, which
define the shape and size of the surveyed building. Values of individual geometry parameters
can be calculated directly from coordinates. However, it is better to import measured points
into suitable software (e.g. Autodesk AutoCAD, Trimble SketchUp, etc.), where points are first
connected into wire-frame model, which is then covered with surfaces (Figure 8). A resulting
3D model of the building represents a model for visualization and storage of geometry
information.

Figure 8: Example of a wire-frame model (left) and a surface model (right).

Evaluation of TS method in terms of epiqr® methodology
With TS measurements, it is possible to determine coordinates of visible characteristic points
with high accuracy. These points are the basis for the creation of a 3D model for visualization
and calculation of geometry parameters values. The method is suitable for determination of
most of the epiqr® geometry parameters values, except for the complex roofs or roofs on tall
buildings which are not visible from the ground. Regardless of the TS method strengths, it is
not useful for epiqr® methodology. The method requires expensive instruments and equipment
which also requires a high level of expertise. Surveying of a building with TS method is also
time-consuming due to manual measurements of each characteristic point. The full list of
strengths and weaknesses is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Strengths and weaknesses of TS method in terms of epiqr® methodology
Strengths
 high accuracy
 relatively fast modeling

Weaknesses
 expensive instruments and equipment
 high level of expertise for surveying
 time-consuming surveying
 subjective choice of characteristic points
 roofs are not surveyed

3.1.2 Terrestrial Laser Scanning
A terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) is a measurement device for measuring dimension and
geometry of objects in three-dimensional space. With rotation around its vertical axis, while
deflecting a laser beam in a vertical direction, TLS automatically scans its surrounding with a
raster-wise manner. Each point is measured with angular (horizontal and vertical angle) and
distance measurement, which are then used to calculate 3D coordinates (Kogoj, 2014).
The result of TLS measurements is a point cloud, where each point is given with threedimensional coordinates (x, y, z) and intensity (i) of the returning signal. If TLS has an
integrated camera, each point may also include color information (red, green and blue (RGB)
values) (Kogoj, 2014).
Instruments and equipment used for terrestrial laser scanning
For surveying of the building with TLS, following professional measuring instruments and
equipment (an example is shown in Figure 9) is needed:
-

a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS),

-

tripods (one for the scanner and additional tripods for targets if used),

-

targets (optional – for registration and georeferencing), and

-

GNSS receiver (optional - for georeferencing).

Figure 9: Riegel terrestrial laser scanner mounted on the Leica tripod (left) and high reflective TLS target
mounted on the Leica tripod (right).
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Surveying of a building with TLS
One way of obtaining the geometry of an existing building is to scan it with the use of the TLS.
An example of surveying with TLS is shown in Figure 10. TLS only scans parts of the building,
which are visible from the current station. Therefore, in order to scan the entire building,
scanning is conducted from multiple stations, which are arranged around the building. The
stations have to be placed in a way that the obtained scans cover the entire building with
sufficient overlap between the adjacent scans. In this way, multiple point clouds (one for each
station) of the building are obtained. Each point cloud is given in its own local coordinate
system. An example of a point cloud obtained with TLS from one station is shown in Figure 11.
The point clouds are later merged within the registration process. In the case when the artificial
targets are used for the registration these have to be placed around the building before the
surveying. The targets are positioned within the overlapping parts of individual scans.
Whenever the project has to be given in a known reference system, the positions of targets on
tripods are determined with GNSS measurements.

Figure 10: An example of surveying of the building with TLS. Red dots represent single measured points
on the building. Blue plates with white dots on tripods are high reflective artificial targets used for
registration of the point clouds. Resulting point cloud for this station is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Example of a point obtained by surveying a building with a TLS from the station as shown in
Figure 10. This point cloud was not obtained with actual surveying but with the simulation – generating
a point cloud on a model.
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Pre-processing of TLS building surveying results
With TLS surveying of an existing building, multiple point clouds are obtained, where each is
given in its own coordinate system. These are merged in the pre-processing phase within the
registration process, where all point clouds are transformed into a common coordinate system
(Figure 12). Different methods for registration are in use where the most common are ICP
(Iterative Closest Point), shape-based or tie points (use of artificial targets or object
characteristic points) registration (Kogoj, 2014).
Before the obtained point cloud could be used for additional processing, the outliers should be
removed from the point cloud. This can be achieved with a use of automatic outlier removal
filter algorithms or manual cleaning.
If needed, the final point cloud is transformed into a known coordinate system based on
obtained GNSS measurements.

Figure 12: Example of a merged point cloud after the registration phase. Point cloud was created with
simulation – generation of a point cloud on a model which can be seen in Figure 10.

Processing of TLS building surveying results
The obtained point cloud of an existing building already represents the geometry of the building
on its own, however, it is necessary to additionally extract geometry information to make it
useful. Different types of processing are used for the purpose:
-

filtering,

-

segmentation,

-

classification, and

-

modeling.

Filtering separates points into two groups, usually ground and non-ground points.
Segmentation is the process of labeling each measurement in a point cloud according to
some common characteristic. The purpose of segmentation is that all points which belong to
the same region or surface have the same label (plane, edge, corner, etc.). Classification is
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the process of classifying points (point-based) or segments (segment-based) to different
classes. Most common classes for buildings are roofs, façades, windows, and doors. Filtering,
segmentation, and classification are carried out with the use of automatic algorithms.
Modeling is a process of creating a digital 3D model from a point cloud and can be done
manually, semi-automatically or automatically (Kosmatin Fras, 2011). Different software exists
and is in use for the purpose of modeling. Autodesk REVIT allows manual modeling of building
information models (BIM) from the point cloud. Simple models can be manually created in
SketchUp with the use of point cloud plugins such as the one from UNDET point cloud software
(Undet, 2016). Semi-automatic and automatic modeling is based on algorithms which are
extracting geometry shapes and features. One of the promising solutions is provided by
Technodigit’s 3Dresheaper software (3Dresheaper, 2016), which reconstructs the building
model with the intersection of semi-automatically extracted planes. PointFuse software
(PointFuse, 2016) automatically turns point clouds to vector models, where unlike with the
meshing techniques, the obtained vector geometries are separated for easier further modeling
in third party software. According to this research, there is no market-ready software, which
would fully automatically process point clouds into semantic building models, from which the
geometries of individual building elements (roof, façade, windows, etc.) could be automatically
extracted.
The accuracy of created model first depends on the quality of the point cloud and second on
the modeling process. Flerin (2016) describes similar surveying method, where the estimated
accuracy based on the deviation of distances extracted from point cloud and distances
measured with TS, is between few mm to few cm, which means high accuracy in terms of
epiqr® methodology.
Evaluation of TLS method in terms of epiqr® methodology
With TLS measurements it is possible to scan parts of the building, which are visible from TLS
station with high speed and high accuracy. Since the measurements are based on the returning
signal, translucent and mirror surfaces are problematic as there is usually no returning signal
due to the penetration (translucent surfaces) or total reflection (mirror, shiny surfaces) of the
sent laser beam. Point clouds obtained from multiple stations have to be merged before
additional processing is conducted. Obtained point cloud can be used as a basis for modeling
of an existing building. The method is suitable for determination of most of the epiqr® geometry
parameters, except for the roofs with complex shape or roofs on the tall buildings, which are
not visible from the ground. Regardless these important strengths, the method does not meet
epiqr® needs because TLS equipment is expensive and requires a high level of expertise
knowledge. Surveying from the individual station is fast and automatic, however, relocating
and setting of the instrument on multiple stations, which are needed to survey the entire
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building, is time-consuming. Another challenge is to create a model of a building from obtained
point cloud, where fully automatic modeling of semantic models is not yet possible, while
manual modeling is time-consuming. However, simple building models can still be produced
in acceptable time with semi-automatic modeling methods. Strengths and weaknesses are
listed in Table 4.
Table 4: Strengths and weaknesses of TLS method in terms of epiqr® methodology
Strengths
 high accuracy of obtained
model
 fast surveying for one station
 semi-automatic modelling

Weaknesses
 expensive instruments and equipment
 high level of expertise for surveying
 time-consuming surveying for the entire building
 the roof is not surveyed
 pre-processing necessary (registration)
 time-consuming manual modeling
 translucent and mirror surfaces are problematic

3.1.3 Mobile Mapping System
Mobile Mapping System (MMS) is a term used for the surveying system which consists of a
combination of synchronized remote sensing sensors (laser scanner, camera, and
multi/hyperspectral sensors), navigation sensor (GNSS) and orientation sensor (INS), which
are mounted on a mobile platform, typically a vehicle. While the mobile platform is moving the
MMS is surveying its surrounding. The laser scanner is providing a point cloud, the camera is
taking photos and multi/hyperspectral sensors are providing multi/hyperspectral images.
Obtained data are directly georeferenced with GNSS measurements and oriented with INS
measurements (Kosmatin Fras, 2014).

Figure 13: Three examples of MMS with different platforms. From left to right, vehicle-based TOPCON
(PositionPartners, 2016), handheld based Zebedee, with a scan of Pisa tower (GCR, 2013) and
backpack based Leica Pegasus (Leica-Geosystems, 2015).

Surveying with Mapping Systems (MS) mounted on a vehicle is bound and limited on the roads.
Therefore, manufacturers are also focused on the development of cart, backpack, and
handheld based MMS. Some of these systems (e.g. Zebedee scanner, cart-based MMS, and
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Leica Pegasus – includes the possibility) do not rely on GNSS measurements, which makes
them appropriate for both outdoor and indoor surveying. In this case, obtained data are given
in a local coordinate system. An example of three different mobile mapping systems is shown
in Figure 13.
Geometrical accuracy depends on the accuracy of measurements of individual sensors, which
altogether form MMS, their mutual calibration, and synchronization. According to the research
of geometrical accuracy on a fixed test field, with the use of professional MMS equipment in
good GNSS coverage and conditions, the absolute accuracy of 1 – 2 cm can be achieved,
while relative accuracy can be even higher (Kaartinen et al., 2012).
Surveying of a building with MMS
Before surveying with MMS, basic parameters for different sensors must be set. In order to
survey the exterior of an existing building, MMS has to orb the entire building, while individual
sensors are automatically surveying its surrounding, in this case, the building. Laser scanner
scans all visible parts of the building and camera simultaneously takes photos. If GNSS is
included in MMS system, obtained data are directly georeferenced in a chosen reference
system, otherwise, the data are given in a local coordinate system.
Pre-processing of building surveying results obtained with MMS
Pre-processing methods for MMS are very similar to the ones within the TLS method, which
are described in Section 3.1.2. The main difference is that no registration is needed within
MMS method due to the available INS measurements.
Processing of building surveying results obtained with MMS
In order to extract building’s geometry or to create a model of the building, additional
processing is needed. Obtained point cloud is the basis for determination of building’s
geometry or the creation of a model. Photos are used for adding the RGB values to obtained
point cloud or for texturing of the model produced from the point cloud. Since this method is
based on laser scanning, the processing is the same as the one already described in Section
3.1.2. The main difference is that unlike for the TLS method, there is no registration needed
within MMS method. INS allows acquisition of a point cloud in a common reference system
and ensures direct orientation of obtained photos. In the case where GNSS is included in MMS,
obtained data are also directly georeferenced.
Evaluation of MMS method in terms of epiqr® methodology
With the use of MMS, only visible parts of the building from the ground can be surveyed. Thus,
roofs are not visible and therefore not surveyed. Since MMS is laser scanning based method,
translucent and mirror surfaces are not surveyed due to the penetration or total reflection of
the sent laser beam. Surveying is automatic and fast. In the case of the vehicle-based MMS,
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this method is limited when the building cannot be accessed from all sides. In some cases
(narrow passage around the building) this can be solved by the use of a handheld or a
backpack based MMS. Obtained point cloud has to be further processed, where semiautomatic modeling can be used to create simple models. In the case when the camera is
included in MMS, photorealistic models can be created. For more detailed models, manual
modeling is necessary, which is time-consuming. Another important weakness of MMS method
is also the high price of the system. A complete list of strengths and weaknesses of the method
is presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Strengths and weaknesses of MMS method in terms of epiqr® methodology. Georeferencing
is only included in GNSS-based MMS.
Strengths
 fast automatic surveying
 direct orientation and georeferencing
 semi-automatic modelling
 high accuracy
 no registration of point clouds needed
 photorealistic model

Weaknesses
 expensive instruments and equipment
 translucent and mirror surfaces are
problematic
 the roof is not surveyed
 possible problems in case of inaccessibility
 time-consuming manual modeling

3.1.4 Close range photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is the science of obtaining reliable geometric measurements and semantic
information from photographs. Information about the surface and objects is recorded to a
media (photos) without making any physical contact. While taking photos, some photography
and photogrammetric rules have to be taken into account. Obtained photos during
photogrammetric data acquisition are later used to extract additional information, where 3D
geometry is reconstructed with help of optics and projective geometry. Typical
photogrammetric products are a measurement, map, plan, drawing and a 3D model (Kosmatin
Fras, 2011).
There are many different classifications of photogrammetry science, however, due to the
purpose of building modeling, only the Close Range Photogrammetry (CRP), which is used for
such projects (Kraus, 2007) is discussed in this document. As the name implies, in CRP
method, the camera is close to the surveyed object. In the past, this used to be a terrestrial
method, where the camera was hand-held or mounted on a tripod. It was mostly used for
measurements and creation of drawings, plans, and models. This changed with the emergence
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), which are used as a platform, the so-called UAV
photogrammetry, which allowed the combination of aerial and close range photogrammetry.
The UAV photogrammetry is described in Section 3.1.6.
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Instruments and equipment used in close range photogrammetry
As in any photogrammetric method, the main instrument for surveying is a camera. For
projects, where there is no need of very high accuracy, nowadays typically a non-metric
compact, mirrorless or DSLR camera is used. Photogrammetric reconstruction is already
possible with photos alone, however, to assign the correct scale to the model, at least one
distance has to be measured. If final product has to be given in some known reference system,
TS and GNSS are used to determine the position of photogrammetric targets or characteristic
points which are used for georeferencing. In such case, the camera should be calibrated to
increase the accuracy and calibration field is needed as well.
Therefore, for the purpose of CRP measurements of an existing building, following
photogrammetric equipment is needed:
-

non-metric compact, mirrorless (Figure 14) or DSLR camera,

-

measurement tape or an electronic distance measurement device (DISTO),

-

photogrammetric targets (optional – in the case of georeferencing),

-

TS (optional – in case of georeferencing),

-

GNSS (optional – in case of georeferencing), and

-

calibration field (optional – when calibration with calibration field is included).

Figure 14: Main surveying instrument in photogrammetry - camera (left) and overlap and geometry of
adjacent photos in case of close range convergent photogrammetry method (right).

Surveying of a building with the CRP method
Photogrammetric reconstruction is only possible when certain criteria in obtained photos are
met. This is achieved with following two sets of rules during the surveying. First rules are
related to camera settings, which are important for the acquisition of quality photos in terms of
sharpness, brightness, and contrast. The second set of rules is related to the geometry of
adjacent photos in terms of sufficient overlap and the optimal angle between homologous
image rays. These are important first for the photogrammetric reconstruction to be possible
and second for the quality of a project in terms of accuracy. Values of these parameters depend
on used surveying case and processing method. Since the building is a 3D object, which has
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to be surveyed from all sides, the so-called multi-image photogrammetry method, where
photos are taken in the convergent case is used. An example of surveying is shown in Figure
15. In the case where calibration with calibration field is included, photos of the calibration field
have to be taken as well.

Figure 15: Principle of surveying of an existing building with convergent CRP photogrammetry. Red and
blue squares represent the frames of two adjacent photos, which are taken from a different position.
The same part of the building, which is covered in both photos is called overlap.

Pre-processing of photos in CRP method
Before the obtained photos can be used for a photogrammetric reconstruction, internal
orientation parameters (IOP) and external orientation parameters (EOP) have to be
determined. IOP describe the internal geometry of the camera at the time of data acquisition.
IOP are focal length, coordinates of image center, and coefficients of lens distortion. These
are determined within the camera calibration process, which can be semi-automatic or
automatic. Approximate values of IOP can be determined from obtained photos with an
automatic self-calibration method. When higher accuracy is required, IOP have to be
determined from photos of calibration field. EOP describe the relative positions and
orientations of obtained photos and are determined through manual, automatic or semiautomatic measurements of homologous points (same points of the real world, which are
visible on adjacent photos), which can be achieved manually, semi-automatic or automatic.
Processing in CRP method
Once IOP of the used camera and EOP of photos are known, photogrammetric reconstruction
is possible. There are several different methods for processing in the science of
photogrammetry. Reconstruction in the case of multi-image convergent photogrammetry is
based on measurements of image coordinates of homologous points (same object points
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which are visible on adjacent photos), where each point is reconstructed as the most probable
intersection of homologous image rays. Coordinates of homologous points are measured
manually, semi-automatically or automatically, depending on the used software.
In the case of manual or semi-automatic processing, only the characteristic points of the
building are measured. These are connected to form a wire-frame model, which is then
covered with surfaces to obtain the final surface model. Photorealistic model can be created
with a projection of oriented photos onto the surface model. Geometry parameters of the
building can be read out or measured from the model. An example of a software for manual
and semi-automatic photogrammetric modeling is Photomodeler Scanner from Eos Systems.
In the case of automatic processing, random homologous points, which are determined by
image matching algorithms are measured automatically. In this way, the photogrammetric point
cloud is generated. The point cloud is then used to create a model, which can be achieved in
different ways: manual modeling, semi-automatic modeling, or automatic modeling. This is
achieved in a similar manner as in the case of laser scanned point clouds (Section 3.1.2). The
main difference is that photogrammetric point cloud includes RGB color information, which is
used to texture the model. The obtained model is scaled according to the measured distance.
Automatic photogrammetric processing can be carried out with different professional software,
such as Photomodeler Scanner, 3Dsurvey, PhotoScan, Pix4D, etc.
The accuracy of obtained model depends on the used camera, surveying, and processing
method. Zavec (2011) created a building model from convergent photos with manual modeling
and scaled it based on one measured distance. Distances measured on obtained model and
ones from TS measurements were differing for few cm (2 – 5 cm).
Evaluation of CRP method in terms of epiqr® methodology
Multi-image convergent CRP is an appropriate method for reconstruction of building model and
extraction of geometry parameters. For surveying, only an ordinary digital camera is needed.
While surveying, only some basic photography rules, and photogrammetric rules have to be
followed, otherwise, no expertise knowledge is needed. Surveying time as with any method
depends on the size of the building, nevertheless, surveying is relatively fast. Because the
surveying is done from the ground, information about building’s roof is not acquired in most
cases. The method is sensitive on occlusions since each point which is to be reconstructed
has to be visible on at least two photos, which are taken from different positions. Another
problem, especially for automatic algorithms, are surfaces which are not distinguishable on
different photos, as in the case of flat surfaces without textures, shiny, mirror, or translucent
surfaces. Obtained photos can be processed in several ways, where the fully automatic
method can only provide a mesh model useful for visualization. Semantic model can be made
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with the use of semi-automatic or manual method, where the manual method is too timeconsuming from the perspective of epiqr® methodology. A complete list of strengths and
weaknesses of the method is presented in Table 6.
Table 6: Strengths and weaknesses of CRP method in terms of epiqr® methodology
Strengths
 inexpensive equipment
 no special expertise needed for surveying
 fast surveying
 automatic or semi-automatic pre-processing
 semi-automatic modelling
 photorealistic model
 sufficient accuracy of the model

Weaknesses
 the roof is not surveyed
 occlusions
 pre-processing is needed
 time consuming manual modelling
 surfaces without texture, shiny, mirror or
translucent surfaces

3.1.5 Airborne Laser Scanning
Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) is a term used for laser scanning carried out from an airborne
platform and it is often referred as LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging). In most cases, the
platform is still a helicopter or an airplane. However, with LiDAR sensors getting smaller, lighter
and more affordable on the one hand and with rapid UAV development, on the other hand,
ALS found its place in UAV surveying as well.

Figure 16: ALS system components (LiDAR, GNSS, and INS) and the principle of scanning (Ostir, 2006).

ALS system consists of three sensors: laser scanner, GNSS receiver and Inertial Navigation
System (INS). Laser scanner emits short laser pulses and deflects them transverse to the flight
direction. For each laser beam, which is reflected back from the surface towards the sensor,
the distance is determined. Besides the distance, intensity and multiple reflections (echoes)
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are also recorded. Meanwhile, the GNSS measures the position of the sensor and the INS unit
is used to determine the orientation of the sensor. Based on measurements of all three
sensors, the coordinates for each measured point are determined. Therefore, the result is a
directly geo-referenced point cloud of scanned area. ALS system and the principle of surveying
is shown in Figure 16 (Ostir, 2006). ALS is used in many applications, such as the production
of digital elevation models (Ostir, 2006), inspection of power lines (Grigillo et al., 2015),
archaeological prospection (Faltynova et al., 2015), etc.
Surveying of a building with ALS
Typical ALS surveying is conducted from high altitudes of few hundred meters with a nadir
LiDAR orientation. In this way, information about Earth's surface for vast areas is collected.
Due to the nadir sensor orientation, roofs are the only part of the building, which is being
scanned. Thus, only LOD2 building models can be created. Besides, the density of the
obtained point cloud is relatively low (few to 10 points per m²) due to the high altitude of
surveying. In order to scan complete building, LiDAR should be oriented in an oblique way
(around 45° to nadir) while flying over the building from all directions. The higher point cloud
density can be achieved with surveying conducted from low altitude. The difference between
point clouds obtained with high altitude nadir and low altitude oblique ALS surveying is shown
in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Nadir ALS surveying point cloud (left) and oblique ALS surveying (right). In the case of nadir
ALS, only roof parts of the buildings are scanned. Besides, point density is lower due to the higher
altitude of surveying. Point clouds are not obtained with actual surveying but with the simulation –
generating a mesh from a model, to show the difference of nadir and oblique ALS.

The accuracy of obtained point cloud depends on accuracies of raw measurements of all three
sensors (LiDAR, GNSS, and INS), from which the coordinates are calculated as well as the
mutual calibration and synchronization of individual sensors. In the case of scanning for
purpose of obtaining a building model and its geometry relative accuracy is more important
than absolute accuracy. The former is usually written in specification sheets of ALS systems.
For instance, ALS system RIEGL VQ-820-G has an accuracy of 25 mm at 1 sigma (50 mm at
2 sigma which is 95 % confidence level) for scanning from 150 m according to its specifications
(RIEGL, 2015).
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Pre-processing of building surveying results obtained with ALS
Pre-processing methods are very similar to the ones within the TLS method, which are
described in Section 3.1.2. The main difference is that no registration is needed within MMS
method due to the availability of the INS measurements.
Processing of ALS building surveying data
In order to obtain geometry of the building or to create a building model, further processing of
obtained point cloud is necessary. In the case of nadir ALS surveying from high altitude, first
DEMs (DSM and DTM) are reconstructed, which are then used to automatically extract basic
LOD2 building models. This can be achieved with virtualcitySYSTEMS BuildingReconstruction
software. More detailed modeling is only possible in the case of oblique view ALS from low
altitudes, where the complete building is scanned with higher point density. For modeling of
the building from obtained point cloud with ALS may be used. Similar processing approaches
as described in Section 3.1.2.
The accuracy of created model depends on the accuracy of the point cloud, a method of
modeling and the level of generalization during modeling phase. According to accuracy
assessment of 3D models created from a combination of TLS and ALS data (Borkowski et al.,
2014) RMSE is below 10 cm, where the vertical accuracy of ALS is around 16 cm before the
registration with TLS data.
Evaluation of ALS method in terms of epiqr® methodology
Based on this research, ALS is an appropriate method to collect data for modeling and
extraction of the geometry of an existing building. Surveying of individual building is automatic
and fast. Due to the aerial platform of a laser scanner, this method is appropriate for surveying
of upper building parts (roof). Since the platform is moving, there are better chances that each
part of the building is scanned, which makes the method less sensitive for occlusions. Building
model can be reconstructed from both nadir ALS and oblique ALS data, where the latter brings
a higher level of detail due to the included data of building’s façade. Obtained data allow for
reconstruction of simple models with automatic or semi-automatic methods, where the
resulting models are of sufficient accuracy. Despite all the strengths, the method also has
some important weaknesses. The main weaknesses are the costs of ALS system, high level
of expertise needed for surveying and the possible flying restrictions due to required
permission to survey the building with ALS. Some parts of the building, which are occluded by
overhanging parts of the building (roof, balconies, etc.), are not visible from the air and are
therefore not surveyed. Translucent and mirror surfaces are also problematic due to the
penetration or total reflection of the sent laser beam. Strengths and weaknesses of ALS
method are listed in Table 7.
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Table 7: Strengths and weaknesses of ALS surveying method in terms of epiqr® methodology.
Strengths
 sufficient accuracy of the model
 fast automatic surveying
 the roof is also surveyed
 automatic modeling of LOD2 building
models
 semi-automatic modelling
 less sensitive for occlusions

Weaknesses







expensive instruments and equipment
high level of expertise needed for surveying
possible surveying restrictions due to flying
translucent and mirror surfaces are problematic
no RGB information
(cannot produce photorealistic model)

3.1.6 UAV photogrammetry
UAV photogrammetry method was born with the emergence of UAVs. Mounting a digital
camera on a UAV, which can fly at low altitudes, closed the gap between aerial and close
range photogrammetry (CRP). UAV photogrammetry method has the same characteristics
from the photogrammetric point of view as the CRP method (described in Section 3.1.4), where
the main difference is the used platform. There are several different ways of UAV
photogrammetry surveying, however, this section is focused on multi-image convergent UAV
photogrammetry surveying for the purpose of building modeling.
Instruments and equipment used in UAV photogrammetry
Basic surveying instrument as always in photogrammetry is a digital camera. Since the camera
is mounted on a UAV platform, compact and mirrorless cameras are preferred due to their low
weight. Surveying in UAV photogrammetry is usually conducted autonomously, therefore the
complete unmanned aerial system UAS is needed. UAS consist from UAV, remote station,
ground control station (laptop with an appropriate software for flight planning and
communicating with UAV), and telemetry link (used for communicating with UAV). In order to
scale the reconstructed point cloud or a model, one distance has to be known, which is
measured with distance measurement device. Whenever the project has to be georeferenced,
photogrammetric targets are placed around the object and surveyed with a GNSS receiver.
Additionally, calibration field is needed in the case of higher accuracy requirements.
To sum it up, following instruments and equipment is needed for the surveying with UAV
photogrammetry method:
-

unmanned aerial system (UAS),

-

non-metric compact, mirrorless or DSLR camera,

-

measurement tape or an electronic distance measurement device (DISTO),

-

photogrammetric targets (optional – ground control points for georeferencing),

-

GNSS (optional – for georeferencing), and

-

calibration field (optional – when calibration with calibration field is included).
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Surveying of a building with UAV photogrammetry method
As in any photogrammetric project, obtained photos have to meet certain criteria in order to be
useful for photogrammetric reconstruction. This is achieved by following some basic
photography and photogrammetric rules (Section 3.1.4). In order to achieve the optimal relative
geometry of adjacent photos, surveying is done with pre-planned autonomous flight, while the
camera is mounted on the UAV with the oblique view orientation. In this way, the entire
building, including both roof and façade, is covered with convergent photos. Since it is another
CRP method, the assumption is made that the accuracy of obtained model is comparable to
the accuracy of the terrestrial CRP method, if the same camera is used and the same
photography and photogrammetric rules are followed.
Pre-processing and processing of photos in UAV photogrammetry method
With UAV photogrammetry surveying for the purpose of building modeling, convergent
overlapping photos of surveyed building are obtained. The pre-processing and processing
methods are therefore the same as the ones described in Section 3.1.4. Because this is an
aerial method, also the roof of the building is surveyed. This allows to create DSM and DTM,
which can be used together with footprint polygon to automatically reconstruct LOD2 model
with use of BuildingReconstruction software. The assumption is made that in the case of the
same quality of obtained photos with the same mutual geometry of adjacent photos as in CRP
method, similar relative accuracy can be achieved.
Evaluation of UAV photogrammetry method in terms of epiqr® methodology
Multi-image convergent CRP conducted from a UAV platform is an appropriate method for
reconstruction of building model and extraction of geometry parameters. Surveying is
conducted from the air, for which the expensive UAS is needed. Expertise knowledge is
needed to operate the UAS. There is also a concern of possible restrictions of UAV flying since
it is not yet completely regulated by the law. When the flight path is planned, surveying is done
automatically and fast. With an oblique camera orientation, both the façade and the roof of the
building are surveyed. However, all the parts of the building, which are occluded by
overhanging building parts (roof, balconies, etc.), are not visible from the sensor position and
are therefore not surveyed. As in any photogrammetric methods pre-processing is necessary,
however, it can be done with a use of fast automatic or semi-automatic methods. The method
is sensitive to occlusions, since each point, which is to be reconstructed, has to be visible on
at least two photos taken from different positions. Surfaces, which are not distinguishable on
different photos, as in the case of flat surfaces without textures, shiny, mirror or transparent
surfaces, pose a problem, especially for automatic algorithms. Obtained photos can be
processed in several ways, where the fully automatic method can only provide a mesh model
useful for visualization. The semantic model can be made with the use of a semi-automatic or
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a manual method, where the manual method is too time-consuming from the perspective of
epiqr® methodology. A complete list of strengths and weaknesses of this method is presented
in Table 8.
Table 8: Strengths and weaknesses of UAV photogrammetry method in terms of epiqr® methodology
Strengths








Weaknesses

fast automatic surveying
both roof and façade are surveyed
automatic or semi-automatic pre-processing
semi-automatic modelling
automatic modeling to LOD2 models
photorealistic model
sufficient accuracy of the model









expensive equipment (UAS)
special expertise of UAS use necessary
possible restrictions due to UAV flying
pre-processing is needed
sensitive on occlusions
time-consuming manual modeling
sensitive for translucent or mirror surfaces

3.2 Comparison of methods and method selection
In this chapter, methods, which are briefly presented in Section 3.1 are compared. This
comparative overview is made with an intention to select the most appropriate methods for
building data acquisition from the perspective of epiqr® methodology.
Basic information on all the methods, which are described in Section 3.1, is gathered in an
extensive comparison table. The table is given as an appendix (Appendix A) as it would be
hard to grasp due to its size and quantity of displayed information, Therefore, in this section,
only key parts of the table, which are the most important for the final decision on selection of
methods are discussed.
Methods in the comparison table are divided into terrestrial and airborne methods. Terrestrial
methods are TS, TLS, MMS and CRP, while airborne methods are ALS and UAV
photogrammetry. Regardless of the used surveying technology, methods within each group
have some common characteristics, which are presented in Table 9.
Table 9: Comparison between terrestrial and airborne surveying methods by strengths and weaknesses.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Terrestrial surveying methods
 terrestrial platform
 high accuracy
 the roof is not surveyed
 accessibility may be an issue
 manual surveying (except MMS)

Airborne surveying methods
 fast automatic surveying
 the roof is surveyed
 possible law restrictions due to flying
 additional expertise due to flying
 additional equipment (platform)
 parts of the building, which are occluded
by the overhanging building parts are not
surveyed

The main advantage of airborne methods is the possibility to survey both a roof and a façade
in a fast and automatic way. Some parts of the building are also not surveyed as can be seen
in Figure 18. Weaknesses of airborne methods are mostly related to the flying part, as it brings
the need for an additional platform, knowledge to operate required flying permissions, and
possible law restrictions. Terrestrial methods, however, do not have such issues due to its
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terrestrial-based platform. The achieved geometrical accuracy is also higher with terrestrial
methods, but the accuracy of airborne methods is also sufficient for epiqr®. The main
weakness of terrestrial methods from the building surveying point of view is the fact that only
the parts of the building which, are visible from the ground are surveyed. This means that in
most cases, the roof of the building is not surveyed, which makes it impossible to model the
roof or to obtain geometry of the roof. Besides the roof, the balconies are also problematic for
surveying from the ground as can be seen in Figure 18. Some buildings have limited
accessibility, which also makes it impossible to survey parts of the façade. Except for the MMS,
terrestrial methods are manual, which makes them more time-consuming as in the case of
automatic airborne surveying methods.

Figure 18: Building parts, which are not surveyed due to the sensor position and orientation for airborne
methods (marked red) and terrestrial methods (marked blue).

The conclusion of the comparison between terrestrial and airborne methods for the given case
is that airborne methods are better due to fast automatic surveying and since it is the only way
to survey the entire building including the roofs. However, since the possible restrictions due
to flying, terrestrial methods should not be ruled out, as they may be the only possibility in the
future or at least in some cases.
As for the individual methods, from the surveying point of view in terms of epiqr® methodology,
the method should not require special measurement equipment which requires special
surveying expertise. It is also important, that surveying is conducted in short time.
Both TS and TLS may be ruled out according to these requirements since both methods
require special measurement equipment, special surveying expertise and as the surveying is
manual and time-consuming. This narrows the selection to two terrestrial methods (MMS and
CRP) and two airborne methods (ALS and UAV photogrammetry), which means for both
terrestrial and airborne methods one laser scanning based and one photogrammetry method.
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Both of these groups have some important strengths and weaknesses, which are shown in
Table 10.
Table 10: Comparison of laser scanning based and photogrammetry based methods by strengths and
weaknesses.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Laser scanning methods
(MMS and ALS)
 fast automatic surveying
 less sensitive for occlusions
 insensitive to illumination conditions
 less pre-processing
 expensive instrument (LiDAR)
 sensitive for the mirror and
translucent surfaces

Photogrammetry methods
 inexpensive instrument (camera)
 fast and simple surveying
 photorealistic models
 sensitive for occlusions
 more pre-processing (IOP and
EOP)
 sensitive to illumination conditions
 sensitive for the mirror and
translucent surfaces

From the surveying point of view, laser scanning-based methods (MMS and ALS) have a few
important strengths. Besides the fast automatic surveying, methods are insensitive to
illumination conditions and less sensitive to occlusions (Figure 19). Regardless these important
strengths, laser scanning methods have one important weakness, which is certainly the high
price of the systems. In the case of MMS, only the backpack or handheld MMS are interesting,
which are quite new to the surveying market and thus very expensive. The situation is similar
in the case of ALS, where developed UAV LiDAR systems are also new to the market.

Figure 19: LiDAR (right) is less sensitive to occlusions since the point is measured even if it is only
visible from one position, whereas in the case of photogrammetry (right), the point is reconstructed only
if it is visible on at least two photos, which were taken from different positions.

Photogrammetric methods (CRP and UAV photogrammetry) may be carried out with the use
of an inexpensive ordinary digital camera as the main instrument. For terrestrial CRP,
surveying is manual, but still fast and simple, where only some basic photography and
photogrammetric rules have to be followed. In the case of UAV photogrammetry, the building
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is surveyed automatically, based on the pre-planned flight. Photogrammetry methods have two
important weaknesses. From all methods, it is the most sensitive to occlusions (Figure 19) and
the only method sensitive to illumination conditions, which can be partly solved with the use of
appropriate camera settings.
As for the processing, LiDAR-based methods provide point cloud where only the outliers and
noise removal has to be carried out within pre-processing. The model can be created manually
(time-consuming), semi-automatically or automatically. Photogrammetric methods require
more pre-processing (IOP & EOP), which is, however, semi-automatic or automatic and fast.
For the processing, it allows many manual, semi-automatic, and automatic solutions. It is also
the only method to provide the photorealistic model. Accuracy is sufficient for epiqr®
regardless the used method and is thus not further discussed within this comparison.
Regardless some surveying weaknesses and necessary pre-processing, CRP and UAV
photogrammetry are the most appropriate methods according to the requirements of epiqr®
methodology. Therefore, bothof these methods are selected for additional real case
experiment.
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4 PROPOSED APPROACHES
There are different methods for obtaining geometry and model of a building, which differ in
many aspects. Some of these methods are based on obtaining building geometry from
available spatial data, while other methods require on-site surveying. The manner
(photogrammetric rules and recommendations) in which photos of the surveyed building are
taken, mainly depends on processing method and used software. Each method requires a
different amount of effort and provides different results. Some methods provide only geometry
while others provide a digital model as well. Results also differ in its precision and level of detail
(LOD).
In this section, proposed methods, which are also tested (Section 5), are described in detail
from different aspects:
-

instruments and equipment used for surveying,

-

input data,

-

software used for processing (with emphasis on needed functions),

-

processing workflow,

-

results of the method (geometry parameters and/or digital building model),

-

strengths and weaknesses, and

-

possible restrictions.

4.1 Approach 1 – Google Earth method
Google Earth approach is based on obtaining building geometry from available spatial data
without any additional on-site surveying. Building geometry parameters are obtained with
measurements, conducted in Google Earth Pro software, directly from Google Earth building
model and Google orthophoto.
This approach provides coarse values of geometry parameters, without any digital model for
storage and visualization.
4.1.1 Google Earth Pro
Google Earth is a virtual globe, map and geoinformation software owned by Google Inc. It
maps the Earth onto 3D globe, by superimposition of images obtained with satellite imagery,
aerial photography and geographic information system (GIS). The software is currently
available in two different licenses: Google Earth (a free version with limited function) and
Google Earth Pro (commercial version with advanced tools and functions), which is free of
charge since 2015 (Wampler et al., 2013).
Google Earth is based on 3D maps with the capability to show 3D buildings. At first, building
models that were included in Google Earth were modeled with SketchUp software by
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individuals. In 2012 Google announced the implementation of automatic, stereo
photogrammetry based method for creating 3D mesh building models from oblique aerial
photos. Mesh building models were first only available for major cities. New city models are
being added in Google Earth regularly but without any announcement (Mellen, 2012).
Google Earth Pro includes advanced tools (Figure 20) for measuring distances and areas of
closed polygons on both 2D maps (orthophoto) and 3D building models.

Figure 20: Google Earth Pro Ruler tool includes several individual measurement tools: line, path,
polygon, circle, 3D path, and 3D polygon tool.

4.1.2 Workflow of Google Earth approach
First of all, the search tool is used, to find a building of interest based on its address. Layers
can be switched on and off in layers tab to change between 2D orthophoto and 3D mesh
building models view. The complete geometry is measured with use of ruler tools. Each
measured value has to be manually noted down on paper or in some external table.
BFA is measured with the polygon tool as shown in Figure 21. Above ground, GFA can be
calculated with the multiplication of BFA and number of floors, which can be easily counted
from Google Earth model.

Figure 21: Example of BFA measurements on Google orthophoto with the use of area measurement
tools in Google Earth Pro.
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A roof pitch angle is calculated with a tangent function from two measured distances on the
same roof part. A horizontal distance is measured with the line tool on the orthophoto, while a
sloping distance is measured with 3Dpath tool on the building model (Figure 22).

Figure 22: Obtaining roof pitch from Google spatial data. A roof pitch angle is calculated with a tangent
function from two measured distances of the same part of the roof. A sloping distance is measured on
the Google Earth model while the horizontal distance is measured on the Google satellite map
(orthophoto).

The area geometry parameters are obtained with the area measurements of individual parts
with a use of the 3Dpolygon tool (Figure 23). In the case of façade or roof area, total area is
calculated by adding together all the measured areas of individual parts.

Figure 23: Example of roof area measurements (left) and façade area measurements (right) on a Google
building model with use of 3D area measurement tools in Google Earth Pro.

If the windows surfaces are visible on the model, areas can be determined in the same way as
façade and roof areas. Total area for windows is then calculated with the multiplication of a
single window area with a number of windows of the same type.
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4.1.3 Strengths and weaknesses of the Google Earth approach
Overview of strengths and weaknesses for this approach is shown in Table 11. Described
approach has two main strengths: first, no on-site surveying is needed and second, it is a fast
way of obtaining coarse geometry of a building. For this method, geometry is measured on an
automatically generated mesh model, which has some anomalies. Consequently, measured
values are of low precision. Main weakness of this approach is that Google Earth models are
currently only available for major cities, and there is no guarantee that models will be available
in the future under the same terms.
Table 11: Known strengths and weaknesses of the approach 1.
Strengths
 no on-site surveying
 fast measurements of
geometry

Weaknesses
 models are only available for some major cities
 low precision (measurements on a rough mesh model)
 availability of Google Earth models in future is not clear

4.2 Approach 2 – Add Location method
This method is focused on creating an elementary building model based on orthophoto map
and known heights of a building. Orthophoto serves for determination of BFA, while height is
used for extrusion of BFA with the intention to create basic block building model. If
characteristic heights of a roof are known, the roof can be modeled as well. All of this can be
achieved in SketchUp software with the use of the Add Location feature and modeling tools.
Google orthophoto is imported directly with Add Location feature, while heights have to be
obtained from available data or with on-site measurements.
This approach provides coarse values of basic geometry parameters and digital building model
for geometry data storage and visualization.
4.2.1 Instruments and equipment needed for Add Location approach
If the height of the building is not known and it cannot be obtained from available data then it
has to be measured on-site. For measuring heights electronic distance measurement device
(DISTO) is needed since it allows measuring heights from bottom to the top of the building.
4.2.2 SketchUp software
SketchUp (formerly Google SketchUp) is a 3D modeling computer software, which is currently
owned by Trimble. It is used for a wide range of applications where 3D modeling is needed,
such as architectural, design, civil and mechanical engineering, etc. The software is available
under two different licenses: Freeware version SketchUp Make, which is free of charge version
intended for non-commercial use, and payable Commercial software version, SketchUp Pro
intended for commercial use (SketchUp, Wikipedia, 2016b).
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Software includes drawing layout functionality, allows surface rendering in different styles and
supports third-party plugins to provide additional functions. Created models can be saved as
SketchUp project or exported in various formats, which allows compatibility with other modeling
software (SketchUp, Wikipedia, 2016b).
4.2.3 Workflow of Add Location approach
Basic workflow is shown in an example in Figure 24. Firstly, orthophoto map of the building of
interest is imported directly with Add Location feature. This feature allows to search by address
and to import orthophoto and terrain model for selected area. Most buildings are built in the
right-angled ground plan shape, thus it is helpful to move the coordinate system origin to one
of the building corners and orientate coordinate axes along building edges. This is convenient
in the next step when building footprint outline is drawn with the use of drawing tools. Linear
inference engine facilitates work with snapping along coordinate axes. When the area is
outlined and polygon which determines BFA is closed, SketchUp automatically covers it with
the surface. The building is outlined around its roof edge on orthophoto from a top-down
perspective. Imported orthophoto retains its scale, therefore everything that has been modeled
from orthophoto is already in its scale. Finally, BFA surface is extruded with push/pull tool to
the eaves height. Façade area, as if there were no objects (windows, doors, glazings, etc.)
present on façade surface, BFA and roof area (in the case of modeled roof), are then easily
measured with entity info tool, which displays total area of selected entities.

Figure 24: Example of Add Location approach workflow. Firstly, orthophoto map is imported (top left).
Origin of the coordinate system is moved to one of the building corners (top right). Building is outlined
in orthophoto map (bottom left) and created surface is extruded to the eaves height (bottom right).
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Whenever the building which is being modeled with the AddLocation approach is built on an
uneven terrain, terrain should be taken into account as well. This can be easily achieved with
the use of Google terrain model, which can be directly imported for the selected location. In
order to obtain the façade correct shapes and its areas, the building is intersected with the
terrain model Figure 25.

Figure 25: Example of a modeled building with the use of AddLocation approach, when the building is
built on an uneven terrain.

If heights of roof’s characteristic lines (edges and ridges heights) are known, the roof can be
also modeled. Orthophoto serves for determination of the horizontal position of edges and
ridges, while heights are used to the model roof in the vertical direction. An example of modeled
roof based on orthophoto and roof heights is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Example of a complex roof with dormers, modeled in SketchUp from orthophoto and known
characteristic heights of a roof.
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4.2.4 Strengths and weaknesses of Add Location approach
Overview of strengths and weaknesses is shown in Table 12. Main advantage of Add Location
approach is its capability for fast acquisition of basic geometry parameters while creating a
simple building model, with the use of available data and few or even no on-site
measurements. Weaknesses are related to possible coarse errors which might occur. Final
model is based on BFA, which is obtained by outlining a building in orthophoto. While outlining
building from a top-down perspective in the orthophoto, the building is outlined around its roof
edges. Therefore, two types of errors presented in Figure 27 may occur. In the case of eaves
overhang modeled building is slightly scaled up. Sometimes, the roof area and BFA are of
completely different shape. Consequently, a model created from orthophoto is wrong.

Figure 27: Two possible coarse errors which might occur due to outlining building around its roof edges
in orthophoto. Model is too big (scaled) in the case of roof overhang (left). In the case of the completely
different shape of roof area and BFA, major errors are present.

As mentioned in brief description of workflow (Section 4.2.3) modeling of a building starts with
outlining a building in orthophoto. Orthophoto is created with the rectification of aerial photos
over a digital terrain model (DTM). In this case, only the pixels which are related to terrain are
re-projected correctly. All other pixels, including the ones, which are related to buildings, are
therefore displaced, tilted and of slightly wrong scale as can be seen in Figure 28 (Nielsen,
2004). Buildings modeled with this approach consequently always include some errors.

Figure 28: Example of orthophoto (left) and true orthophoto (right). Orthophoto is rectified over a digital
terrain model (DTM) and therefore results in building displacement and tilt, while true orthophoto is
rectified over DTM and digital building model (DBM) for building areas (Nielsen, 2004).
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Table 12: Strengths and weaknesses of Add Location approach.
Strengths
 fast basic geometry
acquisition
 few (heights) or no on-site
measurements
 fast approach for obtaining
elementary building model

Weaknesses
 building height has to be measured on-site or obtained
from other available data
 possible errors due to top-down perspective modeling
 error due to buildings displacement, tilt and wrong scale on
orthophoto
 objects on façade surface are not modeled (windows,
glazings, doors, etc.)

4.3 Approach 3 – Match Photo approach
This approach is based on a manual modeling of a building from photos, which are obtained
with on-site photogrammetric surveying. Modeling of a building is done with the manual tracing
of building’s characteristic lines on a photo in perspective view. To set photo in a perspective
view, it is necessary to follow some rules while taking photos of a building. Besides photos,
which are the source for modeling, at least one distance has to be known to ensure the correct
scale of the model. Distance can be either obtained from available data or measured on-site.
Modeling is carried out manually in SketchUp software with the use of Match Photo feature
and modeling tools.
Approach initially provides a building model where geometry information is stored. Actual
values of geometry parameters can be read out from the model. Obtained model can also be
used for visualization.
4.3.1 Instruments and equipment needed for Match Photo approach
For Match Photo approach, following surveying instruments and equipment is needed:
-

digital camera (with wide-angle lens), and

-

measurement tape or laser distance measurement instrument.

Digital camera is the basic instrument for data acquisition in this approach. Ordinary, nonmetric digital camera is sufficient for this approach. It can be either compact, mirrorless or
Digital Single Lens Reflect (DSLR) camera. It is convenient if the camera has a wide-angle
lens as this minimizes the number of needed photos.
For distance measurements, measurement tape or laser distance measurement instrument is
used.
4.3.2 SketchUp Match Photo feature
SketchUp software is briefly described in Section 4.2.2. Hence this section only describes one
of its features - Match Photo, which is used within this approach. Match Photo feature has two
main functionalities:
-

creating a 3D model from a photo, and

-

matching a photo to an existing 3D model.
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It is based on the principles of perspective, according to which, parallel lines in the physical
reality appear to converge towards the horizon when viewed in perspective. An example of this
is shown in Figure 29 (SketchUp, 2014).
Each matched photo first serves as a background for setting its perspective and later for
modeling a building by tracing the characteristic lines. Perspective is set with the manual
alignment of horizontal axes bars along straight lines (perpendicular one to another) on the
building. Hence, this approach only works with structures made mostly from right angles. Each
used photo has to contain at least one right angle, which allows to correctly set photo into
perspective view (SketchUp, 2016). Modeling, which is described more in detail in Section
4.3.2, is done with the use of SketchUp’s modeling tools.

Figure 29: Same building and parallel lines in two different views. Parallel lines on a building (top) appear
to converge toward the horizon in perspective view (bottom) (SketchUp, 2014).

MatchPhoto provides best results when used photos meet certain criteria, which are listed as
rules and recommendations (SketchUp, 2016):
-

photos should include at least one right angle (as mentioned before, the approach only
works for structures made mostly of right angles),

-

photos should be taken roughly at 45° angle from a corner,
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used photos should contain two vanishing points, where extended parallel lines are
converging (directly related to first two rules),

-

photos should not be cropped (vertical lines won’t align perfectly),

-

photos should not be wrapped or distorted,

-

photos should not be stitched as in the case of panoramas, and

-

objects of interest shouldn’t be occluded with foreground objects.

As mentioned before, the photo is set into perspective view when the horizontal axis bars are
aligned with straight horizontal lines on a building. If optical distortion is present on used photo,
straight lines appear curved, which makes it less precise when setting photo in a perspective.
Therefore it is recommended to either avoid cameras with wide lenses (where substantial
barrel distortion occurs) or to eliminate distortion previously from photos.
4.3.3 Barrel distortion and Camera Calibration toolbox
Due to the lens design, photos taken with camera contain optical distortion. Most noticeable
distortion on photos taken with wide-angle digital cameras is radial optical distortion called
barrel distortion (Figure 30) where straight lines appear to be curved inwards in a photo.

Figure 30: Original (left) and barrel distortion (right), where lines are curved inwards in a shape of a
barrel.

Optical distortion can be eliminated if the distortion coefficients are known. These can be
determined with camera calibration procedure.
Camera Calibration toolbox for Matlab is a toolbox intended for the determination of camera
calibration parameters based on photos of a planar calibration field (Figure 31, left). This
toolbox provides all calibration parameters and allows minimization of barrel distortion from
photos.

Figure 31: TOOLBOXcalib planar chess field calibration field (left) and corners which have to be
manually measured (right).
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Calibration starts with taking photos of a planar calibration field. These photos are taken from
different positions and under different angles in a way that chess field covers as much of the
image format as possible. Obtained photos are imported into Matlab toolbox. All four extreme
corners on checkboard (Figure 31, right) have to be manually marked and size of the squares
(measured with a ruler) has to be given. This allows the algorithm to automatically find and
measure the image coordinates of all corners on the field. The visual inspection of the extracted
corners marked on photos and shown in dialogue boxes must be carried out. Then, the
calibration parameters are calculated based on this measurements. These parameters are
(Bouguet, 2015):
-

focal length,

-

principal point, and

-

distortion coefficients (for both radial and tangent distortion).

With use of undistort function and calculated radial distortion coefficients, barrel distortion is
then eliminated from selected photos (Bouguet, 2015).
4.3.4 Workflow of Match Photo approach
First, photos of a building are obtained with on-site photogrammetric surveying. While taking
photos of the building, rules and recommendations described in Section 4.3.2 should be taken
into account. Furthermore, photos should be taken in such a manner that the complete building
is covered while adjacent photos should cover one mutual part of the building (Figure 32). If
needed, barrel distortion is eliminated from photos as described in Section 4.3.3. Besides
photos, at least one distance should be measured for a scale of the model. Redundant distance
measurements should be used for quick evaluation of the geometrical accuracy of a model.

Figure 32: To be able to reconstruct (model) a building from photos, these photos should cover the
complete building. This is achieved with multiple photos from different positions (left). Adjacent photos
have to cover one mutual building part such as an edge or a corner (right), which allows matching of the
additional photo to a model created from previous photos.
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Once photos and distances are acquired, modeling part starts. Match Photo feature in
SketchUp software is located under Camera tab. When selecting Match New Photo, a dialogue
box opens where the first photo is selected. First photo should be the one which was taken
from a corner and covers as much of a building as possible. This allows one to model a majority
of building’s shape.

Figure 33: Example of MatchPhoto procedure with the first photo. Used photo as a background to set it
into perspective view (top left). Change of coordinate origin to well-defined corner (top right). Alignment
of horizontal coordinate axes bars (bottom left). Modeled façade and windows parts in perspective view
(bottom right).

The procedure with the first photo is shown on an example in Figure 33. Photo first serves as
a background for setting its perspective. Besides background photo, there are also a
coordinate system (origin and axes), horizon line and two pairs of horizontal axes bars present
in perspective view (Figure 33). First, the origin of a coordinate system has to be moved to one
of the building’s well-defined corners as shown in Figure 33 (top left). Then the red and green
horizontal axis bars are aligned with corresponding well defined straight lines on a building
(Figure 33, bottom left). To set these lines more precisely one may find it helpful to use zooming
tools. When perspective is set correctly, the vertical axis should align with the vertical edge of
the building and horizon line (yellow) should be horizontal. The scale of the model is set with
adjusting grid’s spacing and the grid. One of the measured distances is set as the grid’s
spacing. A grid cell is then expanded to correspond to measured distance on the photo. Once
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the perspective is set, photo tracing based modeling can start. Modeling starts either from
coordinate system (origin or axes) or with tracing the building’s features on the image, which
is matched to an already created model. Firstly, one of the façade’s face is outlined, proceeding
from the coordinate origin and along coordinate axes. Secondly, the modeled plane is extruded
with push/pull tool along the third axis while tracing on the photo. Finally, details on the façade
(windows, decorations, etc.) are being modeled with tracing lines on a photo while drawing
directly (snapping) on the created model. For the same objects (such as windows of the same
size) only one is modeled and others are simply copied.
In order to model the complete building, additional photos have to be matched to a model. It is
best to start with an adjacent photo while matching it over a mutual part with the previously
used photo. Therefore it is important that adjacent photos include mutual parts of a building as
can be seen in Figure 32 (right, marked with red circles). Before matching an additional photo,
the coordinate origin on the model has to be moved (tools – axes) to a main, well-defined
corner of the next matched photo. To avoid the confusion, the orientation of coordinate axes
should stay the same. In order to ease a setting of the perspective for additional photos, it is
helpful to rotate the model corresponding to the photo perspective. Perspective is set in the
same way as with the first photo except for the scaling part where absolute scale is already
set, and only perspective scale is changed so that photo and model fit together. Modeling is
conducted in the same way as in the case of the first matched photo.
Described process with additional photos is then repeated until the model is finished. For
visualization purpose, the model can be painted (Paint Bucket tool), textured with materials
(with the use of implemented or newly created materials from photos) or textured with direct
mapping of matched photos onto a model (project photo), to create a photo realistic model
(Figure 34).

Figure 34: Model created from photos with the use of MatchPhoto feature in SketchUp in two different
styles. Model textured with graphically created materials (left) and photo-realistic model (right).
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A created model can be exported (file – export – 3Dmodel) in various formats (OBJ, VRML,
IFC, GoogleEarth, AutoCAD DXF and DWG, 3DS, COLLADA file). Values of geometry
parameters can be obtained with use of entity info tool, which displays geometry values (areas
and distances) of selected elements. To ease the geometry values of the acquisition it is
recommended to promptly organizing the model with layers (one layer for façade, one for
windows, one for the roof, etc.). Selection can be then extended to all elements on the same
layer.
4.4 Approach 4 – PhotoModeler approach
This approach could be classified as multi-image convergent photogrammetry method. It is
based on photogrammetric modeling of a building from photos obtained with on-site
photogrammetric data acquisition. Photos are taken with an ordinary digital camera following
some photogrammetric rules. Additionally, one distance on the building has to be measured
for the purpose of the model’s scale. This approach is based on measurements from photos,
therefore camera calibration is included. The model is created from building’s characteristic
points, which are photogrammetrically reconstructed from photos. Camera calibration and
modeling are both carried out in PhotoModeler Scanner software, where calibration is
conducted automatically and modeling is manual or semi-automatic.
This approach initially provides building model, which is used for geometry data storage and
visualization of a building. Values of geometry parameters can be extracted from a model.
4.4.1 Instruments and equipment needed for PhotoModeler approach
For this approach, following surveying instruments and equipment is needed:
-

digital camera (wide-angle lens),

-

measurement tape or laser distance measurement instrument,

-

PhotoModeler calibration field, and

-

Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) (optional).

The camera is the basic instrument in every photogrammetric project. For this approach,
ordinary non-metric compact, mirrorless or Digital Single Lens Reflect (DSLR) digital cameras
is used. If UAV surveying is also included in the project, compact and mirrorless cameras are
preferred due to the lower weight. Very important technical parameter of the camera is the size
of the image sensor. Larger sensor provides better image quality and higher spatial resolution.
Since the individual pixel is also bigger, it collects more photons, which means more energy
and leads to less noise.

Digital cameras with wide-angle lenses are typically used for

photogrammetric surveying of buildings due to its wide-angle field of view and suitable depth
of field (Babič, 2013). Wide-angle lenses are all lenses of which equivalent focal length is
between 24 mm – 35 mm (Wide-angle lens, Wikipedia, 2016c). For all the automatic algorithms
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it is important that photos have a high radiometric resolution (bit depth). Radiometric resolution
of the camera is given in a number of bits (e.g. 8 bit means 256 different tonal values of
brightness).
In the case of bigger buildings with complex roof shape, terrestrial photos may be combined
with aerial photos, which are obtained with unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) surveying. If so,
UAS is needed as well. This is described in detail in Approach 5 (Section 4.5.1).
4.4.2 PhotoModeler software
PhotoModeler is a software application developed by Eos Systems Inc. It performs imagebased modeling and close range convergent photogrammetry with intention of 3D modeling
and measurements from photos obtained with a digital camera (PhotoModeler, Wikipedia,
2016d).
The software is available in three different licenses. PhotoModeler is the base product, and its
capabilities are included in both extended licenses. PhotoModeler Scanner includes
SmartMatch algorithm (automatic feature detection and matching on photos) and dense
surface modeling (for dense point clouds and mesh models). PhotoModeler Motion includes
PhotoModeler Scanner and adds measurements in time (Photomodeler, 2016).
In PhotoModeler software 3D information from multiple photos is obtained based on
convergent photogrammetry. Position of each homologous point in 3D space can be
determined if following input data is available:
-

position (image coordinates) of a point on all photos forming the convergent pair,

-

internal orientation parameters (focal length, PPA coordinates, and lens distortions),
and

-

external orientation parameters (position and orientation) for each of the convergent
photos.

Convergent photogrammetry is based on measurements of image coordinates of same points
on adjacent convergent photos. With Photomodeler, it is possible to measure points manually,
semi-automatically or automatically, depending on the license. Internal orientation parameters
are obtained with camera calibration. If lower accuracy is sufficient camera parameters (focal
length and sensor dimension) from camera Exchangeable image file format (EXIF) can be
used. External orientation parameters are determined based on measured coordinates of
homologous points on convergent photos as a solution of bundle block adjustment
(Photomodeler, 2016b).
Models in Photomodeler can be built from points, lines, curves, edges, NURBS, shapes,
cylinders, and surfaces. Texturing can be applied to create photorealistic models
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(PhotoModeler, Wikipedia, 2016d). Created models can be exported in various formats (OBJ,
VRML, IFC, GoogleEarth, AutoCAD 2D and 3D DXF, 3D Studio, Rhino, COLLADA file)
(Photomodeler, 2016).
For this approach, PhotoModeler Scanner was selected, due to its SmartMatch algorithm,
which allows some additional automation of the modeling process.
SmartMatch algorithm
PhotoModeler’s SmartMatch algorithm can automatically detect and match features across
multiple overlapping photos. It is intended for automatic orientation of photos. The algorithm
automatically measures homologous points on different photos and calculates external
orientation parameters. For the SmartMatch algorithm to work, two main rules for
photogrammetric surveying should be taken into account (Photomodeler, 2016b):
-

adjacent photos overlap should be approximately 60%, and

-

adjacent photos should have small angle changes between optical axes.

SmartMatch works best with objects with random, diverse texture. Used photos should not be
blurry or out of focus (Photomodeler, 2016b).
4.4.3 Workflow of PhotoModeler approach
Workflow of PhotoModeler approach is described by following individual phases:
-

surveying (photogrammetric data acquisition and distance measurements),

-

camera calibration, and

-

processing (modeling).

Surveying
This approach provides a building model based on convergent photos and one known
distance. Photos are obtained with on-site photogrammetric data acquisition, while a distance
is obtained with the on-site distance measurements. In the case of camera calibration, photos
of calibration field have to be taken as well (described in Camera Calibration in Photomodeler
Section).
Photogrammetric data acquisition is conducted with an ordinary digital camera. While
surveying, two sets of rules have to be taken into account, to ensure project’s quality. These
sets of rules are related to:
-

settings of used digital camera and

-

geometry case of photogrammetric data acquisition (camera positions).
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With adjustment of camera settings, required quality of photos in terms of photogrammetric
use is ensured. The building and its details, which are measured in photos have to be clearly
visible – sharp, without noise and of suitable brightness.
Sharpness of photo can be affected with focal length (f), distance to the object (l), and aperture
value (N). It can be determined (Eq. (1)) with the depth of field, which is the range in which all
objects appear sharp. It is given with two distances - 𝐷𝑁 (nearest sharp point) and 𝐷𝐹 (farthest
sharp point) (Babič, 2013).
𝐷𝑁,𝐹 =

𝑙
1 ± (𝑙 − 𝑓) 𝑠

𝑁
𝑓2

(1)

Parameter s in Eq. (1) is a circle of confusion, which is typically set to 0,025 mm for
photogrammetric projects. N represents f-stop value which can be calculated as shown in Eq.
(2), where f is focal length and D is the diameter of the aperture (Babič, 2013).
𝑁=

𝑓
𝐷

(2)

Parameters affecting how bright the objects on obtained photo will appear are adjusted on-site
according to current illumination conditions, which depend on the time of day, orientation,
weather, etc. These parameters are:
-

shutter speed (t),

-

aperture value (f-stop or N), and

-

the sensitivity of the sensor (ISO values).

Shutter speed, as well as aperture, directly affect the amount of light, which falls on the image
sensor. The longer the exposure and larger the aperture, the more light falls on the sensor and
thus the photo is brighter, and vice versa. Additionally, brightness can be adjusted with the use
of different ISO values, where higher ISO means higher sensitivity and brighter photo.
For the photogrammetric data acquisition, first, the shutter speed is set, where the applied time
should be short enough to prevent blur caused by possible camera motions. In the case of
handheld photography time, 1/125 s or less is recommended (Babič, 2013). For UAV
photogrammetric data acquisition, the camera is in constant motion together with UAV and
besides, additional motions are present due to vibrations caused by UAV. Therefore values
from 1/500 s to 1/1000 s are used for shutter speed.
After the shutter speed is set, ISO and aperture values are adjusted to achieve sufficient
brightness, where low ISO values (ISO100 or less to decrease noise) and aperture values
between f/8 to f/12 are recommended (Babič, 2013).
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In order to increase the stability of camera parameters, it is also important that all automatic
functions (auto-focus, lens cleaning system, etc.) are turned off (Babič, 2013).
All of the used photos (both photos of a building and the calibration field) in an individual project
have to be taken with the same camera and under the same camera settings. If photos will be
automatically processed, it is important to store photos in a format which has the highest bit
depth, which camera can provide (RAW or compressed to TIFF format).
Next set of rules is related to relative positions of the camera (geometry case) used for
photogrammetric data acquisition. Following these rules a) enables photogrammetric
processing and b) leads to better results in terms of project’s quality. These rules are
(Photomodeler, 2016b):
-

photos of the same part of the building are taken from different positions in convergent
case,

-

each point that will be modeled is visible on at least two photos (convergent pair),

-

adjacent photos should have overlap close to 100 %,

-

adjacent convergent pairs should have sufficient overlap,

-

the angle between image rays of homologous points should be close to 90°,

-

maximum distance from the object, which still allows required spatial resolution should
not be exceeded, and

-

the complete building should be covered with an overall minimum possible number of
photos.

Figure 35: Convergent case of photogrammetric data acquisition. The object is being surveyed from
three different positions. The optical axes of each camera positions are convergent to each other.

For this approach, the building is photogrammetrically surveyed with the so-called convergent
case. It is photographed from different positions (camera stations) in a way that each part of
the building, which is being modeled, is visible on at least two photos (Figure 35). Two or more
photos which include the same part of the building form convergent multi-image configuration
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and should overlap closely to 100 % (Figure 36, left). Each point of the building, which is visible
within convergent multi-image overlap can be reconstructed as a most probable intersection
(mathematical solution) of homologous point’s image rays. To be able to connect individual
building parts, adjacent convergent pairs, should have sufficient overlap in both horizontal and
vertical direction. This allows the geometric connection, which is realized through measured
homologous points in adjacent convergent pairs. Homologous points used for the connection
must be spread across entire overlap, which should be around 30 - 40 % (Photomodeler,
2016b).

Figure 36: Overlap between photos, forming convergent multi-image configuration (left) and overlap
between adjacent convergent pairs (right).

Quality of reconstructed 3D points from measured image coordinates of homologous points
largely depends on the angle between homologous points image rays. As can be seen in
Figure 37, total error of reconstructed 3D point is considerably smaller when homologous
image rays intersect at the right angle (Kosmatin Fras, 2011).

Figure 37: Two examples of convergent pairs differing in angles between main image rays. In the case
of incorrectly determined image ray (red ray), the total error is considerably smaller when image rays
intersect under the right angle.
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In close range photogrammetry, a scale of the photo changes due to different distances to
object from different stations. Instead of a scale, it is better to calculate maximum distance
between the camera and the object, which should not be exceeded in order to achieve required
spatial resolution. Spatial resolution can be defined as the size of the smallest object, which
has to be visible in the photo. Maximum distance (dmax) is calculated as shown in Eq. (3) from
the relation between the distance focal length (f), the pixel size (pix) and required spatial
resolution (V). These relations are also presented in Figure 38 (Kosmatin Fras, 2011).
𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑓𝑉
𝑝𝑖𝑥

(3)

Figure 38: Relation between the focal length (f), distance to object (d), pixel size (pix) and spatial
resolution (V).

In the case of taller buildings, terrestrial photos are taken in multiple vertical stripes or even
combined with aerial photos obtained with UAV photogrammetry, in order to cover the entire
building (Figure 39). If the building is surveyed in multiple vertical stripes in the case of
terrestrial photogrammetric surveying, some of the important rules are not achieved. Photos
are taken from the same position in the divergent case. Consequently, the angle between
homologous rays is small, which increases error in reconstructed points (Figure 37). From this
perspective, additional UAV surveying is very helpful as it a) allows obtaining photos of the
roof and b) improves the geometry of adjacent photos in the vertical direction of the building.
For UAV surveying, the same camera with the same settings should be used to ensure
consistency in the used photos. In terms of geometry, the same rules as in handheld
photography should be applied when surveying. To achieve convergent pairs (together with
terrestrial photos) camera should be mounted for oblique surveying at roughly 45° angle
(Figure 39). To cover the entire building, photos have to be taken from all sides as shown in
Figure 39 (right). If possible, distance from the camera to the surveyed building should be
similar as in terrestrial surveying.
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Figure 39: Covering entire building with multiple vertical stripes from terrestrial (divergent geometry) and
UAV surveying (left). Convergent pair can be formed from photos obtained with a combination of
terrestrial and UAV surveying (right).

If camera calibration is included in a project, additional surveying of calibration field has to be
conducted. Photos of calibration field are taken following certain rules. These rules, as well as
complete calibration procedure, are described in Camera calibration in PhotoModeler (Section
4.4.3).
For distance measurements, measurement tape or DISTO is used. A distance, which is later
used for defining the scale of the model, should be measured on a well-defined part of the
building such as, window width, façade side length, etc. Redundant distances are necessary
for quick geometry quality evaluation.
Camera Calibration in PhotoModeler
Camera calibration is a process for determination of interior orientation parameters of the used
camera. These parameters are focal length (camera constant), coordinates of the principal
point of autocollimation (PPA), format size (height and width) and distortion coefficients for
both radial and decentral distortion.
There are different ways of camera calibration. In PhotoModeler software calibration is
conducted with test field camera calibration approach. Test field is a pre-determined set of
points with known geometry (coordinates or distances between points). Photomodeler test field
is a flat field, which consists of points (black dots) and coded targets (Figure 40).
Photos of calibration field have to be taken by following pre-described procedure. Total of 12
photos of calibration field are taken - 3 groups of 4 photos, taken from each side of calibration
field: 4 photos in a landscape mode, 4 photos in a portrait mode with 90° camera tilt to the left
and 4 photos in the portrait mode with 90° camera tilt in the right. Each photo has to be taken
roughly at 45° angle (oblique mode) as seen in Figure 40 (right) and test field should cover as
much of the camera format as possible.
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Figure 40: PhotoModeler calibration field (left) consists of 100 points and 4 control points (coded targets)
and oblique mode photography example (one of the 12 positions) of calibration field photography (right).

Camera calibration process in Photomodeler starts with the selection of Camera Calibration
project where all 12 photos of calibration field are selected and imported. With Execute
Calibration button, the software starts the automatic calibration process. Grid points (black
dots) and control points are automatically identified, measured and marked within Auto-mark
process on all 12 photos. Based on these measurements and known test field geometry,
values of calibration parameters with standard deviations are determined within bundle block
adjustment.
Quality evaluation is based on recommended values shown in Table 13. If some of these
values, which are also written in calibration project report, are exceeded it is pointed out as
calibration problem.
Table 13: Quality evaluation parameters and recommended values of camera calibration process in
Photomodeler (Photomodeler, 2016d).
Quality evaluation parameter
 average photo point coverage
 number of marked points
 point marking residual (Max)
 point marking residual (Max RMS)
 final error

Recommended value
 at least 80 %
 around 100 for each photo and 4 marked
coded targets
 < 1.5 pix (< 1 pix for high accuracy projects)
 < 0.5 pix
 around 1 or lower

Additionally, marking residuals can be visually inspected in marking residual display, where
residuals are shown with lines in directions from marked points to a point where Photomodeler
would expect the mark. These lines should be randomly oriented without any in advance
setting patterns (e.g. all lines are oriented towards the same direction) (Photomodeler, 2016d).
After calibration is done, a camera with its calibration parameters for given focal length is added
to camera library in Photomodeler software. Values of calibration parameters are written in
camera calibration report.
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Modeling in PhotoModeler
There are many ways to create a model from photos in Photomodeler Scanner. Here, only for
the objectives of our master thesis proposed methodology of modeling is described.
Each Photomodeler project starts with the selection of the project type. For this approach, two
project types can be used:
-

manual modeling, and

-

automated PointClouds & Meshes (Smart Points).

The project’s type titles already indicate the main difference: one is manual and the other is
automated. However, in the scope of the proposed methodology, they mainly differ in how the
orientation of photos (relative camera positions) is achieved. Regardless of the project type,
camera information is requested after the photos are added. Camera parameters can be
imported from a camera library or a previous PhotoModeler project. If neither of these is
available, camera parameters (only focal length and sensor size) are read out from EXIF file.
In the case of Smart Point project, camera parameters may be solved with auto-calibration.
After the camera is assigned, camera positions (orientation) has to be solved.
In Manual modeling project, orientation is conducted with Referencing Mode by marking the
same points on overlapping photos. Camera positions are solved, when sufficient number (at
least 6 for the first pair and 4 for all additional photos with the same content) of homologous
points image coordinates are measured. To increase the accuracy, more homologous points
have to be measured. It is also important that these points are evenly spread across the entire
photo format. If automated processing is turned on, camera positions are resolved with each
new point marked on all photos.
In the case of Smart Points project, orientation is achieved automatically by the SmartMatch
algorithm. Homologous points are matched and measured automatically. Based on measured
image coordinates, relative camera positions are calculated. In the case of additional manually
marked homologous points camera positions are resolved if automated processing is turned
on. If camera parameters are unknown, the SmartMatch algorithm can solve them during the
SmartMatch process (auto-calibration).
Once photos are oriented, modeling starts. From here on the process is the same for both
project types. Each reconstructed point is determined as the most probable intersection of
image rays, which belong to the homologous point. Modeling can be either manual or semiautomatic. In both cases, characteristic points (e.g. corners of the building, façade parts, doors,
windows etc.), which determine building geometry, are measured.
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While modeling, a certain level of simplification is considered, depending on the required level
of detail and acceptable effort. If some of the measured points are poorly visible due to
illumination conditions (e.g. point in the shadow) photo can be enhanced (change of
brightness, contrast and gamma function) with a use of Enhance image tool.
Manual modeling is conducted with use of the same procedure as in manual orientation phase
with the use of Referencing Mode tool. After a point is marked on first photo software helps on
all other oriented photos with reference helper lines and their intersection.
Semi-automatic modeling is conducted with use of Point Auto-detect tool. After a point is
manually marked on one photo software automatically searches and measures the point on all
other oriented photos. Point Review window serves for visual inspection of the point marked
on all photos and manual correction of point position in case of the wrong automatic solution.
Measured characteristic points are then connected with Mark Lines Mode in order to create
wire-frame model. Using Path Mode tool, wire-frame model is covered with surfaces by
selecting objects (points and lines), which define the surfaces. In this way, a surface model is
created. An example of wire-frame model and surface model is shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Wireframe model (left) and surface model (right) modeled in PhotoModeler.

Additionally, the model can be textured with photos to create the photorealistic model. Photos
used for modeling often include occlusions, which are then also present on the textured model.
In order to eliminate occlusions, it is necessary to mask them (manually) on all photos used
for texturing.
Scale and orientation of the model are set manually with Scale/Rotate Wizard. To set scale,
first the project unit (e.g. meters) is selected. Then, the known distance is given and assigned
to the corresponding line or an end and a start point on the model. The orientation of the model
is set by manually setting two of X, Y, Z coordinate axes.
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Values of geometry parameters are manually measured from a model with a Measurement
Pane. It displays lengths, areas, and angles of selected features. Angles are related relative
to individual axis and planes. The tool also displays measures of multiple selected objects.
That is why it is useful to promptly organize parameters by layers.
Table 14: Most used tools and their icons in described Photomodeler approach.
Mark Points

Scale/Rotate Wizard

Mark Lines Mode

Measurements Pane

Path Mode

Project Review pane

Referencing Mode

Open 3D View

Point Auto-Detect

Automated Processing

Point Review Mode

Project Status report

Enhance Image

Most used tools in PhotoModeler Scanner software are gathered in Table 14.
In order to ensure good results, quality of the project should be checked throughout the
modeling part. Photomodeler includes few internal quality parameters, which can be seen at
any time in Project Status Report. These parameters are:
-

total error and

-

residuals.

The total error is calculated during each processing. The value of it describes, how well the
input data (camera parameters, marked points, and reconstructed 3D points) fit together. A
good project should have a value of total error under 1.0 (Photomodeler, 2016e).
The point residual is a value given in pixels, which describes the distance between where the
point was marked on a photo (manually or automatically) and where the projection of 3D point
(associated with the same point) is mapped on the photo. For high-quality projects, the
maximum residual value is less than 1.0, whereas in less precise projects (as in the case of
this approach) its value between 5 and 10 pixels is sufficient. Maximum residual should always
be inspected in Point Review Mode to eliminate high residuals, which may happen due to
coarse errors (mismarking) (Photomodeler, 2016e).
The accuracy of the model can only be evaluated by comparison to external geometry
information. In this approach, this is achieved with a comparison of distances measured on the
building and corresponding distances measured on produced model (Photomodeler, 2016e).
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4.5 Approach 5 – Photogrammetric Pointcloud approach
Photogrammetric Pointcloud approach, from now on referred as the Pointcloud approach, is a
multi-image photogrammetric approach. It is based on automatic modeling of a building from
overlapping photos. These are obtained with on-site terrestrial or UAV surveying while using
an ordinary digital camera and following some basic photogrammetric rules. Processing is
conducted in a professional photogrammetric software Agisoft PhotoScan. The scale of the
model is defined through on-site distance measurements.
This approach initially provides photogrammetric point cloud and polygon mesh model, which
can be further processed. Nowadays, many different software solutions for automatic, semiautomatic or manual point cloud-based modeling are available. Since automatic modeling
means mesh models, and semi-automatic and manual modeling are labor intensive and timeconsuming, the automatic modeling from DSM, DTM, and building polygon is proposed within
this approach. Input data are prepared in PhotoScan and QGIS software.
4.5.1 Instruments and equipment needed for Pointcloud approach
Following surveying instruments and equipment is needed for photogrammetric point cloud
approach:
-

digital camera (wide-angle lens),

-

a laser distance measurement instrument, and

-

Unmanned Aerial System (UAS).

Within photogrammetric point cloud approach, the main instrument as in any photogrammetric
approach is a camera. Since there is no need for high accuracy, an ordinary, non-metric digital
camera is used. This can be compact, mirrorless or DSLR, where compact and mirrorless
cameras are preferred for UAV surveying due to the small size and low weight. From
specifications, the camera should have a large sensor and a sufficient number of pixels (high
spatial resolution), high radiometric resolution (important for image matching algorithms), wideangle lens, and low weight.
UAS is formed from UAV, ground control station (GCS) and communication data link (Colomina
and Molina, 2014). Used UAV must include autopilot for autonomous flight, camera mount for
oblique photogrammetry, link to GCS must allow more payload as the used camera weights
and autonomy (time of flight) has to allow to at least survey one building within one flight. GCS
is, in this case, a laptop computer with a software for communication with UAV and flight
planning, and link to UAV.
For the purpose of processing, a professional photogrammetric software is needed. In this
thesis, the proposed Agisoft PhotoScan is described. However, there are many other software
solutions available such as 3Dsurvey or Pix4D.
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4.5.2 Agisoft PhotoScan
Agisoft PhotoScan is a professional software for photogrammetry. It is developed by Agisoft
LLC and it comes as a stand-alone software. Software performs automatic photogrammetric
processing of digital images and provides 3D geospatial data (PhotoScan, 2016a).
The software automatically generates dense point clouds, polygon models, textured polygon
models, ortho and true orthophoto mosaics, and DTMs/DSMs from overlapping images of
surveyed objects. The software guides its users through linear workflow, which is appropriate
for both beginner users who just follow proposed procedure and advanced users who have
total control over processing settings in each step (PhotoScan, 2016a). These steps are
(PhotoScan, 2016b):
-

camera alignment (resolves EOP of photos based on automatic matching and
measuring of homologous points, produces sparse point cloud, resolves camera
calibration parameters),

-

dense point cloud reconstruction (based on EOP resolved in camera alignment step
additional homologous points are measured to reconstruct dense point cloud, which
can be edited and classified prior next step),

-

creating a mesh model (reconstruction of the 3D polygonal model from dense point
cloud),

-

creating tiled model, and

-

texturing or orthomosaic generation.

The project can be referenced (scaled and oriented) with the use of markers at any step.
Obtained results (point cloud, mesh model, textured model, orthomosaic and DTM or DSM) in
PhotoScan software can be exported in various formats.
4.5.3 Workflow of Point cloud approach
Workflow of Point cloud approach is further described by following individual phases:
-

surveying (camera settings, surveying rules) and

-

processing.

Surveying
On-site surveying for the acquisition of building data within Pointcloud approach is a
combination of photogrammetric surveying and distance measurements.
Photogrammetric surveying is conducted with a digital camera while following basic
photogrammetry rules. This enables acquisition of useful photos which first, allow successful
automatic photogrammetric processing and second, leads to a better quality of obtained
products.
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First set of rules is related to camera settings. During entire photogrammetric surveying, the
same camera should be used, for both terrestrial and/or UAV surveying. Camera settings
should be adjusted in a way that photos are sharp and of sufficient brightness. This is achieved
with following settings, which are explained in detail in Section 4.4.2:
-

fast shutter speed (< 1/125 s for handheld and around 1/500 s – 1/1000 s for UAV
surveying) to avoid blur due to camera motions and vibrations,

-

low ISO values (around ISO100 or less) to avoid unnecessary noise, and

-

optimal aperture values to collect enough light and to ensure sharp photos (depth of
field).

Second set of rules is related to the geometry of surveying or relative camera positions.
Following these rules is crucial for successful 3D reconstruction from photos. These rules are
(PhotoScan, 2016b):
-

photos of the same part of the buildings are taken from different positions under a
slightly different angle,

-

each part of the building is visible on at least two photos (without blind spots), and

-

adjacent photos should have sufficient overlap (around 80 %).

The PhotoScan software is only able to reconstruct parts of the buildings, which are visible on
at least two photos. These have to be taken from different positions under a slightly different
angle. Adjacent photos in both horizontal and vertical direction should overlap around 80 %.
This is achieved with horizontal separation of camera positions during surveying as shown in
Figure 42 and vertical separations of camera positions as shown in Figure 43 (left).
Besides assuring listed geometry rules it is also important not to exceed the maximum
distance, which still allows required spatial resolution and maximum distance in term of depth
of field (important for the sharpness of objects in the photo). How to determine these distances
is described in Section 4.4.3.

Figure 42: Horizontal separation of individual camera positions during photogrammetric surveying for
straight parts of the building (left) and corners (right).
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Figure 43: Vertical separation of camera positions during surveying in order to ensure sufficient overlap
and coverage of entire building (left) and sufficient overlap of combined terrestrial and UAV photos
(right). Additional UAV photos also improve coverage and geometry of adjacent photos.

In a horizontal manner, the correct geometry in the case of terrestrial surveying can be
achieved if the described surveying rules are followed by the surveyor on the job when in the
vertical direction the correct geometry is rarely achieved. The buildings are usually too tall and
the surveying has to be done in multiple vertical stripes. This means that building is surveyed
from one position and with the use of divergent case in the vertical direction (Figure 43, left),
which decreases the angle and increases the error in reconstructed points. From this
perspective, additional UAV surveying is very helpful as it first allows to obtain photos of the
roof and second improves the geometry of adjacent photos in the vertical direction of the
building (Figure 43).

Figure 44: Relations between distance from a camera to the center of the building (d), angle of camera
view (𝜃), horizontal distance from the camera to the center of the building (D), height of the center of
the building (HC) and height of flight (Hi) for two different camera angles: oblique view under 45° (left)
and 30° (right).
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In the case of UAV surveying, the easiest way to ensure the correct geometry is to survey the
building with predefined automatic flight mission. Within flight mission, information about the
flight path, height, and location or time interval for taking photos has to be defined. These can
be determined by using the proposed approach presented in Figure 44 This approach is based
on the camera orientation (angle of view) and distance to the object. Its main purpose is to
ensure, that the building is in the camera view (camera is oriented towards the center of the
building) throughout the entire UAV surveying mission.
Determination of parameters based on this approach starts with distance (d) from a camera to
the center of the building (center of vertical section). This is closely related to the maximum
distance which still allows required spatial resolution. If the same distance is used in the
calculation, also the pixels on the edges of the camera format will be close to required spatial
resolution. A camera angle at which the camera is mounted to UAV is known and should be
around 45° for the first UAV surveying mission. In the case when the surveyed building is wide
and some parts of the roof are not covered, another UAV surveying mission at an angle which
is less than 45° should be executed. With known distance d and angle 𝜃, horizontal distance
from camera to building’s center can be calculated by using the Eq. (4). This already allows to
plan the mission in the horizontal term.
𝐷 = 𝑑 sin 𝜃

(4)

Next step is to calculate the height of the flight (Eq. (5)). Parameter HC means the height of
the center of the building, which is estimated by the surveyor on the job.
𝐻𝑖 = 𝐻𝐶 +

𝐷
tan 𝜃

(5)

Flight mission can then be planned, where the path in horizontal terms is drawn on the map
and height is given as a parameter.
Distance measurements are conducted with the intention to define the scale of the model.
Distances have to be measured on the parts of the building, which are well defined. In other
words, points on the building, which define the measured distance, have to be clearly visible
and distinguishable in the photos. This is important since the ending points of the measured
distances have to be marked on photos.
The error which is present in the measured distances is directly transferred to the error in the
model. Therefore, special care should be taken while measuring distances for scaling. In the
case, when the accuracy of the used distance surveying technology decreases with increasing
distance (at least for the building scale distances), the longest possible distances should be
measured and used for defining the scale. This leads to better accuracy, as the same error
means a smaller proportion of longer distance.
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Processing
Once photos (terrestrial and/or aerial) of the building are acquired and distances are measured,
processing phase in PhotoScan software starts. First, photos are added to the project. Then,
the external orientation parameters (EOPs – positions and orientations of cameras) are
resolved during align photos phase. Besides, camera calibration parameters are also redefined
in this step. These are calculated based on automatically measured homologous points on
adjacent photos. Points used for EOP determination are already forming the so-called sparse
point cloud. Each of the reconstructed 3D points is determined as the most probable
intersection of homologous image rays. An example of solved camera positions and sparse
point cloud can be seen in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Solved camera positions (blue squares with a black line) and sparse point cloud.

In the next step – build dense cloud, additional homologous points are measured on used
photos to create a dense point cloud (example shown in Figure 46). The bounding box can be
defined, to reconstruct the dense cloud only in the area of the building.

Figure 46: Example of a dense point cloud created from UAV photos in PhotoScan software.
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Scaling, orientation or georeferencing in the PhotoScan software is achieved with a use of
markers and rulers. Described workflow (Section 4.5.3) includes only distance measurements,
which are only enough for setting the scale and to some extent the orientation of the model.
First, the markers, which define end points of measured distances, are placed on the photos.
Then, for each of the measured distances and corresponding marker points, the ruler is created
and the measured distance is assigned to it, which results in the scaled model. In most cases
of additional use of the model, it is necessary to at least orient the model in the vertical
direction. This can be achieved with the calculation of the local coordinates for ending points
of one measured distance (Figure 47, red line), where the first point is the origin and the second
point has the value of measured distance for y coordinate. The distance, which is used for
orientation, has to have one of the points on the vertical edge allowing for determination of the
coordinates of an additional, third point. Coordinates of the third point are obtained by adding
the distance between the first and third marker point to the z coordinate of the origin point (first
point). Distance is obtained with the estimation of the distance from PhotoScan software.
Obtained dense point cloud can be exported in various formats (e.g. XYZ, Stanford PLY, ASCII
PTS, ASPRS LAS and Wavefront OBJ) and used for additional processing from point cloud in
other software. An example of exported point cloud in XYZ format is shown in Table 15.
Table 15: Example of point cloud data exported in *.txt format. It includes data about position, color (R,
G and B values), and normal (given with U, V and W coefficients) of each point.
3D point coordinates
X [m]
Y [m]
Z [m]
0.21452
1.51661
2.55194
0.21704
1.48264
2.56453
0.21704
1.49648
2.56578

Color information
R
G
B
140
132
119
144
137
123
140
133
119

U
0.00000
-0.04746
-0.03158

Point normal
V
W
-0.46607
-0.88474
-0.49046
-0.87017
-0.45014
-0.89239

Figure 47: Using measured distances to scale and to some extent orient the model (left) and coordinates
used for scaling and orientation calculated from measured distances (right).
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Processing in PhotoScan continues with building the polygon mesh (build mesh). Software
builds a polygon model, which is constructed from vertices, edges and faces from point cloud.
Dense point should be selected as a source for mesh model and arbitrary algorithm, which is
intended for building mesh models of non-planar objects. With polygon count settings, the
number of faces in final mesh model can be controlled. Mesh model can be seen as wireframe,
solid or shaded (textured with source photos), which is coloured with colours obtained from
points. Finally, tiled model (Figure 48) can be created for the purpose of visualization, since it
removes noise and thus has smoother surface. The tiled model is created from dense point
cloud, while source photos are used for the texturing of tiles.

Figure 48: Example of a tiled model reconstructed automatically from UAV photos in PhotoScan
software.

Created model (textured mesh model or tiled model) of the building can be exported in different
formats.
Complete workflow can be predefined as a batch process, where individual steps are combined
together. For each of the used steps, settings may be adjusted.
4.5.4 BuildingReconstruction software
BuildingReconstruction is a software held by VirtualcitySYSTEMS GmbH. It is intended for
automatic and semi-automatic modelling of 3D buildings based on elevation data (Digital
Surface Model (DSM) and Digital Terrain Model (DTM)) and 2D footprint polygons (Figure 49,
top). Models are automatically reconstructed based on the extrusion of building polygons to
the heights determined from DTM and DSM. Roofs are modelled based on the best fitting
match of DSM with one of the 28 roof shapes from the software’s library. For a complex shaped
buildings, produced building models may contain error, which can be determined by visual
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inspection. In this case, semi-automatic modelling can be conducted with the use of advanced
cell editor. For each cell, which is manually digitalized based on underlying orthophoto or DSM,
software determines the best fitting shape. Roof type, its orientation and height of its eaves
and ridge can also be adjusted manually. In this way obtained building models in LOD1 and
LOD2 are exported in CityGML and shape file format. Models include semantic information
(ground, façade and roof) and geometric information (height of eaves and ridge, areas and
angle of the roof) as attributes.
An example of automatic modeling of the building in BuildingReconstruction software is shown
in Figure 49. Obtained LOD2 model in CityGML format is shown in Figure 50.

Figure 49: An example of input data (top) and output data (bottom) for a BuildingReconstruction
software.

Figure 50: Final LOD2 model exported in CityGML format.
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5 EXPERIMENT
Experimental part of the thesis is described in this section. First, three suitable test buildings
were selected based on parameters described in Section 5.1. High precision reference
measurements were conducted on selected buildings in order to obtain reliable values for
geometry comparison (Section 5.2). While taking some specific rules and recommendations
into account, test buildings were photogrammetrically surveyed. Each of the proposed
approaches has some different requirements, which had to be met while taking photos.
Obtained photos were processed with different methods, in order to provide building geometry
and the model of the building. Obtained results were then compared to reference
measurements (Section 5.4.1), to get information about the geometrical accuracy of the
proposed approaches. Finally, approaches were evaluated concerning geometrical accuracy
(Section 5.4.2), effort and time of entire process (Section 5.4.3).
5.1 Test buildings
In reality, buildings have different characteristics. Essentially, buildings can be distinguished
by its shape, footprint size, building height and roof type. While looking more in detail, buildings
also have different types, shapes, and sizes of façade elements, such as doors, windows,
balconies, etc. All of these characteristics play an important role in the effort and time of
evaluation process. For instance, bigger buildings with complex geometry and many façade
elements require more effort and time, for both, surveying and processing part of building
evaluation.
Each building has a different location and with it also different surrounding objects, which may
prevent access for surveying. When these objects (buildings, structures, lamp posts, trees,
small objects, electricity posts and cables, parked cars, etc.) are between the surveyor and
building of interest, each of these objects represents occlusion, which may additionally
complicate the surveying.
In order to draw some reliable conclusions for the capability of proposed methods, tests were
carried out on 3 different buildings, which differ in size, shape, complexity and accessibility.
Selected buildings only have minor occlusions (lamp posts, trees, small objects, electricity
posts and cables, parked cars, etc.) since, in the case of bigger occlusions, surveying can be
impossible regardless of the used method.
Most of the proposed methods were tested on all 3 selected test buildings. Obtained results
were then compared to reference geometry measurements.
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5.1.1 Building A - Rehabilitation center
Test building A is a rehabilitation center in Ljubljana, Slovenia (Figure 51). With 5 floors and
over 2500 m2 footprint area, it is an example of a larger building. As can be seen in Figure 51,
the building has a complex footprint shape and façade shape with lots of windows and fixed
glazing. Most of the roof is of gable type with same or at least similar roof pitch. Roof shape,
however, is still quite complex with slopes at different levels, multiple ridge joints, and rooftop
towers.
The building is accessible from all sides, without any major occlusions, which could prevent
surveying.

Figure 51: Test building A - rehabilitation center (left) with complex shaped footprint area (right). The
area without hatch represents a hall, which connects building A to an adjacent building.

5.1.2 Building B – Residential building
Test building B (Figure 52) is a small residential building with simple geometry and gable roof
type. The building has 6 floors (of which one is at mansard level) and measures around 15 m
in height. Its square shaped building footprint area measures around 300 m2. Besides main
entrance and many windows of different sizes, the building also has semi-recessed balconies
and fixed glazing winter garden balconies, which adds some complexity. The building is
accessible from all sides and is only partly occluded by some trees.

Figure 52: Test building B – smaller residential building (left) with square shaped footprint (right).
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5.1.3 Building C – CalCon holding group building
Test building C is an example of the smaller administrative building located in the densely-built
urban area. In this case, two buildings are merged together, however, only the building, which
is shown in Figure 53 (left) was selected for the test. As can be seen in Figure 53 (right),
building footprint has a complex shape with many corners and even one circular arc-shaped
part. It has 4 floors (one of which is a floor at mansard level) and area of the footprint measures
around 500 m2. The building has mansard roof type with many dormers of different shapes
and sizes.
The building can be accessed from all sides, however, the backyard is quite narrow due to
surrounding buildings.

Figure 53: Test building C - administrative building in an urban area (left) with complex shaped footprint
(right). Building C is merged with adjacent building (area without hatch).

5.2 Reference measurements
In order to be able to test the geometrical reliability of proposed methods, reference
measurements for the geometry of selected test buildings were taken. Obtained values were
considered as true geometry values within geometry evaluation of the results.
For a comparison to be reasonable, reference methods had to provide geometry with higher
accuracy as proposed methods. Therefore, geodetic surveying with total station, one of the
most precise method for determining point coordinates, was used. Due to the availability of
geodetic instruments, this was only the case for the test buildings A and B, while in for the test
building C, less precise method based on distance measurements was used.
5.2.1 Geodetic surveying with Total Station
Total station is a geodetic instrument which combines electronic theodolite for measurements
of horizontal (Hz) and vertical (V) angles and electronic distance meter. With the use of the
total station, coordinates are determined based on measured Hz angle, V angle and the sloping
distance between the station and measured point. With the use of high-precision total station
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and surveying methods, which eliminate individual errors, this is considered as one of the most
precise methods for determination of 3D point coordinates.
In order to obtain reference geometry values of the buildings, characteristic points (corners of
the building, roof, doors, windows, etc.) were measured. Obtained points were used to create
3D models which were used to measure reference geometry.
Instrument and equipment
State of the art, high precision geodetic instrument, Leica Nova MS50 multistation (Figure 54)
was used for surveying. With 1” accuracy for measured Hz and V angle, 1 mm accuracy for
distance measurements to points signalized with prism and 2 mm accuracy for reflectorless
distance measurement (Table 16), it belongs to the high precision geodetic instruments.
Table 16: Leica Nova MS50 measurements accuracy for single angle and distance (Leica, 2013).
Measurements
Angle
Hz and V
Prism (GPR1, GPH1P)
Distance
Reflectorless
(any surface)

Accuracy
1’’ (0.3 mgon)
1 mm; 1 ppm
2 mm; 2 ppm

For reference measurements, listed geodetic equipment (Figure 54) was used:
-

Leica tripods,

-

Leica tribrachs with bull’s eye bubble leveler,

-

Leica tribrach adapters for prism with spirit bubble, and

-

Leica GPR1 prisms on tilting target.

Figure 54: Instrument and equipment used for reference measurements in case of building A and B.
State of the art Leica Nova MS50 multi station on tribrach (left), tilting GPR1 prism with an adapter on
tribrach (middle) and Leica tripod (right).

Surveying
First, the temporary geodetic network was established around the surveyed building. Locations
of network points were selected after a brief tour around the building. From each point, at least
two other network points had to be visible, in order to firmly connect the point to the network.
Another aspect considered, which also defined a number of points, was to cover the complete
building in order to be able to measure complete geometry.
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Points of the network were temporary stabilized with tripods and tribrachs. These were leveled
using bull’s eye bubble on tribrach and spirit bubble on tribrach adapter. For signalization of
the points, tilting prisms GPR1 were used.
Geodetic network was measured using sets of angles method, in order to minimize
instrumental errors and thus achieve higher accuracy. From each station, Hz angle, V angle,
and distance to all other visible points of the network were measured in 3 sets of angles.
Additionaly, all the visible characteristic points of the measured building were surveyed, using
the reflectorless mode for distance measurements. Leica Geo Office was then used for the
adjustment of geodetic network and determination of coodinates for measured characteristic
points. Obtained points were then used to create a digital model, upon which reference values
of test buildings’s geometry were extracted.
This method was used to measure the geometry of test buildings A and B. In the case of
building C, instruments and equipment necessary for the geodetic surveying were not
available.
Test building A
Geodetic network, in this case, was established with the use of 9 tripods, which were set
around the building. As can be seen in Figure 55 (left), the building is connected to the adjacent
building with a hall. Fortunately, there is a chimney (Figure 55, right), where the additional point
was set, which made it possible to connect the network around the building and thus achieve
higher accuracy. Point 1000 was the first station and was given coordinates 1000.00 m,
1000.00 m, 100.00 m. In this way, the local coordinate system was established. From each
network point, characteristic points, which determine building’s geometry, were measured. Due
to the size of the building and number of windows, it was impossible to measure all the
characteristic points. Therefore, the minimum amount of characteristic points, to determine
(calculate) the values of epiqr® geometry parameters, were measured. Leica Geo Office was
then used for the adjustment of geodetic network and determination of coordinates of
measured characteristic points, of which the standard deviations in 3D space are around 3
mm. Determined characteristic points were then imported into Autocad software, where the
points were connected into a wire-frame model (Figure 56). This was then covered with
surfaces which allowed to measure the areas of façade (as if there were no windows and doors
present on the façade), roof, and building footprint (Appendix B.1). Additionally, individual
windows and doors were modeled (surface model). Obtained areas were then multiplied based
on counted number of windows and doors of the same type to obtain the areas of windows
and doors for individual façade parts. Obtained areas were then used to calculate the actual
façade area (Appendix B.2).
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Figure 55: Sketch of a geodetic network established and used for reference measurements of test
building A (left). Points marked with yellow dots were used as stations while measuring building
geometry. Point 8000, marked with a red dot was a connection point used to close the traverse
(reference network). This point was set on the top of the chimney (right), which made it visible from both
points not visible one to another.

Figure 56: Wireframe model of the test building A, with roof and BFA covered with surfaces. As can be
seen, only a few windows of each type have been measured on each façade.
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Building B
Firstly, 5 tripods were set and leveled around the building, to form a geodetic network (Figure
57, left). Point 1000 was the first station and was given coordinates 1000.00 m, 1000.00 m,
100.00 m. In this manner, the local coordinate system has been established. Secondly, from
each of the 5 network points, all of the building’s visible characteristic points were measured.
Due to the occlusions (surrounding trees and parked cars) and limited available time to survey
the objects, only the minimum number of characteristic points, which allowed to obtain values
of geometry parameters, were measured. Leica Geo Office was then used for the adjustment
of geodetic network and determination of coordinates of measured characteristic points, of
which the standard deviations in 3D space are around 3 mm.

Figure 57: Sketch of a geodetic network established and used for reference measurements of building
B (left) and wire-frame model obtained with the connection of measured characteristic points of test
building B (right).

In order to obtain values of geometry parameters, the model was reconstructed from measured
characteristic points with a combination of Autodesk AutoCAD software and Trimble SketchUp
software. Measured points were first connected with lines based on a sketch in AutoCAD
software. Obtained wire-frame model (Figure 57, right) was then covered with surfaces in
SketchUp software. Surface model was then used to measure the reference values of epiqr®
geometry parameters at LOD2 (façade areas as if there were no objects such as doors,
windows, and balconies present). Values of epiqr® geometry parameters at LOD3 were then
obtained with a reduction of LOD2 values for the windows areas and door areas, where window
area was calculated while doors area was directly measured on the surface model. Total
window area was calculated with the multiplication of window areas of individual window types
with a number of corresponding window types present in the building. The area for each of the
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window types is calculated from the mean of the measured widths and heights. Reference
values of epiqr® geometry can be found as an Appendix B.3 (LOD2) and Appendix B.4 (LOD3).
5.2.2 Distance measurements
In the case of building C, instruments and equipment for terrestrial geodetic measurements,
as in the case of buildings A and B, were not available. Therefore, another approach for
obtaining reliable geometry values had to be carried out. Reference geometry values were
obtained based on detailed distance measurements of building parts.
Instrument
The only instrument used for surveying of building C was a laser distance meter Leica DISTO
D8 (Figure 58). According to its specifications, the accuracy of single measured distance up to
10 m is ∓ 1 mm and ∓0.025 mm/m for measured distances between 10 to 30 m (Leica, 2011).

Figure 58: Laser distance meter Leica DISTO D8 - instrument used for reference measurements in case
of building C (Leica, 2011).

Surveying
In order to obtain reference geometry, distances on the object were measured. In order to
avoid coarse errors, due to the misalignment of the instrument along the measured part of the
building or measuring distance to the part of the building (e.g. decorations), which does not
correspond to the measured part, special care was taken. Each of the measured distance was
measured at least 3 times, where the instrument was aligned with horizontal lines on building
while measuring lengths and widths, and with vertical edges in case of heights.
All the accessible building parts necessary to calculate building geometry parameters were
measured. For each façade segment, length and height were measured. Complete outside
window openings dimensions (width and height) were measured only on the second floor. Due
to differences in windows heights at ground and 1st floor, additional height measurements were
conducted on a few windows at the ground floor. Windows dimensions were also measured at
basement level. The balcony area was only measured on the 2nd floor. Due to inaccessibility,
no roof parts were measured. Some of the measured values are shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 59: Sketch of distance measurements (lengths and heights) for building C.

Geometry parameters were then calculated from measured values. Building height was
calculated as a mean of all measured heights. Because building C footprint area shape does
not consist only from right angles, BFA was reconstructed with help of DOF (Digital
Orthophoto) in Trimble SketchUp software, to get its correct shape. Façade areas were
calculated with the multiplication of corresponding façade segment lengths and heights. Area
for each of the window types was calculated from the mean of the measured widths and
heights. Total window area was then calculated with the multiplication of window areas of
individual window types with a number of corresponding window types present in the building.
The balcony area was also reconstructed and measured in SketchUp software. Values of
epiqr® geometry parameters can be found in Appendix B.5 (LOD2) and Appendix B.6 (LOD3).
5.3 Test of proposed approaches
This section is devoted to the test of proposed approaches which are described in detail in
Section 4. The tests were carried out through the practical experiment, which was conducted
on selected test buildings described in Section 5.1. The tests include obtaining available data,
on-site data acquisition and processing to obtain building’s envelope geometry and a digital
model. Since, the test buildings have different locations (two of them are in Ljubljana, Slovenia
and one is in Munich, Germany) not all of the surveying instruments and equipment was
available in all cases. Hence, proposed approaches, which require special surveying
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equipment and instruments, were only tested on buildings A and B (Ljubljana, Slovenia). Some
results (time and effort) are given within individual tests descriptions, while others (values of
obtained geometry) are given as appendices. For an easier overview of spent time for
individual test and its phases, these are gathered and shown in Table 24 and Table 25 (Section
5.4.3).
5.3.1 Test of Google Earth approach
Google Earth approach for building geometry acquisition is described in detail in Section 4.1.
It is based on the available data which are provided by Google. Since the geometry is obtained
with measurements conducted in Google Earth software on georeferenced data – 3D building
model and orthophoto, no on-site surveying is needed. The method only provides measures
without any model.
Test of Google Earth approach on Building A and B
Test buildings A and B are located in Ljubljana, Slovenia, which is not yet available in 3D.
Therefore, it was impossible to obtain the geometry for the majority of building’s geometry
parameters, which are needed for epiqr®. Only the BFA and GFA were obtained, where BFA
was measured from orthophoto and GFA was calculated with the multiplication of BFA and
number of floors. Number of floors were counted from Google Street View photo of the building.
Results can be found in Appendix C.1 and Appendix C.2.
Test of Google Earth approach on Building C

Figure 60: Area measurements of window area on 3D building model in Google Earth software.

Test building C is located in Munich, Germany, which is available in 3D on Google Earth. This
allowed to measure the majority of geometry parameters. BFA was measured on orthophoto.
GFA was calculated with the multiplication of BFA and number of floors. The number of floors
was counted from Google Earth 3D model. Above ground floors (three floors and mansard)
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are clearly visible from the model, where the presence of basement windows suggest the
presence of the basement floor. Areas of the façade as well as the roof (Figure 61), were
measured by individual parts and as if there were no objects (windows, dormers, decorations,
etc.) present. Each of the window types was only measured once (Figure 60) and then
multiplied by the number of same window type for the corresponding façade part.

Figure 61: Sketch and measured values of the roof. When roof's shape is as complex as in this case,
the sketch is necessary, in order to keep track of which parts were already measured.

The roof has two different pitches, which were calculated based on measured horizontal and
slope distance (Figure 62) as is described in Section 4.1. The eaves height was also measured.

Figure 62: Sketch and calculated values of two roof pitches of test building C.
Values of all epiqr® geometry parameters obtained with measurement on Google Earth model
can be found in Appendix C.3 (LOD2) and Appendix C.4 (LOD3). Total time spent for
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measuring on Google Earth model has been ~ 25 min for LOD2 geometry and ~ 30 min for
LOD3 geometry.
5.3.2 Test of Add Location approach
Add Location approach allows to create simple building models based on orthophoto and
known height. This is achieved in Trimble SketchUp software, where imported orthophoto
serves for determination of BFA and height is used for extrusion. An orthophoto is obtained
from Google, directly in SketchUp software, while height has to be measured on-site. Eaves
height was measured on-site with electronic distance measurement device Leica DISTO D8,
in the case of all three test buildings.
If characteristic heights of a roof are known, the roof can be modeled as well, with some
additional work. Add Location approach is described in detail in Section 4.2.
Test of AddLocation approach was conducted on all three test buildings. In the case of test
building A, first, the building footprint was outlined based on imported orthophoto. Second, the
obtained footprint was extruded to measured eaves height (Figure 63, left). Since the roof of
this building is too complex, additional measured height only allowed to extrude corresponding
building parts (Figure 63, right), which were determined on orthophoto, to second eaves height.
Finally, values of BFA, roof and façade areas were obtained from the created models. These
can be found in Appendix D.1. Total time needed has been around 10 min (~ 5 min to measure
two heights and ~ 5 min to create the model).

Figure 63: Models of the test building A created with the AddLocation approach.

Test building B has a basic block shape with a gabled roof. Therefore, two measured heights
(eaves height and ridge height) were enough in order to create a simple block model (Figure
64, left) with the complete roof (Figure 64, right). From created models, values of BFA, façade
areas, roof area and roof pitch were obtained and can be found in Appendix D.2. Total time
needed has been around 10 min (~ 5 min to measure two heights and ~ 5 min to a create
model).
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Figure 64: Results of AddLocation approach tested on the test building B.

Test building C has both, a complex shape and a very complex roof. A roof type is a mansard,
therefore it was impossible to measure additional heights of roof’s characteristic points.
However, there was still a way to reconstruct the roof. A basic block model of test building C
(Figure 65, left) was easily made with outlining of the roof on imported orthophoto and extruding
building’s footprint to measured eaves height. To model the roof, first all the roofs characteristic
lines were drawn on orthophoto. At the nodes of ridges and slopes, vertical lines were drawn
to the heights, which were measured on Google Earth model. These were then connected to
obtain final model with a complete (Figure 65, right). Geometry values (BFA, façade areas,
roof area and roof pitch) obtained from the model can be found in Appendix D.3. Total time
needed to obtain LOD1 model has been around 10 min (~ 5 min to measure eaves height and
~ 5 min to create the model) while in the case of additionally model the roof, the total of around
50 min were needed to obtain the LOD2 model.

Figure 65: Models of the test building C created with the AddLocation approach. Additional roof modeling
was done based on measured characteristic heights of the roof from Google Earth model.

5.3.3 Test of MatchPhoto approach
MatchPhoto approach is based on manual modeling from photos taken on-site while following
simple surveying rules. Besides, one distance is measured, which allows to set the scale to
the obtained model. The approach is described in detail in Section 4.3.
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The approach was tested on all three test buildings, where the photogrammetrical surveying
was conducted with use of a compact digital camera and the distance for scale was measured
with electronic distance measurement device Leica DISTO D8.
Test of MatchPhoto approach on test building A
For the photogrammetric data acquisition of test building A, wide angle commercial camera
Canon IXUS132 was used. Photos were taken in handheld manner while taking into account
the MatchPhoto surveying rules. Each photo includes at least one right angle and is taken
roughly under the 45° angle from a corner. Adjacent photos have a sufficient overlap with at
least one well-defined part of the building, which can be used for the connection of the model
(Figure 66). A total of 12 photos were taken in order to cover the entire building with some
redundant photos. Some of the photos were taken from a longer distance in order to also obtain
roof and its objects. Entire surveying of the building was carried out with the same camera
settings. At the time of this surveying, distortion was only considered problematic for photos
taken with very wide-angle lenses or for panorama photos. Therefore, no photos of calibration
field were taken, which would allow to remove the distortion for further modeling. Additionally,
one distance was measured with Leica DISTO D8 for the purpose of the correct scale of the
model.

Figure 66: Sketch of photos used for modeling in MatchPhoto. Red cameras show the location of photos
taken from a longer distance.

Modeling was done in SketchUp with MatchPhoto feature with the workflow which is described
in Section 4.3.4. First, all the necessary photos (Figure 67) in order to create a complete model
in LOD1 were matched. This was quite challenging in cases when after extrusion the obtained
block model slightly departed from a model. This could be a consequence of the not eliminated
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distortion from the photos. Few trials of setting the perspective were necessary to minimize the
difference between used matched photos and created the model. This, however, seems like
an ordinary procedure which does not require a lot of time and effort.

Figure 67: Example of matched photo which slightly departs from the model (top) and perfectly matched
photo (bottom).

Once the basic shape of building’s envelope has been established, more detailed modeling
was conducted based on each of the matched photos. In this case, it was also possible to
model complete roof since it was visible on the photos. Repetitive objects such as windows
and doors were only modeled for one object of the same type and copied in order to complete
the model. As can be seen on the final model, it was possible to create the entire model with
all of the epiqr® geometry parameters, including the roof and balconies. Building elements
were organized in individual layers and for each of the layers, a material was created from
original photos to texture the model. Obtained model was scaled for a factor, which was
calculated from a distance on obtained model and a corresponding measured distance. The
geometry of epiqr® building parameters was then measured on the final model (Figure 68).
Geometry values can be found in Appendix E.1 (LOD2) and Appendix E.2 (LOD3). A total
time spent to create final model, from surveying (~ 30 min for taking photos) to processing (~
5.5 h of modeling) was around 6 h.
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Figure 68: Final model of the test building A created with the use of MatchPhoto approach.

Photos which were used for MatchPhoto modeling were then used to create a photorealistic
model. At first, this feature seemed promising, but soon a lot of problems occurred. Very
problematic are occlusions, parts of the model of which there are no photos and slight
difference between the model and matched photo. Examples of errors, which are present in
photo realistic model are shown in Figure 69.

Figure 69: Few parts of obtained photorealistic models. Good example with some occlusions on the
bottom (left), the difference between a photo used for texture and a model (middle) and occlusions
(right).

Test of MatchPhoto approach on test building B
Photogrammetric data acquisition was carried out with the use of commercial compact camera
Canon IXUS132. Photos were taken in a handheld manner while following the basic
MatchPhoto rule of taking photos from corner roughly at 45° angle. Since test building B is
small and of square footprint shape, it was enough to take 4 photos in order to survey the entire
building. Photos were taken from positions which are shown in Figure 70 (left). This is a good
example, how the surrounding objects (Figure 70, right) dictate the surveying. A garage on the
right is close to the test building, which prevents to take a photo from a distance that is needed
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to get the entire building into a photo frame. Another issue posed the trees, which occluded
the North West façade. Photogrammetric data acquisition was conducted during winter when
trees had no leafs. Otherwise, this would be even more problematic. This occlusion issue was
solved with an additional photo from a different position. Additionally, one distance (façade
width) was measured using Leica DISTO D8 for the purpose of the model’s scale.

Figure 70: Sketch of surveying for the MatchPhoto approach in the case of the test building B.

One of the photos, which was taken from the corner of the building and included the entire
building, was first set into perspective and used to model an LOD1 model. Other three photos
were then matched to this model and were together with the first photo used to create the
detailed model with all of the epiqr® building elements. Repetitive elements such as windows,
doors and even complete balconies were only modeled once and then copied to all other
positions based on matched photos. Since the building has a gable roof type, a rough model
of the roof is already obtained with the creation of the LOD1 model. Although the roof is not
visible from photos taken from the ground and a close distance, roof’s characteristic points
which are defined by the border between the façade and roof are still visible in case of a gable
roof type. Epiqr® geometry parameters (façade, roof, windows, doors, balconies, glazings)
were organized in layers and painted with created materials. The model was then scaled by a
factor, which was calculated from a distance measured on-site and corresponding distance on
the model. Values of epiqr® geometry parameters were then measured on the model and can
be found in an Appendix E.3 (LOD2) and Appendix E.4 (LOD3). Final, textured model can be
seen in Figure 71. Additionally, photo realistic model was created, however the same problems
with occlusions, blank spots and difference between the model and matched photo occurred.
Total time spent to obtain the final model, from surveying (~ 15 min for terrestrial photos and
~ 5 min to measure one distance) to modeling (~ 45 min) was around 1 h.
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Figure 71: Final model created with the MatchPhoto approach. For texturing, the materials which were
made from photos of the building were used.

Test of MatchPhoto approach on test building C
Photogrammetric data acquisition was carried out with the use of a commercial compact
camera Samsung DV90. Photos were taken in a handheld manner while following the basic
MatchPhoto rule of taking photos from corner roughly at 45° angle. Two faces of this building
(northwest and northeast) are faced to the main street which makes enough space for the
surveying. Therefore, two photos were enough to cover the entire building, including roof from
these sides. Other two faces (south west and south east) are surrounded by nearby objects
(concrete wall fence and buildings). Therefore, it was necessary to take more photos of these
sides. This can be seen on a sketch of used photos (Figure 72, left). Photo 1 is taken from
behind of the concrete fence (backyard of the neighbor building), which was far enough to get
the entire south west and south east part of the building in the frame. However, the bottom part
was occluded by the concrete fence. Therefore it was necessary to take an additional photo
while standing in front of the concrete wall. Since the balcony was not visible on any of the
photos, an additional photo of the balcony was taken. The only way to take this photo was from
a very close range, which, however, was a good test of using MatchPhoto feature with photos
of different scales. In the case of this building, also the 9 photos of chess calibration field were
taken with intention of removing the distortion from photos used for modeling. Entire
photogrammetric data acquisition was carried out with the use of the same camera parameters.
Additionally, one distance (façade width) was measured using Leica DISTO D8 for the purpose
of scale.
Photo (Figure 72, right), which was taken from a corner and presents a good basis to create
an LOD1 model was set into a perspective and used to create a block model. Then all other
photos were matched, where for the close range photo of a balcony (Figure 73, right), first
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some detailed modeling on the corresponding façade was necessary to get the corner point,
which allowed setting the photo into perspective. There were still some challenges to complete
the LOD1 model for the cylindrical part (southeast façade) and the northeast façade part where
the footprint horizontal angle bigger than 90° (Figure 73, left). Distortion was removed from the
obtained photos with Matlab TOOLBOXcalib software.

Figure 72: Sketch of positions of used photos for modeling (left) and a model and first used photo (right).

Figure 73: Façade part which has a horizontal footprint angle bigger than 90° (left) and matched close
range balcony photo (right).

Once the basic block model was created, the detailed modeling of epiqr® started. Repetitive
objects were modeled only once and then copied around the model. Since this approach is
based on modeling which is based on a perspective and right angles, it was impossible to
model the mansard roof of this building. In this test, also the detailed modeling of the windows
considering they are shifted inward the façade (Figure 74) was conducted. It was only done
from one photo for one window while other windows were shifted inward the façade for the
same distance.
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Figure 74: Windows were shifted inward the façade in order to increase the detail.

The model was scaled for the factor calculated from distance measured on-site and the
corresponding distance measured on the model. Epiqr® geometry parameters were organized
into layers and painted (Figure 75, left) with materials created from parts of obtained photos.
Additionally, photorealistic model was created with a projection of photos used for modeling.
As can be seen (Figure 75, right), the photorealistic model includes occlusions and is black
and white, due to the removed distortion with TOOLBOXcalib, which creates black and white
photos. Values of epiqr® geometry parameters were then measured on the model and can be
found in Appendix E.5 (LOD2) and Appendix E.6 (LOD3). Total time spent to obtain the final
model, from surveying (~ 20 min for taking photos and ~ 5 min to measure one distance) to
modeling (~ 2 h) was around 2.5 h.

Figure 75: Final model of test building C obtained with MatchPhoto approach, which was textured with
created materials (left) and photorealistic model (right).

5.3.4 Test of PhotoModeler approach
PhotoModeler approach is based on semi-automatic and manual modeling of a building from
photos, which are obtained during on-site photogrammetric surveying. Photos are taken in the
convergent case with sufficient overlap between adjacent photos. Besides geometry between
adjacent photos, it is also important that obtained photos are sharp, of sufficient brightness
and without noise, which is achieved with the use of correct camera parameters. Since this is
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a photogrammetric approach, where modeling is based on measurements on photos, it is also
necessary to conduct camera calibration procedure. Once photos of calibration field and
building are obtained, the modeling which is based on semi-automatic or manual measuring
of characteristic points on the adjacent photos is done in PhotoModeler Scanner software. The
approach is described in detail in Section 4.4.
This approach was tested on test buildings A and B. In the case of test building A, also the
possibility to combine photos obtained with terrestrial photogrammetry and UAV
photogrammetry was tested, while in the case of test building B, the approach was tested with
the use of two different cameras – compact and DSLR camera. The goal is to quantify a
difference in obtained results using these approaches.
Test of PhotoModeler Scanner approach on test building A
Test building A has a complex roof of which characteristic points are mostly not visible from
the ground. Therefore, photogrammetric data acquisition was conducted with both, terrestrial
and UAV photogrammetry. DSGS FlyEye UAV (Dougan et al., 2015) , which allows mounting
a camera at an oblique angle, was used for photogrammetric data acquisition. This is a small
UAV, which means that it only allows mounting lightweight compact camera such as the used
camera Canon IXUS132 (Table 18). The Same camera was used for terrestrial
photogrammetric data acquisition in order to assure photos of similar quality and with as similar
calibration parameters as possible.
Planning of both terrestrial and UAV photogrammetric data acquisition was based on desired
minimum spatial resolution of 1 cm. This means that maximum distance between the camera
and the building should not exceed 38 m, for the used camera with 1.3 µm pixel size and used
focal length of 5 mm. This focal length was selected in order to retain a wide angle of view.
Acquisition of convergent photos in case of terrestrial photogrammetric data acquisition was
done with ease for the corner parts of the building, while it turned out to be quite challenging
to ensure convergent case and sufficient overlap between convergent parts for the long
straight parts of the façade. Most of the photos were taken from half of the maximum distance,
due to the surrounding objects, which means a spatial resolution of between 0.5 cm and 1 cm.
To ensure the photos of sufficient quality in photogrammetric terms, following camera settings
were used: fast shutter speed of 1/500 s to avoid blur, aperture value f/3.2 to ensure sufficient
depth of field, and low sensor sensitivity ISO80 to reduce noise.
In the case of UAV photogrammetry, photos were taken under 45° angle, each 3 s along the
predefined flight path (Figure 76), which was planned in Mission Planner. For the flight mission,
the calculated height of 40 m and horizontal distance of 25 m was used. To avoid blur due to
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UAV’s motion, fast shutter speed of 1/1000 s was used. Aperture value was set to f/3.5 while
sensor sensitivity varied between fixed values of ISO80 and ISO200.

Figure 76: Predefined flight path used for UAV photogrammetric data acquisition.

During photogrammetric data acquisition, a total of 80 terrestrial and 40 UAV convergent
photos were obtained (Figure 77). Additionally, 12 photos of PhotoModeler calibration field
were taken for the purpose of camera calibration, where the same focal length as for the
photogrammetric data acquisition was used.

Figure 77: Camera positions of photos which were used for modeling, where blue cameras display
positions of photos obtained with terrestrial photogrammetry and red cameras display photos obtained
with UAV photogrammetry.

Distance measurements, which are necessary in order to set the correct scale to the model,
were conducted with electronic distance measurement instrument Leica DISTO D8.
Processing started with camera calibration. Calibration parameters (focal length, coordinates
of PPA, and lens distortion) were calculated automatically. According to a quality report, the
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average photo point coverage was 85 % which is more than recommended 80 %, while 100
points and 4 targets were marked on each of the 12 photos. However, all other quality
evaluation parameters slightly exceeded recommended values (Table 17). Since there are no
demands on high accuracy for the purpose, calculated calibration parameters were accepted
regardless of the final error and camera was added to the camera library for further use in
processing.
Table 17: Quality report of camera calibration, with recommended and obtained values of quality
evaluation parameters.
Quality evaluation parameter
average photo point coverage
number of marked points
point marking residual (Max)
point marking residual (Max RMS)
final error

Recommended value
at least 80 %
100 points and 4 targets
< 1.5 pix
< 0.5 pix
around 1 or lower

Values after calibration
85 %
100 points and 4 targets
1.53 pix
0.68 pix
1.83

The original modeling strategy was to automatically orientate terrestrial photos in a SmartPoint
project. Reconstruction of building’s characteristic points would then be semi-automatic, where
points would be manually measured only on one of the photos, while same points would be
automatically determined on other photos. This, however, was not working. Even though the
SmartPoints project was set on very high dense smart matching, only 25 out of total 69 photos
were oriented. This could happen due to the different reasons, where the lack of discontinuity
and sufficient overlap in adjacent photos could be ruled out as seen in Figure 77. Therefore,
the problem has to be either in still too large angular changes in adjacent photos or quality of
the photos in terms of noise.
Since the SmartPoints project was not working properly, photos were oriented with manual
measurements of homologous points. For the orientation, only the well-defined points with
good distribution across the photo format were measured. A total of 42 terrestrial photos and
16 UAV photos were oriented, to prepare the project for modeling. After the orientation, the
RMS residual was under 1 pix. Reconstruction of the characteristic points was then planned
to be semi-automatic, which however was first slow, and second unprecise, which meant that
manual replacement of marked points was necessary. Therefore, all the further modeling was
entirely manual, throughout which, over 14000 points were measured. Process button was
turned on throughout the complete modeling, which means resolved model and camera
positions after each new measured point. Final RMS residual was 1.13 pix.
Some of the characteristic points were not visible on enough photos to be photogrammetrically
reconstructed. An example of it and its cause can be seen in Figure 78, where regardless of
the sufficient overlap of adjacent photos and correct geometry, characteristic points are not
visible due to the occlusion, which is induced by the façade decoration. This problem could be
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solved if additional photos from close range would be taken. This, however, would mean more
work during photogrammetric data acquisition and would, which is even more important, bring
additional work to already labor intensive and time consuming manual modeling.

Figure 78: Characteristic points are not visible on all adjacent photos due to the occlusion induced by
the façade decoration (left and left part of the sketch). This could be solved with additional close range
photos (right part of the sketch).

Reconstructed points were then connected with lines to form the wire model, which was
covered with surfaces, where all of the surfaces were sorted in layers and painted with the
color which was assigned to the corresponding layer. Due to the problem of missing
characteristic points (Figure 78) some parts of the final model are missing as can be seen in
Figure 79. Obtained model was scaled with the use of on-site measured distance of façade
part.

Figure 79: Final model obtained after manual modeling in PhotoModeler Scanner software. As can be
seen, entrance part and bottom part of the façade are missing. In the case of missing façade part, it was
impossible to model it since characteristic points were in most cases only visible on one photo due to
the concrete block decorations.

In order to complete the obtained model, final model (Figure 79) was exported in DXF format
and imported to a modeling software Trimble SketchUp, where additional modeling was done.
Since most of the objects (windows, doors, etc.) are repetitive across the building, it was
possible to finish the model with copying of those objects to the positions which were
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determined by the horizontal and vertical gap between same objects in upper floors where they
were already modeled. The final model, which was additionally covered in created materials,
can be seen in Figure 80. Values of epiqr® geometry parameters were measured on the final
model and can be found in Appendix F.1 (LOD2) and Appendix F.2 (LOD3). A total time spent
to obtain the final model, from surveying (~ 30 min for terrestrial photos, ~ 40 min for UAV
photos, 5 min to measure 1 distance), calibration (~ 5 min) to modeling (~ 42 h) was around
43 h.

Figure 80: Since the model could not be finished only with modeling in PhotoModeler Scanner, further
modeling was conducted in Trimble Sketch up, where repetitive objects were copied and placed to an
approximate position based on photos used for modeling and the façade surfaces were closed. The
obtained model was painted with created materials.

Test of PhotoModeler Scanner approach on test building B
The test building B has a gabled roof of which all characteristic points are visible from the
ground. Therefore, only terrestrial photogrammetric data acquisition was conducted. Since it
is a small building, it was surveyed with both compact camera Canon IXUS132 and DSLR
camera Nikon d3100, in order to quantify the difference in quality and accuracy of the obtained
results. Technical specifications of the both used cameras are shown in Table 18, where the
main difference is in the size of the sensor, which is considerably bigger in the case of DSLR.
Table 18: Technical specifications of used compact and DSLR camera.
CAMERA
Type
Sensor
Sensor size
Sensor resolution
Pixel size
Sensor resolution
Radiometric resolution
Sensor sensitivity
Shutter speed
Weight (incl. battery)

Canon IXUS132
Compact
CCD
1/2.3'' (6.16 mm x 4.62 mm)
4608 x 3456
1.3 µm x 1.3 µm
16.0 megapixels
/
ISO 100 – ISO 1600
15 s – 1/2000 s
133 g

NIKON d3100
DSLR
CMOS
APS-C (23.1 mm x 15.4 mm)
4608 x 3072
5.0 µm x 5.0 µm
14.2 megapixels
12 bits A/D converter
ISO 100 – ISO 12800
30 s – 1/4000 s
505 g
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LENS
Aperture values
Focal length
Focal length
(35 mm equivalent)

/ (compact)
f/3.2 – f/6.9
5 mm - 40 mm

Nikon AF-S VR DX
f/3.5 – f/5.6
18 mm – 55 mm

28.0 mm – 224.0 mm

27.0 mm – 82.5 mm
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Planning of photogrammetric data acquisition was based on the desired minimum spatial
resolution of 1 cm. In the case of a compact camera with 1.3 µm pixel size and used focal
length of 5 mm this meant that distance between camera and building should not be more than
38 m, while in the case of DSLR camera with 5 µm pixel size and used focal length of 18 mm
maximum distance was 36 m.
For the photogrammetric data acquisition with DSLR camera, following camera settings were
used: fast shutter speed of 1/160 s, low sensor sensitivity ISO100 and aperture value of f/7.1.
In the case of a compact camera, these settings were: fast shutter speed of 1/500 s, low sensor
sensitivity ISO100 and aperture value of f/3.2. With these settings, photos had sufficient
sharpness and brightness.
Since this building has a square shaped footprint, the convergent photogrammetric case was
ensured with ease, with photos taken from corners and directly from the face of individual
façade parts (Figure 81). Due to the surrounding objects and selected short focal lengths,
which ensured a wide field of view, in most cases, the distance was around half of the
maximum distance, which meant the final spatial resolution between 0.5 cm and 1 cm.
Additionally, 12 photos of PhotoModeler calibration field were taken (for both cameras) for the
purpose of camera calibration, where the same focal length as for the photogrammetric data
acquisition was used.

Figure 81: Sketch of camera positions taken with DSLR camera Nikon d3100 (left) and camera positions
of photos taken with compact camera Canon IXUS132 (right).
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Distance measurements, which are necessary in order to set the correct scale to the model,
were conducted with electronic distance measurement instrument Leica DISTO D8.
Before the modeling, the camera calibration parameters (focal length, coordinates of PPA, and
lens distortion) were calculated for the used cameras. Camera calibration in PhotoModeler is
done automatically based on 12 photos of PhotoModeler calibration field. Values of calibration
quality evaluation parameters are shown in Table 19 for DSLR camera and in Table 20 for a
compact camera. Regardless of the slightly exceeded recommended values in both cases, the
calculated parameters were used for further processing since it is not intended for high
accuracy projects.
Table 19: Quality evaluation parameters with recommended values and values of the report after
calibration of DSLR camera Nikon d3100.
Quality evaluation parameter
average photo point coverage
number of marked points
point marking residual (Max)
point marking residual (Max RMS)
final error

Recommended value
at least 80 %
100 points and 4 targets
< 1.5 pix
< 0.5 pix
around 1 or lower

Values after calibration
76 %
100 points and 4 targets
0.58 pix
0.33 pix
1.23

Table 20: Quality evaluation parameters with recommended values and values of the report after
calibration of compact camera Canon IXUS132.
Quality evaluation parameter
average photo point coverage
number of marked points
point marking residual (Max)
point marking residual (Max RMS)
final error

Recommended value
at least 80 %
100 points and 4 targets
< 1.5 pix
< 0.5 pix
around 1 or lower

Values after calibration
81 %
100 points and 4 targets
1.00 pix
0.52 pix
1.73

The plan for the photogrammetric reconstruction of a model was to automatically orientate
photos within a SmartPoint project and then model the entire building with the semi-automatic
reconstruction of building’s characteristic points. This, however, was not entirely working. In
the case of photos obtained with DSLR camera, some of the photos (around half) were oriented
automatically. In the case of DSLR camera, only half were oriented automatically, while in the
case of photos obtained with a compact camera, this number was even lower. Therefore,
additional manual measurements of points were necessary, to orientate the sufficient number
of photos covering the complete object. In both cases, a total of 17 photos were used for
modeling, the approximate camera positions of this case are shown in Figure 81. RMS residual
after orientation is 0.77 pix for DSLR and 1.23 pix for compact camera project. Semi-automatic
measuring of characteristic points was working in the case of DSLR photos for well-defined
characteristic points, while other points were still measured manually. A total of 2270 points
were measured in the case of DSLR project, which resulted in final RMS residual of 0.97 pix.
In the case of a compact camera, semi-automatic measurements were not sufficient, since
marked points had to be moved manually on all other photos. Therefore all points were
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measured manually, which resulted in 2095 manually measured points with final RMS residual
of 1.85 pix. Process button was turned on throughout the complete modeling, which means
resolved model and camera positions after each new measured point.
Points were then connected into a wire model, which was covered with surfaces. Individual
surfaces were sorted and grouped to layers of corresponding geometry parameter. In both
cases points, which were not visible from the ground as in the case of balconies on the higher
floors, were not obtained. Main entrance stairs were also not modeled, since the parked cars
were occluding the characteristic points on most of the photos. Final models were scaled with
distance which was measured on-site. As can be seen in Figure 82, final models are very
similar, where in the case of the model obtained from DSLR photos has smoother surfaces.
Values of epiqr® geometry parameters were measured on final models and can be found in
Appendix F.3 (LOD2) and Appendix F.5 (LOD3) for DSLR camera and in Appendix F.4 (LOD2)
and Appendix F.6 (LOD3) for a compact camera. Time spent to create the final model has
been similar for modeling done from both photo sets (compact and DSLR). Total time spent,
from surveying (~ 15 min for photos and ~ 5 min to measure one distance), camera calibration
(~ 5 min) to modeling (~ 9.5 h) has been around 10 h.

Figure 82: Final model of a test building B obtained with photogrammetric processing in Photomodeler
Scanner software with the use of photos obtained with DSLR camera (left) and compact camera (right).

Additionally, the possibility to create a photorealistic model for the purpose of better
visualization was tested in the case of the model created from compact camera photos.
Textures were made with the projection of the original photos obtained with the compact
camera. Since many occlusions were present on the photos, these were also projected on the
building's surfaces (Figure 83, left). Therefore, the main occlusions were removed from the
original photos with the use of masks (Figure 83, right).
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Figure 83: Photorealistic model made from original photos (left) and photorealistic model made from the
same photos, but with manually created masks, to exclude occlusions (right).

5.3.5 Test of Photogrammetric Point Cloud approach
This approach, as the name implies, is based on photogrammetric point cloud reconstruction,
which is a basis for further processing with the intention to obtain geometry and a model for
visualization. The point cloud is reconstructed from photos which are obtained with on-site
photogrammetric data acquisition. This can be achieved either with handheld terrestrial
photogrammetric data acquisition, with UAV photogrammetric data acquisition or with a
combination of both. Additionally, one distance is measured in order to set the correct scale of
the obtained point cloud. Obtained point cloud can then be processed in the different ways
with the use of appropriate software. Within this thesis, only the automatic modeling methods
were tested. The approach is described in detail in Section 4.5.
This approach was tested only on test buildings A and B, where photos were obtained with
oblique UAV photogrammetric data acquisition.

Figure 84: DSGS FlyEye UAV and commercial compact camera Canon IXUS132.

For UAV surveying, DSGS FlyEye UAV (Figure 84), which is a small, lightweight quadcopter
was used. The UAV includes the PixHawk autopilot, which allows autonomous flight missions.
Since the original camera mount was set for nadir surveying, it was necessary to create an
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additional mount for oblique surveying. The oblique mount has rubber dampers, to decrease
the vibrations, which could cause blur in obtained photos, and it has a possibility to change the
angle of the mounted camera. Mount was fixed to the UAV on its side, perpendicular to the
flight direction. In this way, the camera is always faced towards the building, while the UAV is
flying around it.
The commercial compact camera Canon IXUS132 was used for photogrammetric data
acquisition (Table 21). Major weakness of the used camera is its small sensor size (1/2.3''
format), while other important specifications (low ISO values, short shutter speed, aperture
values, focal length and number of pixels) meet the requirements for photogrammetric
surveying. Since low-cost commercial compact cameras do not have the possibility to set the
camera parameters, which is especially important in the case of UAV surveying where short
shutter speed has to be fixed in order to avoid blurry photos. Canon Hack Development Kit
(CHDK) was installed onto Canon IXUS132. KAP UAV exposure control script, which allows
to set the shutter speed, aperture value and sensor sensitivity (ISO) was used for
photogrammetric data acquisition.
Table 21: Technical specification of used camera for photogrammetric data acquisition.
CAMERA
Type
Sensor
Sensor size
Sensor resolution
Pixel size
Sensor resolution
Sensor sensitivity
Shutter speed
Weight (incl. battery)
LENS
Aperture values
Focal length
Focal length (35 mm equivalent)

Canon IXUS132
compact camera
CCD
1/2.3'' (6.16 mm x 4.62 mm)
4608 x 3456
1.3 µm x 1.3 µm
16 megapixels
ISO 100 – ISO 1600
15 sec – 1/2000 sec
133 g
(compact)
f/3.2 – f/6.9
5 mm - 40 mm
28 mm – 224 mm

Distance measurements, which are necessary in order to set the correct scale to the model,
were in both cases obtained with electronic distance measurement instrument Leica DISTO
D8.
Test of photogrammetric point cloud approach on test building A
Photos of the test building A were obtained with oblique UAV photogrammetric data
acquisition. As a UAV platform, DSGS FlyEye was used on which the Canon IXUS132 was
mounted at an oblique angle. In order to ensure the optimal geometry (relative positions) of
obtained photos, the flight was carried out based on predefined flight mission, which was
planned in the Mission Planner software. Planning was done based on desired spatial
resolution (1 cm), used camera and camera settings, oblique angle, and estimated the height
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of the building as it is described in Section 4.5.3. For the first flight, with a camera at 45° angle,
the calculated horizontal distance from the center of the building was 25 m and the height was
35 m. Planned mission for the first flight can be seen in Figure 85. For the second flight, the
camera was oriented at around 55° to nadir. For the latter flight, the horizontal distance was
22 m, while height was 40 m. Missions were uploaded on a UAV and were carried out fully
automatically with predefined UAV speed of 3 m/s. The camera took a photo every 3 s, which
was enough to assure sufficient overlap, which is necessary for successful photogrammetric
reconstruction. In this way, a total of 106 photos, which covered the entire building were
obtained.

Figure 85: Horizontal path of flight mission, planned based on orthophoto in Mission Planner software.

During both flight missions, the same camera settings were used. In order to prevent blur due
to UAV platform motion during the surveying, short exposition time of 1/1000 s was used.
Besides, the shortest focal length of 5 mm (28 mm equivalent) was selected for the wide angle
of view and aperture was set to f/3.2 to get the sufficient depth of field. Sensor sensibility was
automatically changed in order to get photos with sufficient brightness. However, it was still
limited to low values between ISO100 and ISO200 to prevent noise.
Additionally, one distance (width of façade part) was measured with Leica DISTO D8 for the
purpose of scale.
Obtained photos were then photogrammetrically processed in Agisoft PhotoScan software.
First, used photos were oriented. Based on calculated EOP within align photos step, the
photogrammetric dense point cloud was reconstructed within a predefined bounding box. As it
can be seen in Figure 86, the dense point cloud contains some shadows (missing parts). In
the case of the shadow in the upper part of building’s main entrance, there are no reconstructed
points, because this part of the building is not visible on the obtained photos. Since the photos
are taken from the air, the overhanging parts of the building are occluding some of the façade
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parts. Another error which is present in the dense point cloud is the noise, which increases on
the areas of the windows. This is a well-known problem of photogrammetric point cloud
reconstruction. Windows have a shiny, translucent surface on which the automatic matching
algorithms are not able to find homologous points. Project was scaled with the use of the
distance (façade part width), which was measured on site. Additionally, the project was
vertically oriented as described in Section 4.3.4.

Figure 86: Reconstructed photogrammetric dense point cloud with photogrammetric point cloud
approach.

For the purpose of visualization, the tiled model (Figure 87) was created from dense point
cloud and source photos, which were used for tiles. Noise is removed, but the shadows are
still present as in the case above the main entrance.

Figure 87: Tiled model of a test building A, created automatically in PhotoScan software from photos
which were obtained during photogrammetric data acquisition.

Since obtained tiled model is at this point only useful for visualization, further processing of a
dense point cloud is needed to obtain geometry values. There are many, mostly manual,
methods, which make them labor-intensive and time-consuming. Thus, only the automatic
modeling method, which can be carried out in BuildingReconstruction software was tested. As
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the input, building polygon, DTM, and DSM are needed. DTM and DSM of 10 cm resolution
were created from dense point cloud in PhotoScan and were exported in XYZ format. In order
to create a building polygon, first, the orthophoto of 5 cm resolution was exported in JPEG
format (together with corresponding JGW file for the reference). This was then a basis to
manually digitalize a building polygon based on orthophoto in QGIS software and exported in
an SHP format.

Figure 88: Input data for BuildingReconstruction software in the case of test building A.

Building polygon, DTM and DSM (Figure 88) were then used in BuildingReconstruction for
automatic modeling. Since test building A has a very complex geometry in both, building
footprint shape, and roof shape, the automatic reconstruction was unsuccessful as can be
seen in Figure 89. Automatically generated cells (Figure 89, right) do not correspond to
individual parts of the roof, which made it impossible to fit the correct roof shape to individual
cells.

Figure 89: Building model of the test building A after automatic modeling in Building Reconstruction
software compared to DSM (left) and corresponding automatically generated cells (right).

To successfully reconstruct the roof, additional manual work was necessary (Figure 90). Based
on orthophoto, new cells were drawn (Figure 90, right), where each cell corresponds to
individual façade part. For most parts, the software automatically matched and modeled the
correct roof type. For the remaining parts, this had to be done manually. Final models (LOD1
and LOD2) were exported in CityGML and SHP format.
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Figure 90: Final LOD2 model (left) after manually drawn cells (right) and selection of roof type for
individual roof parts of the test building A.

Obtained LOD2 model was visually inspected with a comparison to its primary source – dense
point cloud. As can be seen in Figure 91 roof and façade parts of the model fit perfectly to the
dense point cloud, while in the case of bottom parts, there is an obvious error. In reality, only
the part of the building (right part of the building in Figure 91) has a basement floor. This
happens because the software extrudes building polygon from lowest DTM points for the entire
building.

Figure 91: Comparison of obtained LOD2 model (red wireframe model) with its geometry source (dense
point cloud).

Final LOD2 model was then imported into Trimble SketchUp, to measure values of epiqr®
geometry parameters. Since it is an LOD2 model, it was only possible to obtain the BFA,
façade area, roof area and roof angle. Values of epiqr® geometry parameters for obtained
LOD2 model can be found in an Appendix G.1. The total amount of time spent, from surveying
(~ 40 min for UAV surveying and ~ 5 min to measure one distance), pre-processing (~ 8 h of
automatic point cloud generation, ~ 10 min for exports of DSM, DTM and orthophoto and ~ 10
min to digitalize building footprint polygons) to processing (~ 10 min for automatic processing
and additional 30 min for manual roof corrections) was roughly 10 h of which 8 h were fully
automatic.
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Test of photogrammetric point cloud approach on test building B
Photos of test building B were obtained with oblique UAV photogrammetric data acquisition.
This was carried out with a compact camera Canon IXUS132, which was mounted at an
oblique angle on DSGS FlyEye UAV platform. In order to ensure the optimal geometry (relative
positions) of obtained photos, the flight was carried out based on predefined flight mission,
which was planned in the Mission Planner software. Planning was done based on desired
spatial resolution (1 cm), used camera specifications (pixel size) and camera settings, oblique
angle and estimated the height of the building as it is described in Section 4.5.3. For the flight
with camera orientation at 45° angle (oblique), calculated horizontal distance from the center
of the building was 25 m, and the calculated flight height was 35 m. Second flight, with camera
orientation at 55° angle (oblique), the horizontal distance was 20 m and flight height was 40
m. Planned missions (Figure 92) were uploaded on a UAV and were carried out fully
automatically with predefined UAV speed of 3 m/s, while the camera took a photo every 3 s.
In this way, photos of entire building were obtained, while assuring the sufficient overlap for a
successful photogrammetric reconstruction.

Figure 92: Horizontal path of both flight missions, planned for data acquisition of the test building B.

During both flight missions, the same camera settings were used. In order to prevent blur due
to UAV platform motion during the surveying, short exposition time of 1/1000 s was used.
Besides, the shortest focal length of 5 mm (28 mm equivalent) was selected for the wide angle
of view and aperture was set to f/3.2 to get the sufficient depth of field. Sensor sensitivity was
fixed to ISO200 to ensure sufficient brightness while preventing too much noise in the photos.
Speed of UAV was set to 3 m/s and the camera was shuttered each 3 s. In this way, a total of
60 oblique photos of the building were obtained, with sufficient overlap between adjacent
photos.
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Additionally, one distance (width of façade part) was measured with Leica DISTO D8 for the
purpose of scale.
Obtained photos were photogrammetrically processed in Agisoft PhotoScan software. Used
photos were first oriented within align photos step. With known EOP it was then possible to
reconstruct dense point cloud. As can be seen in Figure 93 (left) reconstructed point cloud has
a lot of noise and shadows, which are also present on the façade plane. This part of the building
was, however, visible in many photos. This means that automatic matching algorithm was not
able to identify the same points on different photos for this area, which could be a consequence
of low texture and a very bright yellow color of the façade. These camera settings, which
worked for other (darker) parts of the building, were not appropriate for this façade. Thus, this
could probably be avoided with a better camera, more appropriate camera settings or
photogrammetric data acquisition in better illumination conditions. Noise is also high for
reconstructed windows, due to the shiny, translucent surface. Regardless of the noisy point
cloud with missing parts, the tiled model still turned out without holes or obvious noise, which
makes it appropriate for visualization purpose (Figure 93, right).
Project was scaled with the use of the distance (façade part width), which was measured on
site. Additionally project was vertically oriented as described in Section 4.3.4.

Figure 93: Reconstructed dense point cloud (left) and a tiled model for a visualization (right).

In order to obtain values of epiqr® geometry parameters, further processing with the use of a
dense point cloud was necessary. The noise and missing parts of façades in the point cloud
cause problems in most point cloud based modeling methods which include modeling of
façades. This, however, is not problematic for modeling with BuildingReconstruction software,
as long as the roof and terrain part of the point cloud is reconstructed successfully. The input
data (Figure 94) for building reconstruction software were prepared in PhotoScan and QGIS
software. DSM and DTM of 10 cm resolution were both calculated and exported from
PhotoScan in XYZ format. Based on the 5 cm orthophoto, which was created in PhotoScan,
the building polygon was manually digitalized in QGIS software.
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Figure 94: Input data for Building Reconstruction software in the case of test building B.

Since the test building B has a very basic geometry with a square shaped building footprint
and a gable roof, BuildingReconstruction software created a LOD2 model (Figure 95, right)
fully automatically. No additional manual work with cell editor was needed.
Obtained LOD2 model was visually inspected with a comparison to its primary source – dense
point cloud. As can be seen in (Figure 95, left) model fits well to the dense point cloud in the
roof part, but is slightly scaled in the façade part. This is the consequence of the way that
building polygon is obtained. Since the roof edge, which was used for the digitalization of the
building polygon, usually hangs over the façade, building polygon is slightly scaled big.

Figure 95: Visual comparison of obtained model with its primary source – point cloud (left) and final
LOD2 model (right).

Final LOD2 model of the test building B was then imported into Trimble SketchUp, to measure
values of epiqr® geometry parameters. Since it is an LOD2 model, it was only possible to
obtain the BFA, façade area, roof area, and roof angle. Values of epiqr® geometry parameters
for obtained LOD2 model can be found in an Appendix G.2. Total amount of time spent, from
surveying (~ 40 min for UAV surveying and ~ 5 min to measure one distance), pre-processing
(~ 4 h of automatic point cloud generation, ~ 10 min for exports of DSM, DTM and orthophoto
and ~ 10 min to digitalize building footprint polygons) to processing (~ 10 min for automatic
processing) was roughly around 5.5 h of which 4 h were fully automatic.
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5.4 Evaluation of proposed approaches
Test of the proposed approaches from the perspective of surveying, modeling, and obtained
results is already described in Section 5.3, where also the problems, which occurred during
the test of each approach were pointed out. In this section, however, the proposed approaches
are being evaluated from the perspective of geometrical accuracy (Section 5.4.1 and Section
5.4.2) and from the perspective of time, effort, and added value (Section 5.4.3). In Section
5.4.1, the geometrical accuracy of proposed approaches is based on the comparison of epiqr®
geometry parameters obtained with proposed approaches, with the ones obtained with
reference measurements. The differences are shown in percentage. In Section 5.4.2, the
geometrical accuracy of proposed approaches is estimated based on the normalized mean
absolute error (NMAE) which is also expressed in percentage (%MAE).
5.4.1 Comparison of epiqr® geometry parameters with reference values
One of the main goals of the thesis is to find a suitable approach to obtain the basic geometry
(epiqr geometry parameters) of the building’s envelope. In order to evaluate the accuracy of
geometry obtained by each of the proposed approaches, obtained values of epiqr® geometry
parameters were compared to ones obtained with reference measurements (Section 5.2).
These were considered as the true values due to the high precision of the used surveying
method for test buildings A and B. In the case of the building C reference values were obtained
with distance measurements, which are considered as the values of sufficient accuracy from
the perspective of epiqr®’s methodology. Geometry comparison was made by calculating
differences (Eq. (6)) between obtained values (𝑋𝐴𝑃𝑃 ) and reference values (𝑋𝑅𝐸𝐹 ).
𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 𝑋𝐴𝑃𝑃 − 𝑋𝑅𝐸𝐹

(6)

Since the proposed approaches vary considerably from the perspective of obtained results,
the comparison was made on two different levels of detail (Figure 96). First, the comparison
was made to evaluate the approaches which only provide values of geometry parameters
which combined would form an LOD1 or LOD2 model, depending on the roof type. Second,
the comparison was made to evaluate the approaches which provided LOD3 models.

Figure 96: Example of models of different LOD obtained with use of different proposed approaches LOD2 model (left) and LOD3 model (right).
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Most of the geometry parameters are expressed in m² (BFA, façade area, windows area, roof
area, etc.), which makes the calculated differences less or even non-informative. Therefore,
calculated differences are expressed in percentage and shown on graphs.
Level of detail 2 geometry comparison
Geometry parameters obtained with different approaches were first compared at LOD2, which
includes the comparison of BFA, roof area, façade area, eaves height, and roof pitch. Façade
area in case of LOD2 is measured as if there were no objects such as windows, doors,
balconies, etc. present on the façade. Results obtained with all of the proposed approaches
are included in this comparison, where for the approaches, which provide higher LOD, façades
were also measured only as LOD2. In this way, it was possible to compare all of the tested
approaches.
Geometry comparison at LOD2 for test building A
Geometry parameters in the case of test building A were obtained with Add Location, Point
Cloud (Building Reconstruction), Match Photo, and Photo Modeler approach. Comparison
results can be found in Appendix H.1. Calculated differences (Eq. (6)) of individual façade
areas are shown in Graph 1. Results obtained with Add Location approach and Point Cloud
approach differ significantly from reference measurements. In the case of Add Location
approach, the differences are from - 15 % to - 29 % (smaller, compared to reference model),
while in the case of Point Cloud approach, the differences are between 9 % and 26 % (bigger,
compared to reference model). The reason for such high differences lies in the complexity of
the geometry of test building A. Both Add Location and Point Cloud approaches have problems
in reconstructing the buildings of which different parts have different heights. In the case of
Add Location approach (Figure 97, left), both different eaves heights, as well as different
ground heights, are problematic. This is why façade areas obtained with this approaches are
significantly smaller when compared to the reference façade areas. In the case of Point Cloud
approach, only different ground heights are problematic (Figure 97, right) and are in this case
the main cause of why the façade areas obtained with the Point Cloud approach are
significantly bigger when compared to reference façade areas. In both cases, errors are
smaller when total façade areas are compared (around - 20 % for Add Location and around
15 % for Point Cloud approach).
As for the comparison of façade areas obtained with Match Photo and Photo Modeler
approach, the results are much more accurate (Graph 1). In the case of Match Photo approach,
individual façade parts differ from the reference values from - 2 % to 4 %, while total façade
area differs for only 1 %. In the case of Photo Modeler approach, differences of individual
façade parts are even smaller – between - 1 % and - 2 %, while the total façade area differs
for 2 %.
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Graph 1: LOD2 geometry comparison of façade areas of individual façade parts in case of test building
A. Reference measurements are represented with value 0.

Figure 97: Complexity of the building's A geometry is the cause for enormous differences of obtained
model to reference measurements. In the case of Add Location (left, bottom) parts of the façade which
are higher than eaves height used for reconstruction and parts of the building which have different
ground heights (marked red on the model obtained with Photo Modeler approach). In the case of Point
Cloud approach (right, bottom) only the parts, which different ground heights are causing problems
(marked blue).

Comparison of individual geometry parameters (BFA, eaves height, roof area, and roof pitch)
brought similar results (Graph 2). Add Location approach initially provides a block building
model. Therefore, the roof area is inaccurate (- 9 %) while roof pitch is completely wrong due
to the flat roof. Since modeling in the Add Location is based on orthophoto, BFA is accurate.
Point Cloud approach provided accurate results for roof area, and roof pitch, while eaves height
is 25 % bigger compared to the reference height. This again happened due to the different
ground heights. BFA is in the case of Point Cloud approach determined by building polygon,
which was obtained with manual drawing based on orthophoto, where the difference to
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reference measurements Since the same method was used as in Add Location approach, one
could expect similar results, however, in case of Point Cloud approach, the difference was 3
% higher (still small), which is however expected due to the manual digitalization based on
orthophoto. Match Photo approach provided completely accurate eaves height and roof pitch,
while the BFA differs for 3 % and roof area differs for 6 %. Photo Modeler approach provided
the most accurate results with only - 2 % difference in BFA and - 1 % difference in the roof
area, while eaves height and roof pitch do not differ from reference measurements.
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Graph 2: LOD2 geometry comparison of individual geometry parameters in the case of the test building
A. Reference measurements are represented with value 0. Roof pitch in the case of Add Location
approach is 0° which makes it 100 % incorrect.

Geometry comparison at LOD2 for test building B
Geometry parameters in the case of the test building A were obtained with Add Location, Point
Cloud (Building Reconstruction), Match Photo and Photo Modeler approach. In the case of
Photo Modeler approach, the building was modeled twice – once from photos obtained with a
compact camera and once from photos obtained with DSLR camera, with the intention to
evaluate the importance of the used camera’s quality for such purpose (epiqr® methodology).
Comparison results can be found in Appendix H.2. Calculated differences in percentage are
shown in Graph 3 and Graph 4, where it can be seen, that in the case of all of the used
approaches, differences are almost never exceeding 7 % (except for Match Photo approach –
roof differs for 9 %), which may lead to the conclusion that all of the used approaches perform
well for LOD2 modelling in the case of small buildings with simple basic geometry (square
shaped building footprint, one ground height, one eaves height and gable roof).
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Graph 3: LOD2 geometry comparison of façade areas of individual façade parts in the case of the test
building B. Reference measurements are represented with value 0.

Calculated differences of individual façade areas in percentage are shown in Graph 3. The
biggest differences occur in the case of Point Cloud approach (around 4 % to 6 %), where the
total façade area differs from reference façade area for 5 %. Add Location approach provided
a model of which individual façade parts areas differ from reference façade areas around 2 %
to 3 %. Match Photo and Photo Modeler approach once again turned out to be the approaches,
which provide the highest accuracy, where the differences were not higher as 1 % for individual
façade parts. From these two approaches, Match Photo has the largest differences, which are
in the end compensated when comparing total façade area. This is why it is more important to
compare values on individual parts, in order to see how accurate the reconstruction really is,
since the compensation could happen by chance like in this case. Photo Modeler approach
again provided the most accurate results. As mentioned before, Photo Modeler approach was
tested twice on this building (compact camera, DSLR camera). One who knows the science of
photogrammetry may expect, that use of photos obtained with DSLR camera will provide more
accurate results, which however was not the case within this test. It turned out, that results
obtained with the use of compact camera photos provided slightly more accurate results. Since
the obtained photos with the use of both cameras (compact and DSLR) included some noise
and were not of optimal brightness and since the calibration was not carried out perfectly, slight
differences within this experiment cannot be the basis for any conclusions of which camera is
more appropriate. However, the results still showed that also compact camera provides
sufficient results in terms of epiqr® methodology.
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Graph 4: LOD2 geometry comparison of individual geometry parameters in the case of the test building
B. Reference measurements are represented with value 0.

Comparison of individual geometry parameters (BFA, eaves height, roof area, and roof pitch)
(Graph 4) brought similar results in the case of Add Location approach (differences between 4% and 5 %), Point Cloud approach (between - 4 % and 3 % differences) and Photo Modeler
approach (less than 1 % differences). In the case of Match Photo approach, BFA, eaves height,
and roof pitch also do not differ more than 1 %, while the roof area differs for 9 %. Since roof
area obtained with Match Photo approach is smaller than the reference roof area, the
difference probably appears because of the roof’s overhangs were not modeled. Since it is a
small roof of around 300 m², additional 0.5 m overhang brings a big difference.
Geometry comparison at LOD2 for test building C
Geometry parameters in the case of the test building C were obtained with Google Earth, Add
Location and Match Photo approach. Comparison results can be found in Appendix H.3.
Calculated differences of individual façade areas in percentage are shown in Graph 5. The
biggest difference while comparing to reference façade areas appears in results obtained with
Google Earth approach (from - 3 % to - 11 %), which is no surprise due to the manual
measurements conducted on the mesh model. Both Add Location and Match Photo provided
significantly better results, with differences up to 3 % for Match Photo and differences up to 2
% for Add Location approach.
While comparing individual geometry parameters (Graph 6), the differences are not exceeding
5 % for all of the tested approaches. BFA differs the most in the case of Google Earth and Add
Location approach (around 5 %), while in the case of Match Photo it differs only by 1 %. Eaves
height differs less than 1 % for all approaches. Since reference measurements were not
obtained for the roof, roof geometry parameters were not compared.
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Graph 5: LOD2 geometry comparison of façade areas of individual façade parts in case of the test
building C. Reference measurements are represented with value 0.
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Graph 6: LOD2 geometry comparison of individual geometry parameters in the case of the test building
C. Reference measurements are represented with value 0.

Level of detail 3 geometry comparison
Epiqr® methodology includes geometry parameters of the building at LOD3, which includes
façade objects (windows, glazing, doors, and balconies). Three of the proposed approaches,
Google Earth, Match Photo and Photo Modeler approach provide a LOD3 model. Obtained
results (values of LOD3 geometry parameters) were thus compared to the reference
measurements, in order to evaluate the geometrical accuracy of tested approaches.
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Geometry comparison at LOD3 for the test building A
Geometry parameters at LOD3 in the case of the test building A were obtained with Match
Photo and Photo Modeler approach. Comparison with reference measurements can be found
in Appendix H.4. Differences of façade and window areas, expressed in percentage are shown
in Graph 7. It can be seen that differences are significantly higher in the case of Match Photo
approach, as they are between 0 % and 7 % for façade areas and between - 3 % and - 11 %
for windows areas. Since windows of each window type are only modeled once and then
copied across the façade based on underlying matched the photo, the assumption was made
that in the case of NE and SW façade part, the error due to the imprecise modeling of the first
window was made. This, however, was not the case, which means that the error has to come
from the imperfect matched photos with a model, which could not be avoided in this case (large
building with very complex geometry). In the case of Photo Modeler approach, where each
individual window is modeled, the differences are much smaller – from - 1 % to - 2 % for façade
areas and from - 1 % to - 3 % for windows areas.
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Graph 7: LOD3 geometry comparison of façade areas and windows areas, which correspond to
individual façade parts in the case of test building A. Reference measurements are represented with
value 0.

Comparison of individual geometry parameters (Graph 8) leads to similar results. In the case
of Match Photo approach, the differences are between 0 % to - 7 %, where BFA and doors
area are around 3 % different, while eaves height and roof pitch do not differ from reference
measurements. In the case of Photo Modeler approach, the differences are smaller again,
where only in the case of glazing the difference is 3 % while other geometry parameters differ
from reference measurements for only 1 % to 2 %.
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Graph 8: LOD3 geometry comparison of individual geometry parameters in the case of the test building
A. Reference measurements are represented with value 0.

Geometry comparison at LOD3 for the test building B
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Graph 9: LOD3 geometry comparison of façade areas and windows areas which correspond to
individual façade parts in the case of the test building B. Reference measurements are represented with
value 0.

Geometry parameters at LOD3 in the case of test building A were obtained with Match Photo
and Photo Modeler approach, where Photo Modeler approach building was modeled twice –
once from photos obtained with a compact camera and once from photos obtained with DSLR
camera. Obtained results were compared to reference measurements, of which results can be
found in Appendix H.5. Calculated differences for façade and windows areas, expressed in
percentage can be seen in Graph 9. Since differences are not exceeding 2 %, both Match
Photo and Photo Modeler (with the use of compact and DSLR camera) the first conclusion can
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be made that both these approaches are appropriate for epiqr® in case of small buildings with
simple geometry.
Otherwise, the calculated differences (Graph 9) are similar for all three approaches, which
makes it hard to conclude which one is more precise.
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Graph 10: LOD3 geometry comparison of individual geometry parameters in the case of the test building
A. Reference measurements are represented with value 0.

When comparing individual geometry parameters (Graph 10), it turns out that Match Photo
approach differs the most from reference measurements, from 0 % to - 9 %, while in the case
of Photo Modeler approach these are between 1 % to - 3 %. As for the comparison of results
obtained with Photo Modeler approach while using two different cameras (compact and DSLR)
the results are slightly better in the case of compact cameras, which could be the consequence
of insufficient photo quality. However, the results still show that also compact camera provides
sufficient results in terms of epiqr® methodology.
Geometry comparison at LOD3 for the test building C
Geometry parameters at LOD3 in the case of test building C were obtained with Google Earth
and Match Photo approach. Obtained results were compared to reference measurements, of
which results can be found in Appendix H.6. Calculated differences for façade and windows
areas, expressed in percentage can be seen in Graph 11. It can be seen, that Google Earth
approach significantly differs from reference measurements. In the case of façade areas, the
differences are from - 2 % to - 9 % while in the case of window areas these are from - 12 % to
- 26 %. According to these results, the conclusion could be drawn that at least at LOD3
measurements of geometry on Google Earth model are not of sufficient accuracy to be used
for epiqr®. In the case of Match Photo approach, differences are much smaller, from - 2 % to
5 % in case of façade areas and from 0 % to - 6 % in case of windows areas.
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Graph 11: LOD3 geometry comparison of façade areas and windows areas, which correspond to
individual façade parts in the case of test building C. Reference measurements are represented with
value 0.
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Graph 12: LOD3 geometry comparison of individual geometry parameters in the case of the test building
A. Reference measurements are represented with value 0. Balcony area was not obtained with Google
Earth approach and is thus not compared.

As for the individual geometry parameters comparison (Graph 12), Google Earth approach
turned out to be quite accurate in the case of BFA (5 %) and eaves height (- 1 %). The
difference in the case of doors is bigger (- 7 %), while the balconies could not even be
measured from the mesh model. In the case of Match Photo approach, differences are again
smaller, with 1 % for BFA, 0 % for eaves height and - 3 % for doors. In the case of balconies,
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the difference is 9 %, which is probably because the photo used to the model balcony was
taken from a much closer distance as other photos and was, therefore, harder to match with
the created model.
5.4.2 Estimation of geometrical accuracy of proposed approaches
In order to obtain more general picture on the geometrical accuracy of proposed approaches
as the one obtained with evaluation based on individual geometry parameters (Section 5.4.1),
geometrical accuracy has also been evaluated based on the mean absolute error (MAE). MAE
statistics was chosen mainly because it gives the same weight to all errors, regardless its size
(Chai and Draxler, 2016). This is an important characteristic since geometrical accuracy is
estimated based on calculated differences of individual surfaces, of which size consequently
calculated absolute errors vary significantly. Since MAE, which is expressed in the same units
as the calculated errors (in this case m²), would not be informative, due to the varying sizes of
test buildings and its individual surfaces, MAE has been normalized (NMAE) and expressed in
percentage (%MAE).
MAE is calculated as shown in Eq. (7), and is then normalized and expressed in percentage
(Eq. (8)) (Chai and Draxler, 2016). In both Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), the index app stands for values
of geometry parameters obtained with proposed approach, while index ref stands for reference
measurements, which were considered as true values in the estimation, and n is the number
of calculated errors (or differences) included in the estimation.
𝑛

1
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = ∑|𝑥𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝑖 − 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑖 |
𝑛

(7)

𝑖=1

𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

𝑀𝐴𝐸
, %𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸 ∗ 100
𝑥𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑎𝑝𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑛

(8)

Geometrical accuracy has been estimated based on %MAE for all individual tests (all of the
used approaches on all three buildings). Additionally, %MAE has been calculated for each of
the proposed approaches, where all of the obtained geometry parameters from all three test
buildings were included in the estimation. Since proposed approaches provide geometry on
different LOD, estimations were calculated for two different LOD (LOD2 and LOD3).
Estimation of geometrical accuracy at LOD2
Values of geometry parameters at LOD2 were obtained with all of the proposed approaches,
where some were tested on all three test buildings, while others were only tested on some of
the test buildings. Estimation of geometrical accuracy based on %MAE, for proposed
approaches, which provided geometry parameters at LOD2 can be seen in Table 22. Google
Earth has only been tested with the test building C, where with 7.7 %MAE belongs amongst
less accurate approaches. Add Location approach proved to be accurate on buildings with only
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one ground and eaves height (the test buildings B and C). This approach is quite inaccurate
in the case of test building with varying ground and eaves heights (14.8 %MAE). Similar
problems occurred with Point Cloud approach, where the accuracy is much higher (7.8 %MAE)
due to the fact that the approach is only sensitive to different ground heights. In the case of
building B, with flat ground, the error is smaller (4.4 %MAE). Match Photo approach proved to
be accurate in cases of all three test buildings, where the error is the highest (4.1 %MAE) in
the case of the largest and most complex building. Photo Modeler approach proved to be the
most accurate with low %MAE for both the large building with complex geometry (1.7 %MAE)
and the small building with simple geometry (only 0.5 to 0.6 %MAE). The difference between
the estimated geometrical accuracy for model created from photos obtained with a compact
camera and the one created from DSLR photos is too small to make any conclusions.
Table 22: Estimation of geometrical accuracy of tested approaches at LOD2 based on %MAE.
Approach

%MAE A

%MAE B

%MAE C

%MAE

Google Earth

/

/

7.7

7.7

Add Location

14.8

3.1

2.2

11.6

Point Cloud

7.8

4.4

/

7.3

Match Photo

4.1

2.7

1.6

3.6

Photo Modeler (compact)

1.7

0.5

/

/

0.6

/

Photo Modeler (DSLR)

1.4

Estimation of geometrical accuracy at LOD3
Values of geometry parameters at LOD3 were only obtained with Google Earth, Match Photo,
and Photo Modeler approach. Estimation of geometrical accuracy based on %MAE for
proposed approaches, which provided geometry parameters at LOD3, can be seen in Table
23. Based on this experiment, the lowest accuracy can be noticed with Google Earth approach,
which has only been tested on the test building C, since the models for other two test buildings
do not exist until now. Match Photo approach proved to be quite accurate for creating models
of small buildings, with 3.0 %MAE (the test building B – simple geometry) and 2.1 %MAE (the
test building C – complex geometry), while in the case of a bigger building with complex
geometry, the error is slightly bigger with 4.8 %MAE. Photo Modeler approach proved to be
the most accurate with low %MAE for both large buildings with complex geometry (1.8 %MAE)
and the small building with simple geometry (only 0.7 %MAE). Within this test, there are no
noticeable differences when using compact or DSLR camera for Photo Modeler approach.
Table 23: Estimation of geometrical accuracy of tested approaches at LOD3 based on %MAE.
Approach

%MAE A

%MAE B

%MAE C

%MAE

Google Earth

/

/

7.3

7.3

Match Photo

4.8

3.0

2,1

4.3

Photo Modeler (compact)

1.8

0.7

/

/

0.7

/

Photo Modeler (DSLR)

1.5
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5.4.3 Time, effort and added value evaluation
Based on geometry accuracy evaluation (Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2), the conclusion is
drawn that Photo Modeler and Match photo approach are the most appropriate ones for epiqr®
methodology since they provide the LOD3 model with sufficient accuracy. However, one has
to be aware that in most cases obtained LOD and accuracy are only increasing together with
utilized time and effort. During the tests of proposed approaches, times of individual phase
from surveying to final geometry values and a model have been recorded.
Times, together with estimated error for approaches, which provide geometry up to LOD2 are
shown in Table 24. Add Location approach tends to be the fastest approach and the only
approach where time spent on modeling does not increase with size or complexity. The
accuracy of this approach is acceptable in the case of buildings with constant eaves and
ground height. The approach provides only models up to LOD2, where for LOD2 models,
additional roof heights have to be measured. Point Cloud approach provides photorealistic tiled
models, which are very good for visualization. The geometry of LOD2 model can only be
obtained with additional processing. In terms of time, the approach tends to be timeconsuming, however, most of the time is spent on automatic modeling. Google Earth approach,
at least with this test does not seem promising, since more time has been spent as with Add
Location approach and the obtained results are also less accurate. Besides, the approach
does not provide any model.
Table 24: Recorded times and estimated error for tested approaches at LOD2, where time spent on
automatic processing (A) and manual processing (M) are given separately.
Surveying
[min]

Pre-processing
[min]

Modelling
[min]

Total time
[h]

Error
[%MAE]

Add Location (LOD1)
Point Cloud (tiled model)
Building B

5
45

0
480 A & 20 M

5
10 A & 30 M

0.2
10.0 (2 M)

14.8
7.8

Add Location

5

3.1

45

5
10 A

0.2

Point Cloud (tiled model)
Building C

0
240 A & 20 M

5.5 (1.5 M)

4.4

Google Earth (no model)
Add Location

25
5

0
0

0
5

0.5
0.2

7.7
2.2

LOD2
Building A

As for the approaches which provide geometry up to LOD3, times, together with estimated
error are shown in Table 25. Google Earth approach is the fastest one, but it is also the most
inaccurate one and it does not provide any model. Since both, Match Photo and Photo Modeler
approaches are based on manual modeling, the time needed to create the model varies
considerably for buildings of different size and complexity, where in the case of Match Photo
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approach, the differences are smaller since the same objects are only modeled once and then
copied around the model. Both approaches provide models appropriate for visualization. Both
approaches provide sufficient accuracy in terms of epiqr® needs, where the high accuracy,
which is achieved with the use of Photo Modeler approach is much more time-consuming.
Table 25: Recorded times and estimated error for tested approaches at LOD3, where time spent on
automatic processing (A) and manual processing (M) are given separately.
Surveying
[min]

Pre-processing
[min]

Modelling
[min]

Total time
[h]

Error
[%MAE]

Match Photo
PhotoModeler
Building B

30
75

0
5A

330
2520

6.0
43.5

4.8
1.8

Match Photo
PhotoModeler (compact)
Photo Modeler (DSLR)
Building C

20
20
20

0
5A
5A

45
570
570

1.0
10.0
10.0

3.0
0.7
0.7

Google Earth (no model)
Match Photo

30
25

0
0

0
120

0.5
2.5

7.3
2.1

LOD3
Building A
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, the possibilities to obtain envelope geometry of existing buildings for purpose of
epiqr® program are studied. Main goal of the thesis is to propose a new method for building
envelope geometry acquisition, where method shall coincide with epiqr® methodology, while
it shall also provide a digital model for visualization.
Firstly, the research on the available geospatial data, which include any information of
geometry of existing building was conducted. In the case of buildings, which were built recently,
there is a possibility that owners already have CAD or BIM models, which could be used to
extract geometry and for the visualization purpose. If only 2D plans exist, these can be used
to manually create a CAD or a BIM model. Building models can be also obtained from
geospatial data authorities of Germany, where LOD1 models are available for entire Germany,
while LOD2 models are for now only available for some of the German countries. Geospatial
data authorities also provide building polygons, DTM and DSM, which can be automatically
processed to the LOD2 model with the use of the commercial BREC software. From the list of
the epiqr® geometry parameters of building’s envelope, LOD1 models only provide BFA and
façade area, while LOD2 models additionally provide roof area (in the case of flat roofs, LOD1
and LO2 are the same). All of the available data provided by geospatial data authorities are
available against payment. Realistic mesh models are provided by Google and are available
on Google Earth and Google Maps. Envelope’s geometry of such models can be manually
measured in Google Earth PRO software (free of charge since 2015). These models are
however only available for some major cities and cannot be extracted for visualization as
individual models. Huge amount of geospatial data is also provided by crowdsourcing with
OSM project. However, the building polygons and the building models provided by OSM are
not allowed to be used for any commercial purpose.
Secondly, the existing technologies and methods, which allow acquisition of geometry and 3D
modeling, have been reviewed. Epiqr® methodology requires a method, based on fast on-site
surveying and semi-automatic or automatic modeling, while there is no need of very high
geometric accuracy. According to these requirements, first, the method based on manual
measuring of characteristic points of building’s envelope with a total station and the terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) method were ruled out. Both methods are labor intensive and timeconsuming from the perspective of surveying, while TLS also requires a lot of additional manual
or semiautomatic modeling. Since both methods are terrestrial, the information of the roof may
only be obtained in some cases (low buildings, opened surrounding, and simple shaped roof).
Moreover, very expensive instruments are needed, which can be only handled by an expert.
From the surveying point of view, LiDAR-based methods (MMS and ALS) would be appropriate
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as they allow fast automatic surveying, where especially in the case of a LiDAR mounted on
UAV (close range ALS), a dense point cloud of the entire building could be obtained in a short
time. The main problem, which rules out these methods is a high price of the technology
because the systems for close range applications (backpack MMS which does not rely on
GNSS and LiDAR systems compatible with UAV) are new to the market. Obtained
measurements (dense point clouds) also require a lot of additional manual or semi-automatic
modeling to obtain envelope’s geometry and the model. Photogrammetric methods (CRP and
UAV photogrammetry) can be carried out with the use of an inexpensive ordinary digital
camera. For terrestrial CRP, surveying is manual, but still fast and simple, where only some
basic photography and photogrammetric rules have to be followed. Regardless one major
weakness, which is high sensitivity to occlusions, the photogrammetric methods are still the
closest to the requirements of epiqr® methodology from the perspective of on-site surveying.
Data acquired with on-site surveying have to be pre-processed (IOP & EOP calculation),
however, this can be automatized, while the modeling can be manual, semi-automatic or
automatic.
Based on the research of available data and existing methods for building data acquisition and
the known epiqr® requirements, 5 different approaches are proposed and investigated in this
thesis. Their suitability for implementation in epiqr® methodology has been evaluated from the
perspective of obtained model, geometrical accuracy and time spent for the complete
workflow. Add Location approach combines available data (Google orthophoto) with on-site
surveying (measured height) to create simple block models up to LOD2. The approach is fast,
only around 10 min were spent to obtain the model and geometry, regardless the building size
or complexity of the footprint shape. The approach is accurate enough (2 to 3 %MAE) for
buildings with simple geometry, while it is not appropriate to model the buildings with complex
geometry and parts with different eaves and ground heights (15 %MAE in the case of this test).
Photogrammetric point cloud approach (Point Cloud approach) based on fast autonomous
UAV photogrammetry on-site surveying, provides the most realistic models with automatic
processing. However, additional processing has to be carried out in order to obtain the
geometry. This was done with BREC software, which automatically creates LOD2 models from
DSM, DTM and building footprint. For the smaller building with simple geometry and gabled
roof, completely automatic process provided the correct LOD2 model with 4.4 %MAE.
Automatic reconstruction with BREC is less successful for buildings with complex footprint
shape and complex roof geometry, where the complete model had to be corrected manually.
Different ground heights are also problematic for this approach since the program apparently
takes the lowest part of DTM inside the building footprint, which means less accurate model (8
%MAE). Both, Add Location and Point Cloud (BREC) provide only LOD2 geometry, but can
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still replace on-site measurements (windows and glazing area would still have to be estimated
in % of façade) of envelope’s geometry in current epiqr® methodology, since they provide
sufficient accuracy of BFA, façade area, and roof area. In order to obtained envelope’s
geometry and a model at LOD3, three different approaches are proposed. Manual
measurements of envelope’s geometry on a Google Earth model are fast, but at least accurate
(7.7 %MAE). Main weaknesses of this approach are that Google models are only available for
some major cities and the low accuracy of obtained geometry. Besides, no model can be
extracted from Google Earth for the visualization in epiqr®. Match Photo approach (modeling
in perspective) is based on fast on-site photogrammetric surveying, where the photos have to
be taken roughly at 45° angle from the corner. If this can be achieved for the entire building, it
is possible to manually make a model of sufficient accuracy (from 1.6 %MAE to 4.1 %MAE,
according to experiments conducted in this thesis). Main strength of this approach is the
possibility to copy the same objects around the model, which makes the approach fast and
less sensitive to occlusions. Main weakness is that this modeling approach only works for
structures, which are mostly made from right angles. If all off the roof’s characteristic points
are visible on photos from ground, the roof can be reconstructed as well. Since the approach
is based on manual modeling, the time varies according to building’s size and complexity of its
geometry. Quality of modeling depends on how well the used photos are set into perspective
and matched to the model. Since this is done with the alignment of perspective lines with
corresponding straight lines on the photos, an additional test should be conducted with use of
undistorted photos. Obtained models are good for visualization, while the geometry of
individual parameters is already grouped and stored by layers. Such models are also provided
by PhotoModeler approach. These are much more accurate (0.5 to 1.7 %MAE), however, this
accuracy is achievable at the cost of much longer manual modeling. Compared to Match
Photo, this approach took 6 times longer in the case of big, complex building and 10 times
longer in the case of small simple building. With this approach, each characteristic point, which
is visible on at least two photos can be reconstructed, which makes the approach very sensitive
for occlusions. However, this approach is not limited by the shape of the object, like
MatchPhoto approach (only for structures made mostly from right angles).
It can be concluded that there are many different possibilities of obtaining geometry and a
model of existing buildings. Approaches have different strengths and weaknesses and result
in models at different LOD and of different accuracies, where it was also shown that the LOD
and accuracy are only increasing with increased utilized time and effort for both surveying and
processing. However, each of the proposed approaches could be used in a way to support or
extend epiqr® methodology. In the case of existing models, GoogleEarth approach could be
used to obtain geometry without any on-site surveys. AddLocation approach could be used for
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support of current epiqr® methodology, to obtain BFA, façade area, eaves height and in cases
of simple roof shape even roof area and roof angle. Obtained façade area, in combination with
estimated percentage of windows and glazing areas, would be in this case the basis to
calculate the windows and glazing areas. Such geometry, where the roof angle and area is
obtained regardless the roof type, could be also obtained with use of PointCloud approach,
where, due to the large amount of additional work, this approach should be used in case of
needs of a model for visualization. If there is a need, for more precise geometry at LOD 3 and
model for a visualization at the same time, either MatchPhoto or PhotoModeler approach
should be used, where MatchPhoto is much faster, but can only be used for buildings made
mostly of right angles. Proposed approaches may be in general used for obtaining geometry
and models of existing buildings, however, for some approaches, country-specific matters,
such as data availability and UAV flying restrictions should be studied prior to the use of the
individual approach.
Based on thesis research and practical experiments, it was also shown that the surveying part
can be carried out quickly with the use of terrestrial close range photogrammetry, MMS or
UAV-based photogrammetry or ALS, for all of which the pre-processing is mostly automatized.
All of these surveying technologies can provide dense point cloud, where LiDAR-based
surveying is less sensitive for occlusions. Obtained point clouds, however, still require a high
level of additional manual modeling, since there is no fully automatic market-ready solution for
LOD3 semantic model generation from point clouds. Such automatic market ready solutions
will probably get a lot of attention in near future developments. Automatization of the process
would also enable to use these approaches for modeling of larger areas (groups of building,
city parts or even entire cities).
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7 RAZŠIRJEN POVZETEK V SLOVENŠČINI
P.1 UVOD
P.1.1 Motivacija
Tako stanovanjske kot tudi nestanovanjske stavbe moramo vzdrževati, da zagotovimo: a)
varnost, b) funkcionalnost, c) energijsko učinkovitost in d) kakovost uporabe. Poleg stalnega
vzdrževanja so občasno potrebne tudi večje investicije, tj. prenove stavb (npr. zamenjava oken
ali strehe, prenova izolacije fasade). Vzdrževanje in obnovo moramo izvajati na pravih delih
stavbe (npr. okna, fasada, streha) in v pravem trenutku. Tako ima stavba daljšo življenjsko
dobo, hkrati pa zmanjšamo stroške vzdrževanja na dolgi rok. Takšen pristop zahteva dobro
načrtovanje, ki je mogoče, če dobro poznamo stavbo in stanje posameznih delov stavbe. Če
ob tem poznamo tudi geometrijo posameznih delov stavbe, trenutno ceno potrebnih materialov
za obnovo in ceno storitev vzdrževalnih in obnovitvenih del, lahko okvirno ocenimo stroške
posameznih vzdrževalnih in obnovitvenih del. To informacijo pa lahko s pridom uporabijo
upravljavci stavb, saj jim omogoča strateško načrtovanje vzdrževanja in obnove in s tem
optimizacijo stroškov, povezanih z omenjenimi aktivnostmi.
Okvirno oceno stroškov posameznih vzdrževalnih del in obnove skupaj z možnostjo
strateškega načrtovanja vlaganja v stavbe omogoča program epiqr®, ki je last nemškega
podjetja Calcon Holding GmbH.
P.1.1.1 Program epiqr®
Program epiqr® se uporablja za ocenitev stroškov posameznih vzdrževalnih in obnovitvenih
del, poleg tega pa omogoča tudi njihovo strateško načrtovanje. Metodologija temelji na
Paretovem načelu: 20 % vloženega dela naj omogoči dosego 80 % uspeha. To načelo program
zagotavlja s kombinacijo standardiziranega hitrega terenskega ogleda stavbe, v okviru
katerega so opravljene tudi meritve geometrije, in kasnejšo statistično ekstrapolacijo.
Program epiqr® obravnava stavbe v celoti, ta dokument pa je osredotočen na geometrijske
elemente ovoja stavbe.
Geometrijski elementi ovoja stavbe
Program epiqr® zunanjost posamezne stavbe obravnava kot skupek geometrijskih elementov.
Ti elementi so:
-

površina zemljišča,
površina tlorisa stavbe,
bruto tlorisna površina,
višina kapi,
površina fasade,
površina oken,
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površina zasteklitev,
površina strehe,
naklon strehe in
površina balkonov.

Poleg naštetih geometrijskih elementov program zabeleži še število vhodnih vrat na
posamezni stavbi, število balkonov in orientacijo stavbe, pri čemer je orientacija podana z eno
izmed osmih smeri neba.
P.1.2 Opis problema in cilji raziskave
Trenutna metodologija za ocenjevanje stavbe v programu epiqr® temelji na hitrem ogledu
ocenjevane stavbe. Geometrijo ovoja zunanjosti stavbe izvajalec bodisi odčita iz načrtov
stavbe (če so na voljo) ali pa jo izmeri z ročnim elektronskim razdaljemerom. V slednjem
primeru izmerjene dolžine (širine in višine posameznih delov fasad, višina kapi, širina in dolžina
balkonov) uporabi za izračun geometrijskih elementov stavbe. Tloris stavbe izračuna kot
površino poligona, ki ga tvorijo stranice (širine) posameznih delov fasad. Tloris stavbe, ki ga
pomnoži s številom nadstropij, mu da podatek o tlorisni površini stavbe. Za izračun površine
fasad te najprej združi v skupine, ki jim je skupna orientacija glede na osem smeri neba. Za
vsako skupino nato izračuna površino na osnovi izmerjenih širin in višin posameznih delov
fasad, ki pripadajo tej skupini. Od teh nato odšteje površine oken in zasteklitev. Te so določene
na osnovi deleža glede na celotno površino fasade (za posamezno skupino), ki ga določi le na
osnovi ogleda. Na enak način izvajalec oceni naklon strehe, ki je skupaj s površino tlorisa
osnova za izračun površine strehe.
Iz navedene metodologije razberemo, da izvajalec vrednosti posameznih geometrijskih
elementov ovoja neposredno oceni, izračuna na osnovi grobih meritev ali pa jih določi kot
kombinacijo grobih meritev in ocenjenih količin. Zaradi napak v izmerjenih količinah
(nehorizontalno/nevertikalno usmerjanje ročnega elektronskega razdaljemera) in ocenjenih
količinah ter metodologiji izračuna pa se v končnih rezultatih lahko pojavljajo večja odstopanja
od dejanskih vrednosti.
Glavni cilj naloge je na osnovi teoretične raziskave in praktičnih preizkusov predlagati metodo
izmere in obdelave podatkov, ki bo ustrezala metodologiji epiqr®. Predlagana metoda mora
izpolnjevati naslednje zahteve:
1. zagotoviti mora osnovne podatke o geometriji – obliki in velikosti zunanjosti stavbe, ki
so potrebni za metodologijo epiqr®;
2. podatke o geometriji je možno hraniti v obliki digitalnega modela, ki se lahko uporabi
tudi za vizualizacijo stavbe;
3. metoda mora biti usklajena s Paretovovim načelom (kratek čas zajema podatkov in
obdelave).
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P.2 OBSTOJEČI PODATKI
Geometrične podatke o stavbah lahko pridobimo na različne načine. Ena izmed možnosti je
uporaba že obstoječih podatkov, ki jih lahko najdemo v različnih virih. V nekaterih primerih
imajo lastniki ali upravljavci stavb 2D-načrte ali v primeru novejših stavb celo 3D-modele. Če
ti ne obstajajo, ali pa niso na voljo, pa lahko uporabimo obstoječe prostorske podatke, ki
vključujejo podatke o stavbah in jih je mogoče pod različnimi pogoji pridobiti iz različnih virov.
Ti viri so:
-

državne evidence prostorskih podatkov,

-

ponudniki prostorskih podatkov in

-

podatki, ki jih zberejo množice (angl. crowdsourced data).

P.2.1 Podatki nemških državnih evidenc prostorskih podatkov
V tej magistrski nalogi smo izdelali pregled obstoječih podatkov o stavbah, ki so vključene v
državne evidence prostorskih podatkov na območju Nemčije. Večina podatkov, ki so bili
pridobljeni z uradno izmero in kartiranjem prostorskih podatkov v Nemčiji, je definiranih v
podatkovnem modelu AAA® (standardni podatkovni model za prostorske podatke v Nemčiji).
Vse prostorske podatke, ki so vključeni v omenjeni podatkovni model, lahko dobimo proti
plačilu (AdV, 2016). V tej magistrski nalogi omenjamo le podatke, ki jih lahko posredno ali
neposredno uporabimo za pridobitev vrednosti geometrijskih elementov ovoja stavbe, ki so
vključeni v metodologijo epiqr®.
V uradni evidenci zemljiškega katastra (AFIS) so zbrani podatki o zemljiških parcelah, poligoni
tlorisov stavb in digitalni modeli stavb. Podatki o zemljiških parcelah vključujejo podatek o
površini zemljišča. Poligoni tlorisov stavb se lahko uporabijo za določitev površine tlorisa
stavbe in bruto tlorisne površine, ob znani višini kapi pa se lahko uporabijo tudi za izračun
površine fasade in izdelavo preprostih digitalnih modelov. Digitalni modeli so na voljo v dveh
stopnjah podrobnosti, LOD 1 (angl. Level Of Detail) in LOD 2. Modeli LOD 1 so na voljo za
skoraj vse stavbe v Nemčiji, modeli LOD 2 pa zaenkrat šele nastajajo in so na voljo le v
nekaterih zveznih deželah. Po navedbah metapodatkov (AdV, 2016) geometrijska točnost v
horizontalnem smislu sovpada s točnostjo poligonov stavb, v vertikalni smeri pa je ta 5 m za
modele LOD 1 in 1 m za modele LOD 2.
Za pridobitev nekaterih geometrijskih podatkov obstoječih stavb lahko uporabimo tudi
topografske podatke, kot so topografske karte, digitalni ortofoto (DOF), digitalni model površja
(DMP) in digitalni model reliefa (DMR), ki so zbrani v uradni evidenci topografskih in
kartografskih podatkov (ATKIS). Topografske karte velikih meril lahko uporabimo za
vektorizacijo poligonov tlorisov stavb, vendar pa je za ta namen bolje, da izberemo ortofoto
visoke ločljivosti (0,2 m), saj je v primeru topografskih kart tudi pri velikih merilih prisotna
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kartografska generalizacija. DMP in DMR sta na voljo v ločljivosti 1 m in v kombinaciji s
poligonom tlorisa stavbe omogočata izdelavo digitalnih modelov stavb podrobnosti LOD 1 do
LOD 2, čemur je namenjen program BuildingReconstruction (VirtualcitySYSTEMS GmbH).
P.2.2 Ponudniki prostorskih podatkov
Ponudniki prostorskih podatkov so inštituti in podjetja, od katerih je mogoče pod različnimi
pogoji (brezplačno ali proti plačilu) pridobiti prostorske podatke.
Danes najbolj znan in razširjen ponudnik prostorskih podatkov je najverjetneje Google s
storitvami, kot so Google Zemljevidi, Google Zemlja in Google Prikaz ulice. Za potrebe
programa epiqr® lahko uporabimo različne prostorske podatke, ki jih zagotavlja Google.
Ortofoto in DMR lahko neposredno uvozimo v program Trimble SketchUp, kjer lahko ob znani
višini kapi na enostaven način izdelamo digitalni model podrobnosti LOD 1. Program Google
Zemlja pa omogoča meritve nekaterih geometrijskih elementov, kot so površina tlorisa stavbe
ali površina fasade, oken in strehe v primeru obstoječih digitalnih modelov.
Med ostalimi ponudniki prostorskih podatkov so med bolj poznanimi tudi Bloom Imaging, Eagle
Pictometry in CyberCity3D, ki izdelujejo modele stavb in mest na osnovi visokoločljivih
poševnih aeroposnetkov.
P.2.3 Podatki, ki jih zberejo množice (angl. Crowdsourcing)
Crowdsourcing je izraz, ki se uporablja za opredelitev aktivnosti, pri katerih z namenom rešitve
nekega problema sodeluje množica ljudi. Crowdsourcing se uporablja tudi pri zbiranju
prostorskih podatkov, vendar imajo na ta način zbrani prostorski podatki tako prednosti kot tudi
slabosti. Goodchild in Glenon (2010) kot prednosti izpostavita predvsem nizke stroške
izdelave, hitro proizvodnjo in lažje posodabljanje, poleg tega pa Goodchild (2008) kot prednost
izpostavi tudi poznavanje okolice in oseb, ki sodelujejo pri zajemu prostorskih podatkov, kot
slabost pa navaja vprašanje kakovosti zbranih prostorskih podatkov.
Glavni akter v primeru crowdsourcinga prostorskih podatkov je vsekakor Open Street Map
(OSM), katerega namen je zagotoviti brezplačne prostorske podatke za ves svet. Za program
epiqr® so med podatki, ki jih zagotavlja, najbolj zanimivi poligoni tlorisov stavb in digitalni
modeli stavb. Če omenjeni podatki obstajajo za določeno stavbo, jih lahko prenesemo
brezplačno, vendar pa jih ne smemo uporabljati v komercialne namene.
Do leta 2006 je crowdsourcing prostorskih podatkov podpiral tudi Google. V programu
SketchUp je bilo mogoče izdelovati modele stavb in jih neposredno naložiti na platformo
prostorskih podatkov Google Zemlja.
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P.3 PREGLED IN PRIMERJAVA METOD ZAJEMA PODATKOV STAVB
V tem poglavju si bomo ogledali obstoječe tehnologije za zajem podatkov in metode obdelav,
ki se uporabljajo za pridobitev podatkov geometrije obstoječih stavb in izdelavo digitalnih
modelov obstoječih stavb.
V raziskavi smo ugotovili, da se za zajem geometrije zunanjega ovoja stavbe danes uporabljajo
naslednje tehnologije zajema:


tahimetrična izmera,



terestrično lasersko skeniranje (TLS),



mobilno kartiranje (angl. mobile mapping systems, MMS),



bližnjeslikovna fotogrametrija (angl. close-rang photogrammetry, CRP),



aerolasersko skeniranje (ALS) in



bližnjeslikovna aerofotogrametrija (bližnjeslikovna fotogrametrija, pri kateri se kot
platformo za namestitev fotoaparata uporabljajo brezpilotni letalniki; angl. unmanned
aerial vehicle photogrammetry, UAV photogrammetry, unmanned aerial systems).

Naštete tehnologije zajema in metode obdelave smo med seboj najprej primerjali na osnovi
posameznih značilnosti, da smo lahko naredili izbor najprimernejših tehnologij zajema in
metod obdelave za namen programa epiqr®. Izpostavili smo le ključne karakteristike, na
osnovi katerih smo sprejeli končno odločitev o ustreznosti metod.
Metode zajema smo najprej razdelili na terestrične metode zajema (tahimetrične meritve,
terestrično lasersko skeniranje, mobilno kartiranje in bližnjeslikovna fotogrametrija) ter metode
zajema, opravljene iz zračnega plovila (aerolasersko skeniranje in bližnjeslikovna
aerofotogrametrija). Tako terestrične metode zajema kot tudi metode zajema, opravljene iz
zračnega plovila, imajo svoje prednosti in slabosti (Preglednica 1).
Preglednica 1: Prednosti in slabosti terestričnih metod zajema in metod zajema, ki se izvajajo iz zračnih
plovil.
Prednosti

Slabosti

Terestrične metode zajema
 terestrična platforma
 visoka natančnost
 podatki o strehah stavb
najpogosteje niso zajeti
 nedostopnost do stavbe s tal
predstavlja težavo
 velika količina ročnega dela
(razen pri mobilnem kartiranju)

Metode zajema, opravljene iz zračnih plovil
 hitre, avtomatske metode izmere
 zajeti so podatki streh stavb
 možne so zakonske omejitve zaradi
letenja
 potrebujemo dodatno opremo (zračno
plovilo) in veščine za uporabo te opreme

Glavna prednost metod zajema, opravljenih iz zračnega plovila, je zajem celotne stavbe (fasad
in strehe) na hiter in avtomatski način, glavna slabost pa ravno potrebna platforma (zračno
plovilo), saj zahteva dodatne veščine, možne pa so tudi zakonske omejitve v zvezi z letenjem.
Pri terestričnih metodah pa je prednost ravno to, da so v primeru zakonskih omejitev letenja
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edina možna metoda zajema. Poleg tega terestrične metode zagotavljajo višjo natančnost, ker
pa so za namen programa epiqr® vse naštete metode dovolj natančne, to ni bil eden izmed
ključnih parametrov za izbiro najprimernejše metode. Glavna slabost terestričnih metod je, da
v večini primerov ne moremo zajeti geometrije strehe stavbe. Poleg tega večina naštetih
terestričnih metod (razen mobilnega kartiranja) pomeni interaktivno izmero, ki je lahko časovno
potratna. Glede na opisano bi lahko zaključili, da so primernejše metode zajema metode,
opravljene iz zračnih plovil, a kljub temu terestričnih metod zajema zaradi možnosti zakonskih
omejitev, povezanih z letenjem, ne smemo popolnoma izključiti iz obravnave.
Če se osredotočimo na posamezne metode, se za neprimerni glede na metodologijo epiqr®
izkažeta tahimetrična izmera in terestrično lasersko skeniranje. Obe metodi namreč zahtevata
poseben merski inštrumentarij, s katerim lahko upravljajo le visokousposobljene osebe, poleg
tega pa sta obe metodi izmere tudi časovno potratni (izmera karakterističnih točk stavbe s
tahimetrom ali skeniranje objekta z več stojišč).
To zoži izbor metod zajema na dve terestrični metodi zajema (mobilno kartiranje in
bližnjeslikovna fotogrametrija) in dve metodi zajema, opravljenega iz zračnega plovila (ALS in
bližnjeslikovna aerofotogrametrija), kar vodi v primerjavo metod laserskega skeniranja in
fotogrametričnih metod zajema (Preglednica 2). Metode zajema, ki temeljijo na laserskem
skeniranju, imajo nekaj pomembnih prednosti, med katerimi želimo izpostaviti hiter in
avtomatski zajem geometrije, neobčutljivost na osvetlitvene pogoje objekta snemanja in nizko
občutljivost na prepreke (Slika 1). Najpomembnejša slabost pa je po naši oceni visoka cena
snemalnih sistemov, potrebnih za lasersko skeniranje. Za izmero posameznih objektov (za
namen programa epiqr®) so v primeru sistemov mobilnega kartiranja najzanimivejši ročni
sistemi in sistemi mobilnega kartiranja v obliki nahrbtnika, v primeru ALS pa brezpilotni sistemi.
Oboji so na trgu novost, zato so tudi dragi.
Preglednica 2: Prednosti in slabosti metod laserskega skeniranja in fotogrametričnih metod.

Prednosti

Slabosti

Metode laserskega skeniranja
(mobilno kartiranje in ALS)
 hiter avtomatski zajem
 nizka občutljivost na ovire
 neobčutljivost na osvetlitvene pogoje
 manj predobdelave
 drag merski inštrumentarij
(laserski skener, opremljen z anteno
GNSS in inercialno mersko enoto)
 občutljivost na bleščeče, zrcalne in
prosojne površine

Fotogrametrične metode
 poceni merski inštrumentarij
(digitalni fotoaparat)
 hiter in enostaven zajem
 fotorealistični digitalni modeli
 občutljivost na ovire
 več predobdelave
(izračun notranjih in zunanjih
orientacijskih parametrov)
 občutljivost na osvetlitvene pogoje
 občutljivost na bleščeče, zrcalne in
prosojne površine
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Pri fotogrametričnih metodah zajema je osrednji inštrument digitalni fotoaparat, katerega cena
je v primerjavi z inštrumentarijem ostalih metod zajema relativno nizka. Pri terestrični
bližnjeslikovni fotogrametriji je delo ročno, vendar hitro in enostavno, za uspešen zajem pa
moramo slediti pravilom fotografije in fotogrametrije. Bližnjeslikovna aerofotogrametrija
omogoča hiter in avtomatski zajem celotnega objekta. Slabosti fotogrametrije pa so vsekakor
njene omejitve: velika občutljivost na prepreke (Slika 1) in občutljivost na osvetlitvene pogoje,
ki pa jih lahko delno odpravimo s pravilno nastavitvijo fotoaparata.

Slika 1: Primerjava občutljivosti fotogrametričnih in laserskih metod zajema na prepreke.
Fotogrametrične metode zajema (levo) so v tem primeru izredno občutljive, saj mora biti posamezna
točka za uspešno fotogrametrično rekonstrukcijo vidna na več posnetkih, ki so posneti iz različnih
položajev. Pri laserskih metodah pa je točka merjena neposredno in je dovolj, da je posamezna točka
vidna le z enega mesta, na katerem se nahaja senzor.

V primeru laserskih metod zajema je rezultat izmere georeferenciran oblak točk, ki ga moramo
le očistiti za grobo pogrešene meritve (angl. outliers) in šum. Sledi modeliranje, ki je lahko
ročno, polavtomatsko ali avtomatsko. Fotogrametrične metode zajema potrebujejo več
predobdelave (kalibracija in postopek orientacije posnetkov), za kar pa lahko uporabimo hitre
avtomatske metode. Ko so posnetki orientirani, lahko začnemo z modeliranjem, ki je lahko
ročno, polavtomatsko ali avtomatsko. Dobra stran fotogrametričnih metod je tudi, da zaradi
uporabe fotografskih posnetkov neposredno omogoča izdelavo fotorealističnih modelov.
Ne glede na določene omejitve pri zajemu in potrebno predobdelavo sta bližnjeslikovna
fotogrametrija in bližnjeslikovna aerofotogrametrija edini primerni metodi, ki zadostita
zahtevam metodologije epiqr®. Ti metodi smo zato dodatno praktično preizkusili (Poglavje
P.5).
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P.4 PREDLAGANE METODE
Dandanes obstajajo različne metode za pridobitev geometrije ovoja stavbe. Nekatere med
njimi temeljijo na obstoječih podatkih, druge na terenskem zajemu. Metode se razlikujejo tudi
po količini vloženega dela, pridobljenih rezultatih (geometrija, model), stopnji podrobnosti in
natančnosti pridobljene geometrije.
P.4.1 Uporaba programa Google Zemlja – metoda 1
Metoda temelji na meritvah geometrije ovoja stavbe na prostorskih podatkih (ortofoto in modeli
stavb), ki jih zagotavlja Google. Meritve omogoča program Google Zemlja Pro, ki je od leta
2015 brezplačen. Meritve opravimo ročno z uporabo orodij za merjenje razdalj, površin in
površin na 3D-objektih. Naklon strehe lahko izračunamo kot funkcijo izmerjene horizontalne
dolžine dela strehe (izmerimo na ortofotu) in pripadajoče poševne dolžine strehe (izmerimo na
modelu).
Glavna prednost te metode je hitra in enostavna pridobitev geometrije ovoja brez terenskih
meritev. Kljub temu pa ima metoda precej slabosti: poleg slabe natančnosti (grobe meritve na
modelu) najbolj izstopa dejstvo, da so modeli Google zaenkrat na voljo le za določena
pomembnejša mesta, poleg tega pa metoda zagotavlja le geometrijo ovoja, saj modela ne
moremo izvoziti.
P.4.2 Modeliranje na osnovi ortofota – metoda 2
Metoda temelji na izdelavi enostavnega modela stavbe na osnovi ortofota in višine kapi.
Program Trimble SketchUp omogoča uvoz ortofota Google in DMR-ja. Ročno modeliranje
začnemo z izrisom tlorisa stavbe, pri čemer sledimo robovom strehe na osnovi ortofota (Slika
2, levo). Tloris stavbe nato raztegnemo do višine kapi (Slika 2, desno), ki jo je treba izmeriti na
terenu z ročnim elektronskim razdaljemerom. V primeru neravnega terena lahko za
natančnejšo določitev površin fasad naredimo presek modela z DMR-jem. Na izdelanem
modelu stopnje podrobnosti LOD 1 nato lahko izmerimo površino tlorisa stavbe, površino fasad
in višino kapi.

Slika 2: Modeliranje stavbe stopnje podrobnosti LOD 1 na osnovi digitalnega ortofota.
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Če lahko na terenu na enostaven način izmerimo tudi druge karakteristične višine strehe
(sleme v primeru dvokapnice), lahko na enostaven in hiter način izdelamo tudi model strehe,
pri čemer ortofoto služi za določitev položaja karakterističnih točk strehe. Na ta način izdelan
model stavbe stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2 pa omogoča tudi izmero površine in naklona strehe.
Dobra lastnost metode je, da lahko na enostaven in hiter način izdelamo modele stavb do
stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2, pri čemer moramo na terenu izmeriti le karakteristične višine
strehe (višina kapi in višina slemena). Osrednja slabost metode pa je posledica modeliranja
na osnovi ortofota. Ker ne gre za popoln ortofoto, stavbe (strehe stavb) niso prikazane pravilno.
Na opisani način izdelani modeli so zato rahlo zamaknjeni in napačne velikosti. Poleg tega
oblika in velikost tlorisa stavbe odstopata od oblike tlorisa stavbe, opisane na osnovi strehe.
P.4.3 Modeliranje iz posnetkov v perspektivnem pogledu – metoda 3
Metoda temelji na ročnem modeliranju stavbe na osnovi posnetkov, ki jih zajamemo na terenu.
Ročno modeliranje poteka tako, da sledimo karakterističnim linijam na posnetkih v
perspektivnem pogledu, kar omogoča program Trimble SketchUp z uporabo funkcije
MatchPhoto. Posnetke lahko uspešno nastavimo v perspektivni pogled le, če zagotovimo
nekatere pogoje. Posnetki morajo namreč zajemati vsaj en pravi kot (mišljen je kot med
optičnimi osmi posnetkov), kar v praksi pomeni, da posnetke posnamemo z vogala stavbe (pod
kotom 45° na posamezno fasado). Priporočljivo je, da v okvir posnetkov zajamemo celoten
vidni del stavbe z določenega stojišča. Sosednji posnetki, ki zajemajo različne dele stavbe,
morajo vključevati skupni (povezovalni) del stavbe. Modeliranje pričnemo tako, da posnetek
postavimo v perspektivo, pri tem pa središče koordinatnega sistema najprej postavimo na
dobro definiran vogal. S poravnavo perspektivnih daljic vzdolž ravnih linij na objektu nato
vzpostavimo perspektivni pogled, v katerem naj koordinatne osi čim bolj sovpadajo z robovi
stavb (Slika 3). Ker kakovost postavitve posnetka temelji na ravnih linijah, moramo morebitno
veliko radialno distorzijo na posnetkih predhodno odpraviti. Merilo nastavimo s pomočjo
perspektivne mreže. Naslednji korak je modeliranje, ki vedno izhaja iz središča koordinatnega
sistema in koordinatnih osi. Za pridobitev osnovnega modela najprej izrišemo robove stavb.
Delo nadaljujemo z izrisi detajlov na fasadah (npr. vrata in okna), pri čemer ponavljajoče se
objekte kopiramo. Za izdelavo modela celotne stavbe potrebujemo več posnetkov, ki jih
vpnemo v obstoječi model prek skupnih točk in z uporabo perspektivnih daljic. Pri modeliranju
posamezne elemente stavbe (npr. fasada, okna, streha) urejamo v sloje, ki jih nato na
končanem modelu (Slika 3, desno) uporabimo za hitro izmero dimenzij (geometrije).
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Slika 3: Posnetek v perspektivi (levo) in zajeti elementi modela (robovi, okna …; desno).

Za to metodo poleg digitalnega fotoaparata potrebujemo tudi merski trak ali ročni elektronski
razdaljemer, ki omogoča izmere dolžine za določitev merila modela.
Glavna slabost metode je, da jo je mogoče uporabiti le na stavbah, katerih geometrijo v večini
predstavljajo pravi koti, kar v določenih primerih (npr. večkapnica) onemogoči modeliranje
strehe.
P.4.4 Fotogrametrični zajem karakterističnih točk stavbe – metoda 4
Gre za večslikovno fotogrametrično metodo, pri kateri izdelava digitalnega modela stavbe
temelji na fotogrametričnih meritvah karakterističnih točk stavbe. Posnetke zajamemo z
digitalnim fotoaparatom (kompaktni, brezzrcalni ali zrcalnorefleksni fotoaparat), pri čemer
moramo za uspešen projekt upoštevati pravila fotografije in fotogrametrije.
Kadar se na posnetkih izvajajo fotogrametrične meritve, morajo biti posnetki primerne
kakovosti: detajli, ki se merijo na posnetkih, morajo biti ostri in primerno osvetljeni ter brez
šuma. To dosežemo s kakovostnim digitalnim fotaparatom (pomembna je predvsem velikost
slikovnega senzorja) in primernimi nastavitvami parametrov fotoaparata. Globinska ostrina
določa oddaljenost od stojišča fotografiranja, na kateri so objekti na posnetkih ostri. Najdaljša
razdalja od stavbe je pri tem določena s potrebno prostorsko ločljivostjo posnetkov, ki je
odvisna od velikosti posameznih slikovnih pik slikovnega senzorja. Tako lahko globinsko
ostrino prilagajamo s spreminjanjem goriščne razdalje (f) in odprtine zaslonke (N). Priporočeni
so širokokotni objektivi (kratka goriščna razdalja) in odprtine zaslonke vrednosti f/8 do f/12.
Poleg tega je za ostre posnetke nujen tudi primeren čas ekspozicije, ki naj ne bi bil daljši od
1/125 s za ročno fotografijo in 1/500 s za fotografije, zajete z brezpilotnimi letalniki. Za čim
manj šuma v zajetih posnetkih je priporočljiva uporaba nizkih vrednosti ISO, okrog ISO100
(Babič, 2013). Zaradi različnih osvetlitvenih pogojev težko dosežemo optimalne posnetke, zato
moramo pred zajemom uskladiti parametre na osnovi testnih posnetkov.
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Fotogrametrična pravila za zajem se nanašajo na geometrijo oziroma medsebojne položaje
zajetih posnetkov. Sledenje tem pravilom a) omogoča fotogrametrično izvrednotenje in b) vodi
h kakovostnejši rekonstrukciji. Ta pravila so (Photomodeler, 2016b):
-

deli stavbe, ki jih je treba fotogrametrično izvrednotiti, so vidni na različnih posnetkih,
ki so zajeti iz različnih položajev in pod različnimi koti (konvergentni posnetki);

-

posnetki, ki tvorijo konvergentni par, imajo okoli 100 % medsebojnega preklopa (Slika
4, levo);

-

sosednji konvergentni pari imajo zadosten preklop (30–40 %) za povezavo (Slika 4,
desno);

-

kot med slikovnimi žarki homolognih točk mora biti blizu 90° (Slika 5).

Slika 4: Preklop med posnetki, ki tvorijo konvergentni par (levo), in preklop med sosednjima
konvergentnima paroma (desno).

Medtem ko sledimo naštetim fotogrametričnim pravilom, moramo fotogrametrično zajeti
celotno stavbo. V primeru visokih stavb s kompleksno geometrijo strehe lahko za zajem
posnetkov uporabimo tudi brezpilotni letalnik, na katerega namestimo fotoaparat pod kotom
45° glede na nadir.

Slika 5: Dva primera konvergentnih parov, ki se razlikujeta v kotu med slikovnima žarkoma homologne
točke. V primeru napačno določenega slikovnega žarka (rdeči žarek) je napaka znatno manjša v
primeru, ko se slikovna žarka sekata pod pravim kotom (Kosmatin Fras, 2011).
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Poleg zajetih posnetkov moramo na stavbi izmeriti vsaj eno razdaljo za določitev merila
modela. Ker gre za fotogrametrično metodo, je potrebna tudi kalibracija uporabljenega
fotoaparata (s kalibracijo se določijo parametri notranje orientacije, s katerimi nato
vzpostavimo slikovni koordinatni sistem), ki se izvede v programu EOS Photomodeler
Scanner. Za ta namen pred fotogrametričnim zajemom fotografiramo kalibracijsko polje (12
posnetkov) z različnih strani in ob različni orientaciji fotoaparata, pri čemer moramo
kalibracijsko polje zajeti v čim večji del formata posnetka (Photomodeler, 2016d). Kalibracija
se v programu Photomodeler izvede samodejno, kakovost kalibracije pa opisujejo parametri,
katerih priporočene vrednosti so zapisane v Preglednica 3.
Preglednica 3: Parametri, ki opisujejo kakovost izvedene kalibracije fotoaparata v programu
Photomodeler (Photomodeler, 2016d).
Parameter
 povprečje pokritosti formata
 število zaznanih točk
 pogrešek merjenja točk (maks.)
 pogrešek merjenja točk (maks. RMS)
 končna napaka

Priporočena vrednost
 najmanj 80 %
 okrog 100 točk in 4 kodirane tarče za vsak posnetek
 < 1,5 slikovne pike
(< 1,0 slikovne pike za projekte visoke natančnosti)
 < 0,5 slikovne pike
 okrog 1 ali manj

Modeliranje v programu Photomodeler Scanner začnemo z uvozom posnetkov in kalibracijskih
parametrov uporabljenega fotoaparata. Najprej moramo poskrbeti za orientacijo posnetkov,
kar se lahko izvede na avtomatski način (Smart match project) ali ročno, in sicer z merjenjem
zadostnega števila homolognih točk (6 točk za prvi par in 4 točke za nadaljnje posnetke), ki
morajo biti čim bolj enakomerno razporejene po celotnem posnetku. Za večjo natančnost
orientacije posnetkov moramo izmeriti več homolognih točk, kjer program omogoča izračun
orientacije posnetkov ob vsaki dodatni izmerjeni točki. Ko so posnetki orientirani, pričnemo
modelirati prek meritev karakterističnih točk stavbe. Točke lahko merimo ročno ali
polavtomatsko, pri čemer točko izmerimo ročno le na enem posnetku, na ostalih posnetkih pa
program samodejno izmeri pripadajočo točko. Položaje na ta način izmerjenih točk lahko sproti
nadzorujemo in po potrebi popravimo njihov položaj v preglednih oknih. V sklopu modeliranja
moramo model do določene stopnje poenostaviti, poenostavitev pa je odvisna predvsem od
zahtevane stopnje podrobnosti izdelanega modela.
Z izmero vseh karakterističnih točk stavbe, ki opisujejo njeno geometrijo, pridobimo tako
imenovani točkovni model, iz katerega s povezavo točk izdelamo žični model (Slika 6, levo) in
ga nato prekrijemo s ploskvami. Na izdelani ploskovni model (Slika 6, desno) lahko projiciramo
posnetke, ki smo jih uporabili za modeliranje, in tako izdelamo fotorealistični model. Izdelani
model nato orientiramo (določimo mu horizontalni osi in vertikalno os) in mu na osnovi
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izmerjene razdalje določimo merilo. Končni model je nato osnova za izmero geometrije
elementov ovoja stavbe, kot so definirani v metodologiji epiqr®.

Slika 6: Izdelan žični model stavbe (levo) in pripadajoči ploskovni model stavbe (desno).

Po končanem modeliranju izdelamo poročilo o projektu, ki vključuje parametre, na osnovi
katerih se lahko oceni kakovost izvedenega projekta. Osrednji parameter, ki opisuje kakovost
projekta, glede na sovpadanje kalibracijskih parametrov, točk označenih na posnetkih in
rekonstruiranih 3D točk, je končna napaka, ki naj bi bila pod 1,0. V poročilu so podana tudi
odstopanja, ki podajajo v slikovnih pikah izraženo razdaljo med točko označeno na posnetku
in projekcijo rekonstruirane 3D točke na posnetek. Za projekte visoke natančnosti naj največje
odstopanje ne bi bilo večje od 1,0 slikovne pike, medtem ko so za projekte nižje natančnosti
sprejemljiva tudi največja odstopanja okoli 5 do 10 slikovnih pik (Photomodeler, 2016d).
P.4.5 Modeliranje iz fotogrametričnega oblaka točk – metoda 5
Metoda temelji na fotogrametričnem oblaku točk, ki ga izdelamo s pomočjo večslikovne
fotogrametrične metode. Osnova za izdelavo fotogrametričnega oblaka točk so konvergentni
posnetki

stavbe,

zajeti

v

sklopu

terestričnega

fotogrametričnega

zajema

in/ali

fotogrametričnega zajema stavbe z brezpilotnim letalnikom (poševna orientacija fotoaparata –
45° glede na nadir). Brezpilotni letalniki a) omogočijo zajem celotne stavbe (vključno s streho)
in b) izboljšajo geometrijo med sosednjimi posnetki v vertikalni smeri (Slika 7). Posnetke
zajamemo z digitalnim fotoaparatom (kompaktni, brezzrcalni ali zrcalnorefleksni fotoaparat). V
primeru, da se odločimo za uporabo brezpilotnih letalnikov, so zaradi manjše teže primernejši
kompaktni ali brezzrcalni fotoaparati. Če želimo pridobiti kakovostne posnetke v smislu
fotogrametrije, moramo slediti osnovnim pravilom fotografije in fotogrametrije.
Pridobljeni posnetki morajo izkazovati primerno prostorsko ločljivost, detajli morajo biti ostro
vidni, posnetki morajo biti primerno osvetljeni in brez šuma. Če hočemo izpolniti te pogoje,
moramo uporabiti kakovosten fotoaparat in primerno nastaviti parametre fotografije (opisano
že v podoglavju P.4.4):
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kratek čas ekspozicije (krajši od 1/125 s za ročno in krajši od 1/500 s za zajem z
brezpilotnim letalnikom) za zajem ostrih posnetkov kljub premikanju in vibracijam med
zajemom,

-

nizke vrednosti ISO za preprečitev šuma in

-

primerna odprtost zaslonke (f/8 do f/11) za dobro globinsko ostrino.

Slika 7: Kombinacija terestrične fotogrametrije in fotogrametrije ob uporabi brezpilotnega letalnika (levo)
in preklop ter geometrija med terestričnim posnetkom in posnetkom, zajetim iz zraka (desno).

S fotogrametričnega vidika moramo za uspešno rekonstrukcijo oblaka točk zagotoviti zadosten
preklop med posnetki (okrog 80 %) in majhno spremembo v položaju in kotu med sosednjima
posnetkoma (na ta način avtomatski algoritmi laže sledijo homolognim točkam). Za
rekonstrukcijo oblaka točk celotne stavbe morajo biti vsi posamezni deli stavbe vidni na več
posnetkih (vsaj dveh). V primeru uporabe brezpilotnega letalnika to geometrijo najenostavneje
zagotovimo s pomočjo vnaprej načrtovane avtonomne misije leta. Na terenu moramo izmeriti
tudi nekaj dolžin na sami stavbi, saj te služijo za določitev merila modela.
Fotogrametrični oblak točk izdelamo v za to namenjenem programu, kot je na primer Agisoft
PhotoScan. Posnetke je treba najprej orientirati (izračun parametrov zunanje orientacije
posnetkov), kar program naredi na osnovi avtomatsko izmerjenih homolognih točk. Pri tem
istočasno izračuna tudi kalibracijo uporabljenega fotoaparata (parametre notranje orientacije).
Orientirani posnetki so nato osnova za rekonstrukcijo fotogrametričnega oblaka točk (Slika 8,
levo). Z njega odstranimo grobe pogreške in šum in za namen vizualizacije izdelamo t. i. 3Dmrežni model (Slika 8, desno). Če želimo pridobiti geometrijo elementov ovoja stavbe, moramo
modelu najprej določiti merilo in ga orientirati vsaj v vertikalni smeri. Merilo modelu določimo
na osnovi izmerjenih dolžin, medtem ko moramo za orientacijo poznati koordinate vsaj treh
karakterističnih točk, ki jih lahko v primeru lokalnega koordinatnega sistema izračunamo na
temelju izmerjene horizontalne dolžine in višine (npr. širina in višina fasade).
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Slika 8: Fotogrametrični oblak točk (levo) in rekonstruiran 3D-mrežni model (angl. mesh model) za
vizualizacijo (desno).

Za pridobitev geometrije ovoja stavbe moramo opraviti naknadno obdelavo v temu namenjenih
programih. Za ta namen iz programa PhotoScan izvozimo potrebne podatke (oblak točk, DMP,
DMR in/ali ortofoto).
Danes so na tržišču različni programi, ki omogočajo modeliranje na osnovi oblaka točk. Pri
avtomatskih metodah je rezultat 3D-mrežni model, ki je primeren za vizualizacijo.
Polavtomatske in ročne metode, ki zagotavljajo tudi geometrijo, pa so časovno potratne. Zato
v tem primeru predlagamo priporočeno metodo, ki na osnovi poligona tlorisa stavbe, DMP-ja
in DMR-ja samodejno izdela semantični model stavbe stopnje podrobnosti LOD 1 in LOD 2
(Slika 9), iz katerega lahko pridobimo geometrijo večine elementov ovoja stavbe (razen oken,
zasteklitev in balkonov). Podatke pripravimo v programu PhotoScan (DMP, DMR in ortofoto),
kjer ortofoto v programu QGIS naknadno uporabimo za vektorizacijo poligona tlorisa stavbe.
Te nato za samodejno izdelavo modela LOD 2 uporabimo v programu BuildingReconstruction
(VirtualcitySYSTEMS GmbH).

Slika 9: Vhodni podatki (poligon tlorisa stavbe, DMR in DMP) ter izhodni podatki (model LOD 1 in LOD
2) v primeru avtomatskega modeliranja stavb v programu BuildingReconstruction.
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P.5 PRAKTIČNI PREIZKUS PREDLAGANIH METOD
Predlagane metode za določitev geometrije elementov ovoja stavbe (poglavje P.4) smo
preizkusili na treh različnih testnih stavbah (podpoglavje P.5.1). Z namenom, da bi pridobili
oceno natančnosti predlaganih metod, smo geometrijo ovoja testnih stavb določili na osnovi
meritev visoke natančnosti (podpoglavje P.5.1). Na osnovi rezultatov praktičnega preizkusa in
primerjave pridobljenih vrednosti referenčnih meritev smo predlagane metode ovrednotili
(primernost za metodologijo epiqr®) z vidika dodane vrednosti (geometrija in model ter stopnje
podrobnosti), geometrične natančnosti in časovne porabe za pridobitev rezultatov.
P.5.1 Testne stavbe in referenčne meritve
Za praktični preizkus predlaganih metod (poglavje P.4) smo izbrali tri testne stavbe, ki se med
seboj razlikujejo v velikosti, kompleksnosti geometrije, ovirah za zajem (drevesa, javna
razsvetljava, drevesa idr.) in dostopnosti.

Slika 10: Izbrane testne stavbe A, B in C (zgoraj, od leve proti desni) in pripadajoči tlorisi stavb (spodaj).

Testna stavba A (Slika 10, levo) je primer velike stavbe (5 nadstropij s tlorisno površino okrog
2500 m2) s kompleksno geometrijo tlorisa in strehe. Stavba ima omogočen dostop z vseh strani
in ob njej ni ovir, ki bi otežile fotogrametrični zajem.
Testna stavba B (Slika 10, v sredini) je primer manjše večstanovanjske stavbe (6 nadstropij,
od tega eno mansatdno, višine okoli 15 m in tlorisne površine okoli 500 m2) z enostavno
geometrijo tlorisa in strehe (dvokapnica). Stavba ima omogočen dostop z vseh strani,
fotogrametrični zajem pa otežujejo drevesa na nekaterih straneh stavbe.
Testna stavba C (Slika 10, desno) je primer manjše administrativne stavbe (4 nadstropja, od
tega eno mansardno, tlorisne površine okoli 500 m2) s kompleksno geometrijo tlorisa in strehe
(večkapnica). Stavba se nahaja v centru mesta, zato je na dveh straneh stavbe zajem otežen
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zaradi težjega dostopa (ozka ulica). Sicer ob tej stavbi ni večjih ovir, ki bi oteževale zajem,
razen nekaj dreves in betonske ograde na eni strani.
Referenčne meritve geometrije ovoja testnih stavb smo izvedli, da bi pridobili referenčne
vrednosti, na osnovi katerih smo lahko ocenili natančnost predlaganih metod. Referenčne
vrednosti smo morali določiti z visoko natančnostjo, da smo jih lahko nato v oceni natančnosti
predlaganih metod privzeli kot prave vrednosti.
V primeru testnih stavb A in B smo referenčne vrednosti geometrije ovoja določili na osnovi
tahimetrične izmere karakterističnih točk stavbe, pri čemer smo za izmero uporabili tahimeter
visoke natančnosti (Preglednica 4) Leica Nova MS50. V obeh primerih (referenčne meritve
stavbe A in B) smo okrog stavbe s trinožnimi podstavki na stativih začasno stabilizirali
geodetsko mrežo, za signalizacijo točk mreže pa smo uporabili prizme GPR1. Geodetsko
mrežo smo izmerili po girusni metodi v treh girusih. Točke vzpostavljene mreže so nato
predstavljale posamezna stojišča za izmero karakterističnih točk stavbe (izmera dolžin brez
uporabe reflektorja). Zaradi velikosti stavb, velikega števila karakterističnih točk in omejenega
časa za izmero smo izmerili minimalno število karakterističnih točk, ki je še omogočalo
pridobitev geometrije ovoja stavb. Nato smo v programu Leica Geo Office izravnali mrežo ter
izračunali koordinate izmerjenih karakterističnih točk, katerih standardni odkloni koordinat v
prostoru so okoli 3 mm. Karakteristične točke stavbe smo nato v programu AutoCAD med
seboj povezali z linijami. Tako izdelan žični model (Slika 11) smo prekrili s ploskvami v
programu Trimble SketchUp, končan ploskovni model pa smo uporabili za izmero vrednosti
geometrije posameznih elementov ovoja stavbe, kot jih opredeljuje epiqr®. Rezultati v dveh
stopnjah podrobnosti (LOD 2 in LOD 3) so podani v prilogah od B.1 do B.4
Preglednica 4: Natančnost merjenih smeri in razdalj za elektronski tahimeter Leica Nova MS50.
Meritev
Smeri
Razdalje

Hz and V
Prizma (GPR1, GPH1P)
Brez uporabe reflektorja

Natančnost
1’’ (0,3 mgon)
1 mm; 1 ppm
2 mm; 2 ppm

Slika 11: Referenčni model geometrije ovoja testne stavbe A (levo) in testne stavbe B (desno).
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V primeru testne stavbe C oprema in inštrumentarij za tahimetrično izmero nista bila na voljo,
zato smo referenčne vrednosti geometrije ovoja določili na osnovi meritev širin in višin
posameznih delov fasade in oken, ki smo jih opravili z ročnim elektronskim razdaljemerom
(Leica DISTO D8). S tem načinom izmere pa ni bilo mogoče določiti naklona in površine strehe,
zato smo ta dva elementa geometrije ovoja v primeru stavbe C izključili iz primerjave. Kljub
temu, da uporabljena metodologija izmere ne določa visoke natančnosti določitve geometrije
ovoja stavbe, je tak način določitve še vedno dovolj natančen za nemen metodologije epiqr®.
Referenčne vrednosti smo zato tudi primeru te primerjave privzeli kot prave vrednosti. Rezultati
so podani v prilogah B.5 (LOD 2) in B.6 (LOD 3).
P.5.2 Praktični preizkus predlaganih metod
Predlagane metode (poglavje P.4) smo praktično preizkusili na izbranih testnih stavbah
(podpoglavje P.5.1). Praktični preizkus je obsegal pridobitev obstoječih podatkov,
fotogrametrični zajem in meritve na terenu, pridobitev geometrije, in če je bilo mogoče izdelavo
digitalnega modela za vizualizacijo. Pri vsakem preizkusu smo za posamezno fazo projekta
beležili tudi potreben čas. Zaradi nerazpoložljivosti merske opreme in inštrumentarija pa smo
nekatere izmed metod uspeli preizkusiti le na testnih stavbah A in B.
P.5.2.1 Praktični preizkus uporabe programa Google Zemlja – metoda 1
V primeru testnih stavb A in B v času izdelave magistrske naloge Googlov 3D-model mesta,
kjer se stavbi nahajata, še ni obstajal. Zato smo za ti dve stavbi v programu Google Zemlja
lahko izvedli le meritve na osnovi ortofota, s čimer smo lahko določili le površino tlorisa stavb.
V primeru stavbe C smo izmerili večino elementov geometrije ovoja stavbe (razen površine
balkonov), kot jih opredeljuje metodologija epiqr®. Pri tem smo imeli največ težav z izmero
površin posameznih oken, saj so njihovi robovi na Google 3D-mrežnem modelu težko ustrezno
kakovostno opredeljivi. Izmero na modelu smo opravili na dveh stopnjah podrobnosti, kjer smo
za pridobitev geometrije elementov LOD 2 (Priloga C.3) potrebovali ~25 min., v primeru
geometrije elementov LOD 3 (Priloga C.4) pa ~30 min.
P.5.2.2 Praktični preizkus modeliranja na osnovi ortofota – metoda 2
Metoda za izdelavo modelov poleg ortofota zahteva karakteristične višine strehe (kapi in po
možnosti tudi slemena), ki smo jih izmerili z ročnim elektronskim razdaljemerom. Modeliranje
stavb na osnovi ortofota Google in izmero dimenzij elementov ovoja iz modela pa smo izvedli
v programu Trimble SketchUp.
V primeru testne stavbe A je streha preveč kompleksna, da bi lahko na omenjeni način izmerili
višine vseh posameznih kapi in slemen, zato smo izmerili le dve višini kapi (~5 min.), ki smo
ju uporabili za ekstrudiranje na osnovi ortofota izrisanega tlorisa stavbe do modela stopnje
podrobnosti LOD 1 (Slika 12) (~5 min.). Vrednosti izmerjenih dimenzij so podane v Prilogi D.1.
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Slika 12: LOD 1 modela testne stavbe A, izdelana s pomočjo ortofota in višin kapi.

Testna stavba B ima dvokapno streho, zato smo brez težav izmerili (~5 min.) karakteristični
višini strehe (višino kapi in slemena). Zaradi enostavne geometrije strehe smo na osnovi
ortofota na enostaven in hiter način (~5 min.) izdelali tudi modela stopnje podrobnosti LOD 1
in LOD 2 (Slika 13Slika 12, levo). Izmerjene dimenzije so podane v Prilogi D.2.
Testna stavba C ima zelo kompleksno geometrijo mansardne strehe, zato smo uspeli izmeriti
le višino kapi (~5 min.) in na osnovi ortofota izdelati le model stopnje podrobnosti LOD 1 (~5
min.). Ostale karakteristične višine strehe smo izmerili na obstoječem 3D-mrežnem modelu
Google, da bi preizkusili modeliranje LOD 2 modela stavbe na osnovi ortoforta in
karakterističnih višin strehe v primeru kompleksne strehe (~50 min.). Izmerjene dimenzije
izdelanih modelov (Slika 13, desno) so podane v prilogi D.3.

Slika 13: Na osnovi ortofota in karakterističnih višin strehe izdelana modela testne stavbe A (levo) in
testne stavbe B (desno).

P.5.2.3 Praktični preizkus modeliranja iz posnetkov v perspektivnem pogledu – metoda
3
Metodo, ki temelji na fotogrametričnem zajemu stavb in izmeri dolžine za določitev merila
modela, smo preizkusili na vseh treh testnih stavbah. Za zajem posnetkov smo uporabili
kompaktni digitalni fotoaparat (Canon IXUS132 za stavbi A in B ter Samsung DV90 za stavbo
C), dolžine pa smo izmerili z ročnim elektronskim razdaljemerom (Leica DISTO D8). Pri
fotogrametričnem zajemu smo upoštevali pravila za zajem, opisana v podpoglavju P.4.3, kjer
je opisan tudi postopek, ki smo ga uporabili pri modeliranju v programu SketchUp.
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Slika 14: Približna geometrija uporabljenih posnetkov (levo), kjer rdeči fotoaparat označuje posnetke z
daljše razdalje za zajem strehe in izdelani model (desno).

V primeru stavbe A smo na terenu zajeli 12 posnetkov (~30 min.), pri čemer smo z namenom,
da vključimo streho, dva zajeli z večje oddaljenosti (Slika 14, levo), za določitev merila pa smo
izmerili eno izmed višin kapi. Modeliranje se je v primeru te stavbe izkazalo za zahtevno, saj
je zaradi dolge fasade že pri modeliranju iz prvega posnetka prihajalo do manjših odstopanj
modela od posnetka, kar je najverjetneje posledica, da iz posnetkov nismo odpravili distorzije
(ravne linije, na osnovi katerih se vzpostavi perspektivni pogled, so na posnetkih rahlo
ukrivljene). Kljub temu smo v iterativnih korakih (modeliranje, vpetje nove slike v model) uspeli
izdelati osnovo modela (LOD 2). Na osnovi vpetih posnetkov, ki so rahlo odstopali od modela,
smo nato izdelali še manjše objekte (okna, vrata, balkone itd.). Te smo v primeru, ko so bili na
več mestih vzdolž stavbe, dodajali s kopiranjem. Za dokončanje modela stopnje podrobnosti
LOD 3 (Slika 14, desno) smo tako potrebovali ~5,5 ure. Na izdelani model smo nato projicirali
izvorne posnetke, ki pa zaradi ovir (grmovje) in odstopanja posnetkov niso omogočili izdelave
kakovostnega fotorealističnega modela za vizualizacijo. Na končanem modelu, ki smo mu
predhodno določili merilo na osnovi izmerjene višine kapi, smo izmerili dimenzije, ki so podane
v Prilogi E.1 (LOD 2) in Prilogi E.2 (LOD 3).
Stavbo B smo v celoti uspeli zajeti le s štirimi posnetki (~15 min.), katerih geometrijo pa so
posledično določile ovire v obliki sosednje garaže in prisotnih dreves (Slika 15, levo in na
sredini). Za določitev merila smo izmerili višino ene izmed fasad. V tem primeru je bilo
modeliranje precej enostavno, saj smo že na osnovi prvega uporabljenega posnetka uspeli
izdelati model LOD 2. Ostale posnetke, ki smo jih vpeli v model brez težav, smo nato uporabili
za modeliranje oken, vrat in balkonov, izmed katerih smo vse ponavljajoče se objekte
modelirali enkrat in jih nato kopirali vzdolž modela. Fotorealističnega modela s projiciranjem
izvornih posnetkov pa v tem primeru nismo izdelali, saj zaradi dreves na vseh izvornih
posnetkih to ni bilo smiselno. Končani model (~45 min.) stopnje podrobnosti LOD 3 (Slika 15),
ki smo mu na osnovi izmerjene višine fasade določili merilo, pa smo nato uporabili za izmero
dimenzij, ki so podane v Prilogi E.3 (LOD 2) in Prilogi E.4 (LOD 3).
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Slika 15: Približna geometrija zajetih posnetkov (levo), ovire na terenu (sredina) in model, izdelan iz
perspektivnih posnetkov (desno).

Stavbo C smo v celoti zajeli s štirimi posnetki z vogalov (~20 min) in enim dodatnim posnetkom
balkona iz bližine (Slika 16, levo, sredina). Ker severna stran stavbe gleda proti ulici, sta bila
za zajem tega dela stavbe dovolj dva posnetka. Na južnem delu pa je prostor okoli stavbe
omejen z betonsko ogrado in s sosednjo stavbo, zato sta bila za zajem tega dela potrebna dva
posnetka istega vogala (eden izpred in eden izza betonske ograde). Modeliranje smo začeli z
uporabo posnetka, ki smo ga posneli pod kotom 45° z vogala in s tem zajeli dve celotni fasadi.
Pri vpenjanju ostalih posnetkov zaradi veliko pravih kotov med fasadami na objektu nismo imeli
težav. Kljub temu pa je bilo modeliranje osnovne oblike stavbe izziv v dveh delih: pri delu
stavbe, kjer se fasada ne lomi pod pravim kotom, in pri delu stavbe v obliki valja. Modela strehe
v tem primeru s to metodo ni bilo mogoče izdelati, saj je v primeru več kapnice v perspektivnem
pogledu nemogoče določiti naklon ali višino, do katere streha sega. Končanemu modelu
stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2 smo nato z modeliranjem in s kopiranjem dodali okna, vrata in
balkone. Končani model LOD 3 (Slika 16, desno), ki smo mu na osnovi izmerjene višine dela
fasade določili merilo, smo nato uporabili za izmero dimenzij elementov ovoja (Priloga E.5 in
Priloga E.6). Za modeliranje smo potrebovali ~45 min. Tudi v tem primeru zaradi ovir (drevesa,
betonska ograda) nismo izdelali fotorealističnega modela.

Slika 16: Fotogrametrični zajem v primeru testne stavbe C (levo), kjer rdeči fotoaparat označuje
posnetek balkona iz neposredne bližine (sredina) in končani model (desno).
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P.5.2.4 Praktični preizkus fotogrametričnega zajema karakterističnih točk stavbe –
metoda 4
Metoda temelji na fotogrametričnem zajemu stavbe, v sklopu katerega moramo ob zadostnem
preklopu zajeti konvergentne posnetke, ki pokrivajo celotno stavbo. Ti posnetki pa morajo biti
kakovostni: izostreni, svetli in brez šuma. Ker modeliranje temelji na ročnem ali
polavtomatskem merjenju karakterističnih točk na posnetkih, moramo uporabljeni fotoaparat
tudi kalibrirati. Merilo modela je določeno na osnovi izmerjene dolžine na objektu. Kalibracijo,
modeliranje in izmero geometrije, opravimo v programu Photomodeler Scanner. Metodo smo
podrobno opisali v poglavju P.5, preizkusili pa na testnih stavbah A in B.
Praktični preizkus metode 4 na testni stavbi A
Zaradi velikosti stavbe A in kompleksne geometrije strehe smo fotogrametrični zajem izvedli s
kombiniranjem terestričnega zajema in zajema z uporabo brezpilotnega letalnika. Za zajem
smo uporabili kompaktni digitalni fotoaparat Canon IXUS132 in brezpilotni letalnik DŠGS
FlyEye (fotoaprat je nameščen pod kotom 45° glede na nadir). Med terestričnim zajemom (~30
min) smo zajeli 80 konvergentnih posnetkov (Slika 17, levo), da bi zagotovili kakovostne
posnetke, pa smo uporabili naslednje nastavitve: goriščna razdalja 5 mm, ekspozicija 1/500 s,
zaslonka f/3,2 in ISO80. Iz letalnika smo po prednastavljeni avtonomni misiji (Slika 17, desno)
zajeli 40 posnetkov (~40 min.), pri čemer so bile nastavitve fotoaparata naslednje: goriščna
razdalja 5 mm, ekspozicija 1/1000 s, f/3,5 in ISO80 – ISO200. Poleg tega smo zajeli še
posnetke kalibracijskega polja, za določitev merila pa smo z ročnim elektronskim
razdaljemerom izmerili višino ene izmed fasad.

Slika 17: Približna geometrija uporabljenih terestričnih posnetkov (modri fotoaparati) in posnetkov,
zajetih z letalnikom (rdeči fotoaparati) (levo) ter potek avtonomne misije brezpilotnega letalnika (desno).

Pred modeliranjem smo na osnovi posnetkov kalibracijskega polja izvedli kalibracijo
uporabljenega fotoaparata. Vrednosti parametrov, ki opisujejo kakovost kalibracije
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(Preglednica 5), so nekoliko presegale priporočene vrednosti, kljub temu pa smo kalibracijo
uporabili za modeliranje, saj v tem primeru ni šlo za projekt z zahtevami po visoki natančnosti.
Preglednica 5: Priporočene vrednosti in vrednosti parametrov kakovosti po izvedeni kalibraciji.
Parameter
povprečje pokritosti formata
število zaznanih točk
pogrešek merjenja točk (maks)
pogrešek merjenja točk (maks RMS)
končna napaka

Priporočena vrednost
najmanj 80 %
100 točk in 4 kodirane tarče
< 1,5 slikovne pike
< 0,5 slikovne pike
okoli 1,0 ali manj

Vrednost po kalibraciji
85 %
100 točk in 4 kodirane tarče
1,53 slikovne pike
0,68 slikovne pike
1,83

Sprva smo za modeliranje nameravali uporabiti avtomatsko orientacijo posnetkov ter
polavtomatski način za nadaljnje merjenje karakterističnih točk. Avtomatska orientacija je bila
uspešna le pri 25/69 posnetkov. Vzrok za tako nizek iztržek so najverjetneje prevelike razdalje
v položajih sosednjih posnetkov in nekakovostni posnetki (šum). Vse preostale posnetke smo
zato orientirali na osnovi ročnega merjenja homolognih točk. Srednja vrednost kvadratov
pogreškov (RMS, angl. Root Mean Square) je bila po opravljeni orientaciji manj kot 1 slikovna
pika. Karakteristične točke geometrije ovoja smo nato izmerili ročno (končni RMS 1,13 slikovne
pike), saj je bilo polavtomatsko merjenje počasno, poleg tega pa tudi nenatančno. Nekaterih
karakterističnih točk nismo mogli izmeriti, saj se niso videle na zadostnem številu posnetkov
(posledica dekorativnih detajlov). Če bi želeli uspešno rekonstruirati te točke, bi morali zajeti
veliko število dodatnih posnetkov iz neposredne bližine. Zajete karakteristične točke smo
povezali v žični model, ki smo ga nato prekrili s ploskvami. Izdelanemu ploskovnem modelu
smo nato na osnovi višine ene izmed fasad določili merilo. Ker pa zaradi manjkajočih
karakterističnih točk model ni bil popoln (Slika 18, levo), smo ga dokončali v programu
SketchUp z naknadnim modeliranjem tako, da smo kopirali ponavljajoče se objekte. Na
končanem modelu (Slika 18, desno) smo nato izmerili dimenzije elementov ovoja LOD 2
(Priloga F.1) in LOD 3 (Priloga F.3). Za izdelavo modela smo potrebovali ~42 ur.

Slika 18: Model, izdelan v programu Photomodeler Scanner (levo), in isti model, dodelan v programu
SketchUp (desno).

Praktični preizkus metode 4 na testni stavbi B
Fotogrametrični zajem stavbe B smo izvedli dvakrat in pri tem uporabili dva različna
fotoaparata (glavna razlika je bila velikost posamezne slikovne pike senzorja), DSLR Nikon
d3100 (5 µm) in kompaktni fotoaparat Canon IXUS132 (1,3 µm). Ugotoviti smo nameravali, v
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kolikšni meri kakovost uporabljenega fotoaparata vpliva na kakovost zajema. Stavba je bila
majhna in enostavne oblike, zato smo kljub nekaj oviram (drevesa) precej enostavno izvedli
fotogrametrični zajem konvergentnih posnetkov (~20 min.) z zadostnim preklopom. Pri tem
smo uporabili naslednje nastavitve fotoaparata: 1) goriščna razdalja 18 mm, ekspozicija 1/160
s, zaslonka f/7,1 in ISO100 v primeru fotoaparata DSLR ter 2) goriščna razdalja 5 mm,
ekspozicija 1/500 s, zaslonka f/3,5 in ISO100 v primeru kompaktnega fotoaparata. Pri enakih
nastavitvah smo zajeli tudi posnetke kalibracijskega polja. Merilo smo določili tako, da smo
izmerili višino stranice ene izmed fasad.
Na osnovi posnetkov kalibracijskega polja smo izvedli kalibracijo uporabljenih fotoaparatov,
katerih kakovost opisujejo vrednosti parametrov v Preglednica 6 (DSLR) in Preglednica 7
(kompaktni fotoaparat). V obeh primerih vrednosti nekoliko odstopajo (manj za DSLR) od
priporočenih, kljub temu pa smo kalibracijo uporabili za modeliranje, saj v tem primeru ne gre
za projekt z zahtevami po visoki natančnosti.
Preglednica 6: Vrednosti parametrov kakovosti kalibracije po izvedeni kalibraciji (DSLR).
Parameter
povprečje pokritosti formata
število zaznanih točk
pogrešek merjenja točk (maks)
pogrešek merjenja točk (maks RMS)
končna napaka

Priporočena vrednost
najmanj 80 %
100 točk in 4 kodirane tarče
< 1,5 slikovne pike
< 0,5 slikovne pike
okoli 1 ali manj

Vrednost po kalibraciji
76 %
100 točk in 4 kodirane tarče
0,58 slikovne pike
0,33 slikovne pike
1,23

Preglednica 7: Vrednosti parametrov kakovosti kalibracije po izvedeni kalibraciji (kompaktni).
Parameter
povprečje pokritosti formata
število zaznanih točk
pogrešek merjenja točk (maks)
pogrešek merjenja točk (maks RMS)
končna napaka

Priporočena vrednost
najmanj 80 %
100 točk in 4 kodirane tarče
< 1,5 slikovne pike
< 0,5 slikovne pike
okoli 1,0 ali manj

Vrednost po kalibraciji
81 %
100 točk in 4 kodirane tarče
1,00 slikovne pike
0,52 slikovne pike
1,73

Tudi v tem primeru smo za modeliranje sprva nameravali uporabiti avtomatsko orientacijo
posnetkov in polavtomatsko merjenje karakterističnih točk, ki pa najverjetneje zaradi enakih
razlogov kot v primeru stavbe A ni bilo uspešno. Orientacijo in modeliranje (merjenje
karakterističnih točk) smo zato izvedli ročno. V primeru posnetkov fotoaparata DSLR je bil
RMS po orientaciji 0,77 slikovne pike in končni RMS 0,97 slikovne pike, v primeru posnetkov
kompaktnega fotoaparata pa je bil RMS po orientaciji 1,23 slikovne pike in končni RMS 1,85
slikovne pike. S povezavo točk smo izdelali žični model, ki smo ga nato prekrili s ploskvami,
na osnovi merjene višine pa smo mu določili merilo (~9,5 ure). V primeru modela, izdelanega
na osnovi posnetkov fotoaparata DSLR, smo izdelali tudi fotorealistični model (brez mask in z
maskami). Končane modele vidimo na Slika 19, dimenzije pa so podane v Prilogah od F.3 do
F.6.
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Slika 19: Model, izdelan na osnovi posnetkov fotoaparata DSLR (A), na osnovi kompaktnega
fotoaparata (B); fotorealistični model, izdelan na osnovi posnetkov DSLR (C) ter na osnovi posnetkov
DSLR in z maskami (D).

P.5.2.5 Praktični preizkus modeliranja iz fotogrametričnega oblaka točk – metoda 5
Metoda temelji na modeliranju stavbe iz fotogrametričnega oblaka točk, ki je rezultat
avtomatske obdelave posnetkov, pridobljenih s fotogrametričnim zajemom (bližnjeslikovna
aerofotogrametrija). Ker smo bili omejeni pri uporabi brezpilotnega letalnika, smo metodo
preizkusili le na testnih stavbah A in B. V obeh primerih smo za zajem uporabili kompaktni
fotoaparat Canon IXUS132, ki je bil nameščen na brezpilotnem letalniku DŠGS FlyEye. Oblak
točk in model za vizualizacijo smo izdelali v programu PhotoScan, za naknadno izdelavo
modela za pridobitev geometrije pa smo uporabili program BuildingReconstruction.
Praktični preizkus metode 5 na testni stavbi A
Fotogrametrični zajem posnetkov (~45 min) smo izvedli v dveh avtonomnih misijah (Slika 20,
levo), ki smo ju načrtovali glede na zadosten preklop med konvergentnimi posnetki in
prostorsko ločljivostjo posnetkov (1 cm). Pri prvi misiji je bil fotoaparat nameščen pod kotom
45° glede na nadir, višina leta pa je bila 35 m, pri drugi misiji pa sta bili ti vrednosti 55° in 40
m. V obeh primerih je fotoaparat zajel posnetek vsake 3 s, in sicer ob naslednjih nastavitvah:
goriščna razdalja 5 mm, ekspozicija 1/1000 s, zaslonka f/3,2 in ISO100 do ISO200. Merilo in
orientacijo modela v vertikalni smeri smo določili tako, da smo na objektu izmerili višino
stranice ene izmed fasad.

Slika 20: Potek avtonomne misije fotogrametričnega zajema stavbe A, prikazan na ortofotu (levo),
fotogrametrični oblak točk (sredina) in 3D-mrežni model za vizualizacijo (desno).

Za izdelavo vizualizacije smo zajete posnetke uporabili v programu PhotoScan za avtomatsko
izdelavo (~8 ur) fotogrametričnega oblaka točk in 3D-mrežnega modela (Slika 20, desno). Na
osnovi izmerjene dolžine smo izdelanemu modelu določili merilo ter ga orientirali v vertikalni
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smeri. Kot lahko vidimo na Slika 20 (sredina), nekateri deli stavbe na oblaku točk manjkajo.
Gre za dele, ki na posnetkih zaradi položaja fotoaparata v času zajema niso zajeti, kar pa bi
lahko preprečili, če bi uporabili dodatne terestrične posnetke.
Za pridobitve geometrije ovoja stavbe, je bila potrebna naknadna obdelava v programu
BuildingReconstruction, zanjo pa smo najprej morali pripraviti vhodne podatke (~20 min) (Slika
21). Na osnovi oblaka točk smo tako izdelali DMR in DMP ločljivosti 10 cm in ortofoto ločljivosti
5 cm, ki smo ga v programu QGIS uporabili za ročno vektorizacijo poligona tlorisa stavbe.

Slika 21: Vhodni podatki za modeliranje v programu BuildingReconstruction.

Zaradi preveč kompleksne geometrije stavbe A, avtomatska rekonstrukcija modela, v
programu BuildingReconstruction ni bila uspešna (Slika 22, levo). Celice, ki predstavljajo
posamezne dele (naklone) strehe, smo zato izrisali ročno (Slika 22, sredina) ter jim nastavili
orientacijo naklona in višine (~30 min.). Končni model (Slika 22, desno) smo nato uporabili za
izmero dimenzije elementov ovoja stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2 (Priloga G.1).

Slika 22: Avtomatska rekonstrukcija (levo), ročno popravljene celice (sredina) in polavtomatsko
rekonstruiran model (desno) v programu BuildingReconstruction.

Praktični preizkus metode 5 na testni stavbi B
Fotogrametrični zajem posnetkov (~45 min) smo izvedli v dveh avtonomnih misijah (Slika 23,
levo), ki smo ju načrtovali glede na zadosten preklop med konvergentnimi posnetki in
prostorsko ločljivostjo posnetkov (1 cm). Pri prvi misiji je bil fotoaparat nameščen pod kotom
45° glede na nadir, višina leta pa je bila 35 m, pri drugi misiji pa sta bili ti vrednosti 55° in 40
m. V obeh primerih je fotoaparat zajel posnetek vsake 3 s ob naslednjih nastavitvah: goriščna
razdalja 5 mm, ekspozicija 1/1000 s, zaslonka f/3,2 in ISO200. Za namen določitve metila in
orientacije modela v vertikalni smeri pa smo izmerili višino stranice ene izmed fasad.
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Slika 23: Potek avtonomne misije fotogrametričnega zajema stavbe B, prikazan na ortofotu (levo),
fotogrametrični oblak točk (sredina) in 3D-mrežni model za vizualizacijo (desno).

Posnetke smo uporabili v programu PhotoScan za avtomatsko izdelavo (~4 ure)
fotogrametričnega oblaka točk in 3D-mrežnega modela, da bi izdelali vizualizacijo (Slika 23,
desno). Na osnovi izmerjene dolžine smo izdelanemu modelu določili merilo ter ga orientirali
v vertikalni smeri. Kot lahko vidimo na Slika 23 (sredina), nekateri deli stavbe na oblaku točk
manjkajo, poleg tega pa je fasada rekonstruirana z veliko prisotnega šuma. Razlog je najbrž v
preveč osvetljenih posnetkih na območju fasad (zahtevni osvetlitveni pogoji v času zajema),
kar bi lahko izboljšali z optimizacijo uporabljenih parametrov fotografije.
Z namenom pridobitve geometrije ovoja stavbe, je bila potrebna naknadna obdelava v
programu BuildingReconstruction, za kar pa smo najprej morali pripraviti vhodne podatke (~20
min) (Slika 21). Na osnovi oblaka točk smo tako izdelali DMR in DMP ločljivosti 10 cm in
ortofoto ločljivosti 5 cm, ki smo ga v programu QGIS uporabili za ročno vektorizacijo poligona
tlorisa stavbe. V primeru stavbe B je bila avtomatska rekonstrukcija modela (~10 min.) v
programu BuildingReconstruction uspešna. Izdelani model (Slika 24, desno) smo nato
uporabili za izmero dimenzije ovoja stavbe stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2 (Priloga G.2).

Slika 24: Vhodni podatki programa BuildingReconstruction (levo) in na osnovi teh avtomatsko izdelan
model stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2 (desno).

P.5.3 Ocena primernosti predlaganih metod za metodologijo epiqr®
Praktični preizkus predlaganih metod smo z vidika zajema, predobdelave, modeliranja in
pridobljenih rezultatov (model za vizualizacijo kot dodana vrednost) opisali že v podpoglavju
0, kjer smo izpostavili nekatere prednosti in slabosti. V tem poglavju pa primernost predlaganih
metod glede na metodologijo epiqr® obravnavamo z vidika geometrične natančnosti in
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časovne potratnosti. Ker se predlagane metode z vidika pridobljenih rezultatov zelo razlikujejo,
smo primerjavo izvedli na dveh stopnjah podrobnosti (LOD 2 in LOD 3).
P.5.3.1 Geometrična natančnost predlaganih metod
Geometrično natančnost predlaganih metod smo ocenili tako, da smo primerjali geometrijo
elementov ovoja stavbe, pridobljenih z uporabo predlaganih metod, z rezultati referenčnih
meritev. Najprej smo izračunali odstopanja (Enačba (1)) za vsak geometrijski element ovoja
stavbe. Ker so posamezni elementi podani v različnih enotah (m, m2 in °), poleg tega pa se
močno razlikujejo po velikosti, smo odstopanja izrazili v odstotkih. Izračunana odstopanja so
podana v Prilogah od H.1 do H.6.
𝑜𝑑𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑗𝑒 = 𝑋𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎 − 𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑎

(1)

Na osnovi izračunanih odstopanj smo prišli do različnih ugotovitev, izmed katerih je smiselno
izpostaviti predvsem dve. Prva se nanaša na občutljivost metode 2 (Slika 25, levo) in metode
5 (Slika 25, desno) na stavbe, katerih posamezni deli imajo različne višine kapi in različne
višine tal (testna stavba A). Zaradi tega v primeru pridobljenih površin fasad prihaja do velikih
odstopanj (Slika 25).

Slika 25: Občutljivost metode 1 (levo) in metode 5 (desno) na spremenljive višine kapi in temeljev
stavbe.

Druga ugotovitev se nanaša na tip fotoaparata (kompaktni ali DSLR), ki smo ga uporabili za
fotogrametrični zajem v primeru metode 4. Na osnovi rezultatov primerjave lahko zapišemo le
sklep, da sta za namen metodologije epiqr® primerna tako kompaktni kot tudi DSLR-digitalni
fotoaparat.
Z namenom, da bi pridobili splošno oceno natančnosti predlaganih metod, smo za posamezne
metode izračunali statistiko srednji absolutni pogrešek (MAE, angl. Mean Absolute Error).
Statistiko MAE smo izbrali zato, ker vsako posamezno napako, ki je vključena v izračun, uteži
enako, ne glede na velikost te napake (Chai and Draxler, 2016). Ta lastnost je za pridobitev
splošne ocene izredno pomembna, saj so v primerjavo vključeni geometrijski elementi, katerih
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velikosti se zelo razlikujejo. Iz enakega razloga smo statistiko MAE normalizirali (NMAE) in
izrazili v odstotkih (%MAE). Statistiko MAE izračunamo po enačbi (2) ter normaliziramo in
izrazimo v odstotkih po enačbah (3).
𝑛

1
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = ∑|𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎,𝑖 − 𝑥𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑎,𝑖 |
𝑛

(2)

𝑖=1

𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸 =

𝑀𝐴𝐸
, %𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 𝑁𝑀𝐴𝐸 ∗ 100
𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑑𝑎,𝑚𝑖𝑛

(3)

Vrednosti geometrijskih elementov ovoja stavbe na stopnji podrobnosti LOD 2 smo pridobili
tako, da smo uporabili vse predlagane metode, pri čemer pa vseh metod nismo preizkusili na
vseh treh testnih stavbah. Ocene natančnosti preizkušenih metod (stopnja podrobnosti LOD
2) smo podali v Preglednica 8. Natančnost metod smo ovrednotili glede na metodologijo
epiqr®. Metoda 1 spada med manj natančne metode. Metoda 2 se je izkazala za dovolj
natančno metodo v primeru stavb z nespremenljivo višino kapi in tal (stavba B in C) in za
najmanj natančno v primeru, ko imajo deli stavbe različne višine (stavba A). Podobno težavo
ima metoda 5, ki pa privede do natančnejših rezultatov (stavba A), saj je občutljiva le na
spremenljivo višino tal. Metoda 3 se je izkazala za dovolj natančno v primeru vseh 3 testnih
stavb, pri čemer je največja napaka (4,1 %MAE) v primeru testne stavbe A (največja stavba z
najbolj kompleksno geometrijo). Za daleč najbolj natančno metodo pa se je izkazala metoda
4 z napako zgolj 1,7 %MAE v primeru največje stavbe z najbolj kompleksno geometrijo (stavba
A) ter s precej manjšo napako v primeru manjših stavb enostavnejše geometrije (stavba B).
Preizkus metode 4 z uporabo različnih fotoaparatov za fotogrametrični zajem (kompaktni in
DSLR) je privedel do podobnih rezultatov, na osnovi katerih je mogoče podati sklep, da sta za
namen metodologije epiqr® primerna oba tipa fotoaparatov.
Preglednica 8: Ocene natančnosti predlaganih metod na osnovi statistike %MAE za pridobljeno
geometrijo stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2.
Metoda
Metoda 1

%MAE A
/

%MAE B
/

%MAE C
7,7

%MAE
7,7

Metoda 2

14,8

3,1

2,2

11,6

Metoda 5

7,8

4,4

/

7,3

Metoda 3

4,1

2,7

1,6

3,6

Metoda 4 (kompaktni)

1,7

0,5

/

/

0,6

/

Metoda 4 (DSLR)

1,4

Predlagane metode 1, 2 in 3 omogočajo pridobitev elementov geometrije ovoja stavbe, ki
opredeljujejo stopnjo podrobnosti LOD 3. Zato smo opravili tudi oceno natančnosti metod na
tej stopnji podrobnosti, rezultati pa so podani v Preglednica 9. Tudi v tem primeru se je metoda
1 izkazala za najmanj natančno, metoda 3 zagotavlja dovolj natančne rezultate (za namen
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metodologije epiqr®) v primeru vseh treh testnih stavb, metoda 4 pa se je znova izkazala za
najbolj natančno med preizkušenimi metodami. Enak trend je mogoče opaziti tudi v izračunani
oceni natančnosti na osnovi vseh izračunanih odstopanj iz preizkusov posameznih metod.
Preglednica 9: Ocene natančnosti predlaganih metod na osnovi statistike %MAE za pridobljeno
geometrijo stopnje podrobnosti LOD 3.
Metoda

%MAE A

%MAE B

%MAE C

%MAE

Metoda 1

/

/

7,3

7,3

Metoda 3

4,8

3,0

2,1

4,3

Metoda 4 (kompaktni)

1,8

0,7

/

/

0,7

/

Metoda 4 (DSLR)

1,5

P.5.3.2 Časovna potratnost in dodana vrednost predlaganih metod
Z vidika ocene geometrične natančnosti predlaganih metod (P.5.3.1) bi lahko sklepali, da sta
za namen metodologije epiqr® primerni metoda 3 in metoda 4, saj omogočata izdelavo
digitalnih modelov stopnje podrobnosti LOD 3 zadovoljive geometrične natančnosti. Treba pa
se je zavedati, da stopnja podrobnosti izdelanega modela in geometrična natančnost
naraščata le ob naraščanju količine vloženega dela (Preglednica 10 in Preglednica 11).
Preglednica 10: Pregled porabljenega časa za praktični preizkus predlaganih metod na stopnji
podrobnosti LOD 2 in napak oziroma odstopanj od referenčnih meritev. Pri tem so ločeno podani časi,
porabljeni za avtomatsko (A) in ročno obdelavo (R).
LOD 2

Zajem
[min]

Predobdelava
[min]

Modeliranje
[min]

Celotni čas
[h]

Napaka
[%MAE]

5

0

5

0,2

14,8

45

480 A & 20 R

10 A & 30 R

10,0 (2 R)

7,8

5

0

5

0,2

3,1

45

240 A & 20 R

10 A

5,5 (1,5 R)

4,4

25

0

0

0,5

7,7

5

0

5

0,2

2,2

Testna stavba A
Metoda 2 (LOD 1)
Metoda 5
(mrežni model)
Testna stavba B
Metoda 2
Metoda 5
(mrežni model)
Testna stavba C
Metoda 1
(brez modela)
Metoda 2

Preglednica 10 prikazuje porabljen čas in ocenjeno natančnost pridobljenih rezultatov v sklopu
preizkusa metod na stopnji podrobnosti LOD 2. Metoda 2 se je izkazala za najhitrejšo metodo,
pri kateri porabljen čas praktično ne narašča z naraščanjem velikosti in kompleksnosti
geometrije stavbe. Geometrična natančnost pridobljenih rezultatov je pri tej metodi
sprejemljiva le v primeru stavb z nespremenljivo višino tal in kapi na posameznih delih stavbe.
Poleg tega metoda omogoča le izdelavo modelov do stopnje podrobnosti LOD 2 (le v primeru
znanih karakterističnih višin strehe). Metoda 5 zagotavlja mrežni fotorealistični model, ki je
najprimernejši za vizualizacijo, vendar pa je za pridobitev geometrije potrebna dodatna
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obdelava. Poleg tega lahko po predlagani metodi 5 pridobimo le geometrijo stopnje
podrobnosti LOD 2, katere natančnost pa je sprejemljiva le v primeru stavb s konstantno višino
tal. Metoda je časovno najbolj potratna, treba pa se je zavedati, da je večina tega časa
porabljenega za avtomatsko obdelavo. Metoda 1 omogoča le pridobitev geometrije (brez
modela), za kar pa je glede na slabo natančnost pridobljene geometrije potrebnega precej
časa.
Preglednica 11 prikazuje porabljen čas in ocenjeno natančnost pridobljenih rezultatov v sklopu
preizkusa metod na stopnji podrobnosti LOD 3. Metoda 1 v tem primeru zahteva najmanj časa,
vendar omogoča geometrijo najnižje natančnosti, ob tem pa ne zagotavlja modela za
vizualizacijo. Metoda 3 in metoda 4 temeljita na ročnem modeliranju, kar pomeni, da je količina
vloženega dela in porabljenega časa v veliki meri odvisna od velikosti in kompleksnosti stavbe,
kjer se pri izdelavi modela zaradi kopiranja posameznih objektov (npr. identičnih oken) bolje
obnese metoda 4. Obe metodi (3 in 4) zagotavljata model, primeren za vizualizacijo, in
zadovoljivo geometrično natančnost, vendar za pridobitev visoke natančnosti v primeru
metode 4 potrebujemo precej več časa.
Preglednica 11: Pregled porabljenega časa za praktični preizkus predlaganih metod na stopnji
podrobnosti LOD 3 in napak oziroma odstopanje od referenčnih meritev. Pri tem so ločeno podani časi,
porabljeni za avtomatsko (A) in ročno obdelavo (R).
Zajem
[min]

Predobdelava
[min]

Modeliranje
[min]

Celotni čas
[h]

Napaka
[%MAE]

Metoda 3
Metoda 4
Testna stavba B

30
75

0
5A

330
2520

6,0
43,5

4,8
1,8

Metoda 3
Metoda 4 (kompatni)
Metoda 4 (DSLR)
Testna stavba C
Metoda 1
(brez modela)
Metoda 3

20
20
20

0
5A
5A

45
570
570

1,0
10,0
10,0

3,0
0,7
0,7

30

0

0

0,5

7,3

25

0

120

2,5

2,1

LOD 3
Testna stavba A

P.6 ZAKLJUČEK IN NADALJNJE DELO
V magistrski nalogi smo obravnavali možnosti za pridobitev geometrije ovoja obstoječih stavb
za program epiqr®. Glavni cilj magistrske naloge je bil poiskati najustreznejšo metodo za
zajem podatkov obstoječih stavb in metodo obdelave teh podatkov, na osnovi katerih lahko
pridobimo geometrijo ovoja in digitalni model ovoja obstoječih stavb (vizualizacija), pri tem pa
naj bi se celotni proces skladal z načeli metodologije epiqr®.
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Ena izmed možnosti je uporaba že obstoječih podatkov, kjer se za izmero dimenzij lahko
uporabijo CAD-načrti stavb in BIM-modeli, ki jih lahko uporabimo tudi za vizualizacijo. Za enak
namen se za območje Nemčije lahko uporabi tudi modele stopnje podrobnosti LOD 1 in v
primeru nekaterih dežel tudi LOD 2. Izmed podatkov, ki so vključeni v nemške prostorske
evidence, lahko za avtomatsko izdelavo takšnih modelov uporabimo poligone tlorisov stavb
DMR in DMP. Podatki nemških prostorskih evidenc so na voljo proti plačilu. Fotorealistične
modele, ki jih lahko dobimo na platformi Google Zemlja Pro (brezplačno od leta 2015), lahko
uporabimo za ročno izmero geometrije večine elementov ovoja stavbe, kot jih opredeljuje
metodologija epiqr®, pri tem pa ni mogoče izluščiti modela za namen vizualizacije. Poleg tega
so takšni modeli zaenkrat na voljo le za nekatera večja mesta. Prostorske podatke, ki
vključujejo podatke o stavbah, lahko pridobimo tudi iz evidenc, ki jih izdelajo množice (angl.
crowdsourcing). Primer takšnih evidenc je OSM, ki zagotavlja poligone tlorisov stavb in v
nekaterih primerih modele stavb. Podatke lahko dobimo brezplačno, vendar jih ne smemo
uporabiti v komercialne namene.
Ker v večini primerov podatki o obstoječih stavbah, vsaj na potrebni stopnji podrobnosti za
namen programa epiqr®, ne obstajajo, smo izdelali pregled tehnologij za terenski zajem in
obdelavo zajetih podatkov, s katerimi lahko pridobimo geometrijo ovoja in digitalni model
obstoječih stavb. Med obstoječimi tehnologijami zajema so se za tehnologije, ki so v skladu z
načeli

metodologije

epiqr®,

izkazale

fotogrametrija

(terestrična

fotogrametrija

in

bližnjeslikovna aerofotogrametrija) ter tehnologije, ki temeljijo na laserskem skeniranju
(mobilno kartiranje in ALS ob uporabi brezpilotnih letalnikov), saj omogočajo hiter terenski
zajem, zajete podatke pa lahko obdelamo na ročni, polavtomatski ali avtomatski način (odvisno
od želenih rezultatov in stopnje podrobnosti). Zaradi visoke cene merskega inštrumentarija in
opreme ter tehnologij zajema, ki temeljijo na laserskem skeniranju, pa smo za namen
metodologije epiqr® kot najprimernejšo tehnologijo zajema izbrali fotogrametrijo.
V sklopu tega dela smo za dosego rezultatov predlagali pet različnih metod. Metoda 1 temelji
na ročni izmeri geometrije ovoja stavb iz obstoječih modelov mest, ki jih zagotavlja Google.
Metoda 2 temelji na modeliranju modelov LOD 1 in LOD 2 na osnovi ortofota in izmerjenih
karakterističnih višin strehe. Metoda 3 temelji na ročnem modeliranju stavb iz posnetkov v
perspektivnem pogledu. Za ta namen na terenu zajamemo posnetke, pri čemer moramo
upoštevati glavno pravilo – posnetke moramo zajeti z vogala pod kotom približno 45°, poleg
tega pa moramo izmeriti eno dolžino na objektu, da lahko določimo merilo modela. Metodi 4
in 5 temeljita na fotogrametričnem zajemu stavb. Metoda 4 temelji na ročnem merjenju
karakterističnih točk, metoda 5 pa na rekonstrukciji oblaka točk, ki ga nato uporabimo za
avtomatsko izdelavo preprostih modelov stavb. Predlagane metode smo preizkusili na treh
testnih stavbah in jih ovrednotili z vidika stopnje podrobnosti, geometrične natančnosti, dodane
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vrednosti (model za vizualizacijo) ter potrebnega dela in časa, da bi ugotovili, v kolikšni meri
so primerne za namen metodologije epiqr®. Izkazalo se je, da imajo predlagane metode svoje
prednosti in slabosti ter da natančnost in stopnja podrobnosti naraščata le skupaj z
naraščanjem količine vloženega dela. Ne glede na to pa bi vsako izmed metod lahko na svoj
način uporabili za metodologijo epiqr®. Metodo 1, ki sicer zagotavlja najmanj natančne
rezultate, bi lahko uporabili za določitev geometrije ovoja (LOD 3) brez terenskega zajema in
kadar model za vizualizacijo ni potreben. Metodo 2 in metodo 5 bi lahko uporabili v kombinaciji
s trenutno metodologijo epiqr®, pri čemer bi pridobljene modele (LOD 1 ali LOD 2) uporabili
za izmero dimenzij elementov ovoja (tloris stavbe, površina fasade, višina kapi in v primeru
LOD 2 naklon in površina strehe), površina fasade pa bi bila skupaj s površinami oken in
zasteklitev, ocenjenih v odstotkih, osnova za izračun njihovih površin. Obe metodi (2 in 5) sta
občutljivi na stavbe, katerih deli imajo različne višine, pri čemer je metoda 2 občutljiva na
različne višine kapi in tal, metoda 5 pa le na različne višine tal. Metoda 5 poleg osnovnega
modela in geometrije omogoča tudi avtomatsko izdelavo fotorealističnega modela, za kar pa
je treba vložiti precej več dela v zajem in naknadno obdelavo. Metoda 3 in metoda 4
omogočata ročno izdelavo modelov LOD 3, ki so primerni tako z vidika geometrične
natančnosti elementov ovoja kot tudi z vidika vizualizacije. Metoda 3 je manj občutljiva na
ovire, saj omogoča kopiranje ponavljajočih se objektov (oken, vrat itd.), poleg tega pa je
časovno precej manj potratna kot metoda 4. V primerjavi z metodo 4, ki je neobčutljiva na
obliko objektov, pa ima metoda 3 pomanjkljivost, saj je primerna le za modeliranje stavb,
katerih deli se stikajo pod pravim kotom. Predlagane metode na splošno lahko uporabimo, da
pridobimo geometrijo ovoja in digitalni model stavb, vendar moramo pred uporabo nekaterih
metod preveriti, ali obstajajo zanje potrebni podatki, ali lahko dostopamo do potrebnih
prostorskih podatkov in ali so kakšne zakonske omejitve, povezane z zajemom podatkov
(letenje z brezpilotnimi letalniki), ki so specifične za posamezne države.
Na osnovi teoretične raziskave in praktičnega preizkusa smo ugotovili, da obstajajo različne
tehnologije, ki omogočajo hiter terenski zajem: terestrična fotogrametrija, bližnjeslikovna
aerofotogrametrija, mobilno kartiranje in ALS ob uporabi brezpilotnih letalnikov. Naštete
tehnologije omogočajo pridobitev oblaka točk, ki ga v primeru tehnologij, ki temeljijo na
laserskem skeniranju, zajamemo neposredno, v primeru fotogrametrije pa rekonstruiramo z
naknadno, vendar avtomatsko obdelavo. Ne glede na tehnologijo zajema in predobdelave pa
moramo pridobljeni oblak točk za izdelavo semantičnega modela LOD 3, ki hrani podatke o
posameznih geometrijskih elementih ovoja stavbe, naknadno obdelati. Za ta namen pa
zaenkrat še ne obstajajo povsem avtomatske metode obdelave, ki bi omogočile tudi izdelavo
semantičnih modelov LOD 3 večjih območij (skupine stavb ali celotnih mest).
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APPENDIX A1:

A1

COMPARISON TABLE OF POTENTIAL METHODS FOR BUILDING
DATA ACQUISITION

TERRESTRIAL SURVEYING METHODS

AIRBORNE SURVEYING METHODS

TS
EN
M
RU
ST
IN & T
EN
PM
UI
EQ
NG
NI
AN
PL
R
SU

TLS
(Terrestrial Laser Scanning)

MMS
(Mobile Mapping Systems)

CRP
(Close range photogrammetry)

ALS
(Airborn Laser Scanning)

UAV Photogrammetry
(Unmanned aerial vehicle CRP)

INSTRUMENT

TPS

TLS

TLS, digital camera*,
MSS*, HSS*

digital camera

LiDAR

digital camera

ADDITIONAL
INSTRUMENT
(for reg & georef)

GNSS receiver*

GNSS receiver*

GNSS & INS

GNSS receiver*, TPS*,
distance measurement device

GNSS & INS

GNSS receiver*, distance
measurement device

EQUIPMENT

reflectors

targets*

/

photogrammetric targets*,
calibration field*

/

photogrammetric targets*,
calibration field*

PLATFORM

tripod

tripod

vehicle or handheld

handheld or tripod

aircraft / UAV

UAV

AREA

no. and approximate
position of stations

no. and approximate position of
stations

area of interest
(path plan)

no. and approximate position of
stations

area of interest
(flight plan)

area of interest
(flight plan)

SURVEYING

georeference and
orientation method,
characteristic points
(which are important)

point density, overlap,
reg. and georef. method
(tie points - targets)

point density,
sensor settings

camera settings,
overlap

flight height,
nadir / oblique view,
point density

flight height,
nadir / oblique view,
overlap

PREPARATION

establishment of local
network,
station & orientation,

establishment of local network*,
station,
raster setup,
targets placement*

MMS parameters setup
(LiDAR, camera setup)

camera parameters

ALS parameters setup
(LiDAR setup)

camera parameters,
placement of targets*

SURVEYING
(A/M)

measuring characteristic
points
(subjective choice, coding*)
(M)

scanning,
(A)
tie points measuring*
(M )

object scanning,
taking overlaping images
(A)

taking overlapping photos,
taking photos of calibration field*
(M)

flying and object scanning
(A)

flying and taking
overlapping photos
(A)
measuring position of targets*
(M )

CHARACTERISTICS

Hz, V angle,
reflectorless distance
measurements

Hz, V angle,
reflectorless distance
measurements

LiDAR, GNSS & INS
measurements
(direct georeferencing)

photogrammetric photography

LiDAR, GNSS & INS
measurements
(direct georeferencing*)

aerial photogrammetric photography,
GNSS measurements*

"RAW" DATA

characteristic points
(coordinates)

point clouds
(coordinates + intensity)

georef.* point cloud
(coordinates + intensity),
oriented overlapping images*

overlapping photos,
photos of calibration field*

georef. point cloud
(coordinates + intensity)

overlapping photos,
photos of calibration field*

/

calibration (IOP) &
relative orientation (EOP),
georeferencing*,
undistorting photos*,
point cloud generation*

N
YI
VE

TPS
(Total station)

G
PR
EPR

adjustment of local network

registration & georef.*,
filtering*

/

DATA

characteristic points
(coordinates)

pointcloud
(coordinates + intensity)

/

oriented photos,
photogrammetric pointcloud

/

oriented images,
photogrammetric pointcloud

SOFTWARE

GeoOffice,
AutoCad, SketchUp

RiSCAN, Revit, 3Dresheaper,
SketchUp with point cloud plugins

RiSCAN, Revit, 3Dresheaper,
SketchUp with point cloud plugins

PhotoModeler, 3Dsurvey, Pix4D,
PhotoScan, Revit, 3Dresheaper,
SketchUp

RiSCAN, Revit, 3Dresheaper,
SketchUp with point cloud
plugins,
BuildingReconstruction

PhotoModeler, 3Dsurvey, Pix4D,
PhotoScan, Revit, 3Dresheaper,
SketchUp, BuildingReconstruction

manual

calculations,
drawing plans,
building modeling

point cloud to plan/model/BIM

point cloud to plan/model/BIM

image based modelling,
point cloud to plan/model/BIM,

point cloud to plan/model/BIM

image based modelling,
point cloud to plan/model/BIM,

semi-automatic

/

semi automatic pointcloud based
modeling,

semi automatic pointcloud based
modeling,

semi-automatic image based
modeling, semi-automatic pointcloud
based modeling

semi automatic pointcloud
based modeling

semi-automatic image based
modeling, semi-automatic pointcloud
based modeling

automatic

/

automatic mesh modeling

automatic mesh modeling

automatic mesh modeling

automatic mesh modeling,
automatic LOD2 modeling

automatic mesh modeling, automatic
LOD2 modeling

RESULTS (building)

calculated values,
2D plans,
3D building model

2D plans,
3D building model,
measured geometry

2D plans,
photorealistic* 3D building model,
measured geometry

2D plans,
photorealistic 3D building model,
measured geometry,
orthophoto

2D plans,
3D building model,
measured geometry

2D plans,
photorealistic* 3D building model,
measured geometry,
DSM & DTM,
orthophoto

ACCURACY
(varies for methods
and sensors)

few mm

few mm to few cm

few cm
(point cloud **)

few cm

few cm to dm
(better plannimetric than
vertical)

few cm

high accuracy, fast surveying for
one station, semi-automatic
modeling

sufficient accuracy, fast automatic
surveying, direct ori. and georef., no
pre-processing, semi-automatic
modeling, photorealistic model

inexpensive instrument, no special
expertise needed, fast surveying,
automatic or semi-automatic
preprocessing, semi-automatic
modeling, photorealistic model,
sufficient accuracy

fast automatic surveying, roof
is surveyed, automatic
modeling of LOD2 models,
semi-automatic modeling, less
sensitive for occlusions,
sufficient accuracy

fast automatic surveying, roof is
surveyed, automatic or semiautomatic pre-processing, semiautomatic modeling, automatic
modeling to LOD2, photorealistic
model, sufficient accuracy

expensive instrument,
accesibility with a vehicle,
roof is not surveyed,
time consuming manual modeling

roof is not surveyed, sensitive on
occlusions, shiny, mirror and
transparent surfaces won't
reconstruct, pre-processing is
necessary, time consuming manual
modeling,

expensive instruments and
equipment, expertise
knowledge needed, possible
surveying restrictions dure to
flying, no RGB information
(can't produce photorealistic
models)

expensive equipment (UAV), special
expertise UAS use needed, possible
restrictions due to UAV, flying, preprocessing is necessary, mirror and
transparent surfaces won't
reconstruct, sensitive for occlusions,
time consuming manual modeling,

free of GNSS MMS, automatic
algorithms

automatic
algorithms

UAV LiDAR systems,
UAV regulations,
automatic algorithms

UAV,
UAV regulations,
automatic algorithms

ES
OC

Pre-processing

calibration (IOP) &
relative orientation (EOP),
georeferencing*,
undistorting photos*,
point cloud generation*

NG
SI
ES
OC
PR
NG
SI
UA
AL
EV
ON
TI

+

high accuracy, relatively fast
modeling

-

expensive instruments and
expensive instruments and
equipment, expertise
equipmen, expertise knowledge
knowledge needed, time needed, time consuming surveying
consuming surveying,
for entire building, roof is not
subjective choice of
surveyed, pre-processing
measured points, roof is not necessary, time consuming manual
surveyed
modeling

TRENDS
(development)

/

automatic
algorithms

GNSS … Global Navigation Satellite System

LOD … Level of Detail (according to CityGML standard)

INS … Inertial Navigation System

A … automatic

MSS … Multi Spectral Sensor

M … manual

HSS .. Hyper Spectral Sensor

** … accuracy is related to obtained pointcloud and not the model as in other cases

DSM … digital surface model

* … optional

DTM … digital terrain model
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APPENDIX B.1:

B1

REFERENCE VALUES OF LOD2 GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF
TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:

2564.9

number of floors:

5

above ground GFA [m2]:

12824.5

2

roof area [m ]:

2843.1

roof pitch* [°]:

~ 20 – 22°

eaves height** [m]

13.9

Façade***:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

1012.6

1792.5

813.9

1411.9

5030.9

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Balconies:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* roof pitch was measured on all inclined roof edges
** eaves height varies considerably due to diverse terrain surface
*** façade as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface
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APPENDIX B.2:

REFERENCE VALUES OF LOD3 GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF
TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch* [°]:
eaves height** [m]

2564.9
5
12824.5
2843.1
~ 20 – 22°
13.9

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

810.4

1227.7

637.6

949.6

3625.3

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

197.4

526.6

176.3

327.0

1227.3

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

4.8
Doors:
NE [m2]

31.8

0

40.8

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0
Balconies:
NE [m2]

6.4

0

4.8

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

59.7

0

0

/

Glazing:

* roof pitch was measured on all roof edges
** eaves height varies considerably due to diverse terrain surface

77.4
∑ [m2]
11.2
∑ [m2]
59.7
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APPENDIX B.3:

B3

REFERENCE VALUES OF LOD2 GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF
TEST BUILDING B
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

307.9

number of floors:

B+5

above ground GFA [m2]:

1847.0

roof area [m2]:

368.4

roof pitch [°]:

25°

height [m]

15.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

263.8

297.0

264.3

296.7

1121.8

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area in case of LOD2 comparison is measured as if there were no objects (windows,
doors, etc.) present on the façade surface
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APPENDIX B.4:

REFERENCE VALUES OF LOD3 GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF
TEST BUILDING B
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

307.9

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1847.0
368.4
25°
15.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

240.2

270.6

220.8

270.0

1001.6

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

16.8

26.4

43.5

26.7

113.4

NE [m2]
0

SE [m2]
22.0

SW [m2]
0

NW [m2]
21.9

∑ [m2]
43.9

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

6.8

0

0

0

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0

44.0

0

44.1

Glazing:

6.8
∑ [m2]
88.1

* façade area in case of LOD2 comparison is measured as if there were no objects (windows,
doors, etc.) present on the façade surface
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APPENDIX B.5:

B5

REFERENCE VALUES OF LOD2 GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF
TEST BUILDING C
Building:
Test building C
Beethovenplatz 4, 80686 München,
Germany
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA [m2]:

480.0
B+3+M
2430.0

roof area [m2]:

/

roof pitch [°]:

/

eaves height* [m]

13.0 – 13.3

Façade**:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

217.1

205.6

275.9

297.6

996.2

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* eaves height slightly varies, depending on the edge of the façade where the measurements
were taken
** façade area is measured as if there were no windows on the façade
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APPENDIX B.6:

REFERENCE VALUES OF LOD3 GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF
TEST BUILDING C
Building:
Test building C
Beethovenplatz 4, 80686 München,
Germany
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA [m2]:

480.0
B+3+M
2430.0

roof area [m2]:

/

roof pitch [°]:

/

eaves height [m]

13.0 – 13.3

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

170.6

176.3

243.0

251.3

841.3

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

41.1

29.3

32.9

46.3

149.6

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

5.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0.0

19.2

0.0

0.0

Glazing:

/
∑ [m2]
5.3
∑ [m2]
19.2
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APPENDIX C.1:

C1

RESULTS OF GE APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:

2550
5
12750
/

roof pitch [°]:

/

eaves height [m]

/

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Balconies:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
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APPENDIX C.2:

RESULTS OF GE APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B

Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

288
B+5
1728
/
/
/

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]
/

SE [m2]
/

SW [m2]
/

NW [m2]
/

∑ [m2]
/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

Glazing:

/
∑ [m2]
/
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APPENDIX C.3:

C3

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH GE APPROACH
FOR TEST BUILDING C
Building:
Test building C
Beethovenplatz 4, 80686 München,
Germany
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
eaves height [m]

504.0
B+3+M
2520.0
558.0
40 - 60
13.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

193.9

182.5

266.6

268.0

911.0

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:

* façade area is measured as if there were no windows on the façade

∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
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APPENDIX C.4:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD3 OBTAINED WITH GE APPROACH
FOR TEST BUILDING C
Building:
Test building C
Beethovenplatz 4, 80686 München,
Germany
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
eaves height* [m]

504.0
B+3+M
2520.0
558.0
40.0 – 60.0
13.0

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

157.7

160.9

239.0

233.8

791.4

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

36.2

21.6

27.6

34.2

119.6

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

14,9

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

4.9

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
14,9
∑ [m2]
4.9
∑ [m2]
/
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APPENDIX D.1:

D1

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH ADDLOCATION
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:

2572.2
5
12861.0
2572.2

roof pitch [°]:
eaves height [m]

/
13.9

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

865.3

1278.3

676.2

1143.5

3963.3

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Balconies:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface
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APPENDIX D.2:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH ADDLOCATION
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

323.3

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1939.8
354.7
24.0
15.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

269.2

305.7

269.2

305.7

1149.8

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]
/

SE [m2]
/

SW [m2]
/

NW [m2]
/

∑ [m2]
/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:

/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface
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APPENDIX D.3:

D3

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH ADDLOCATION
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING C
Building:
Test building C
Beethovenplatz 4, 80686 München,
Germany
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:

504.0
B+3+M
2520
819.1

roof pitch [°]:

40.0

eaves height [m]

13.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

218.4

200.6

274.4

299.6

993.0

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface
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APPENDIX E.1:

E1

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH MATCHPHOTO
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:

2482.6

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:

12413.0

roof pitch [°]:

2673.0

eaves height [m]

5

20
13.9

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

987.7

1856.5

790.7

1466.1

5101.0

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Balconies:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface
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APPENDIX E.2:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD3 OBTAINED WITH MATCHPHOTO
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:

2482.6

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:

12413.0

roof pitch [°]:

2673.0

eaves height [m]

5

20
13.9

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

808.1

1311.1

630.1

1019.6

3768.9

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

174.7

508.9

160.6

315.9

1160.1

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

4.9
Doors:
NE [m2]

30.5

0

36.9

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0
Balconies:
NE [m2]

6.0

0

4.9

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

56.3

0

0

0

Glazing:
72.3
∑ [m2]
10.9
∑ [m2]
56.3

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
Mast. Th. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Second cycle master study programme Geodesy and Geoinformation.

APPENDIX E.3:

E3

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH MATCHPHOTO
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

304.4

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1826.4
335.5
24.9
15.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

266.0

293.6

266.0

293.6

1119.2

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]
/

SE [m2]
/

SW [m2]
/

NW [m2]
/

∑ [m2]
/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:

/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface

E4

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
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APPENDIX E.4:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD3 OBTAINED WITH MATCHPHOTO
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

304.4

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1826.4
335.5
24.9
15.0

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

242.3

266.6

223.3

267.2

999.4

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

16.8

27.0

42.7

26.4

112.9

NE [m2]
0.0

SE [m2]
20.9

SW [m2]
0.0

NW [m2]
21.1

∑ [m2]
42.0

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

6.9

0.0

0.0

0.0

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0.0

41.9

0.0

41.9

Glazing:

6.9
∑ [m2]
83.8

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
Mast. Th. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Second cycle master study programme Geodesy and Geoinformation.

APPENDIX E.5:

E5

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH MATCHPHOTO
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING C
Building:
Test building C
Beethovenplatz 4, 80686 München,
Germany
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:

484.9
B+3+M
2424.5
/

roof pitch [°]:
eaves height [m]

/
13.1

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

217.7

212.5

283.3

292.9

1006.4

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface

E6

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
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APPENDIX E.6:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD3 OBTAINED WITH MATCHPHOTO
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING C
Building:
Test building C
Beethovenplatz 4, 80686 München,
Germany
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:

484.9
B+3+M
2424.5
/

roof pitch [°]:
eaves height [m]

/
13.1

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

172.1

184.9

250.5

246.7

854.2

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

40.5

27.6

32.8

46.2

147.1

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

5.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0.0

20.9

0.0

0.0

Glazing:
/
∑ [m2]
5.1
∑ [m2]
20.9

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
Mast. Th. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Second cycle master study programme Geodesy and Geoinformation.

APPENDIX F.1:

F1

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH
PHOTOMODELER APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
eaves height [m]

2511.4
5
12557.0
2805.8
20
13.9

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

998.8

1755.8

796.0

1392.6

4943.2

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Balconies:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface

F2

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
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APPENDIX F.2:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD3 OBTAINED WITH PHOTOMODELER
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
eaves height [m]

2511.4
5
12557.0
2805.8
20
13.9

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

801.0

1198.2

627.0

938.7

3564.9

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

193.0

520.0

170.7

320.2

1203.9

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

4.8
Doors:
NE [m2]

31.4

0.0

38.5

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0.0
Balconies:
NE [m2]

6.3

0.0

4.7

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

58.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

Glazing:
74.7
∑ [m2]
11.0
∑ [m2]
58.1

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
Mast. Th. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Second cycle master study programme Geodesy and Geoinformation.

APPENDIX F.3:

F3

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH PHOTOMODELER
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B (COMPACT CAMERA)
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

310.6

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1863.6
368.2
25.0
15.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

264.9

298.6

266.5

295.7

1125.7

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]
/

SE [m2]
/

SW [m2]
/

NW [m2]
/

∑ [m2]
/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:

/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area in case of LOD2 comparison is measured as if there were no objects (windows,
doors, etc.) present on the façade surface

F4
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APPENDIX F.4:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH PHOTOMODELER
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B (DSLR CAMERA)

Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

309.6

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1857.6
370.0
25.0
15.0

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

263.7

299.9

267.5

296.1

1127.2

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]
/

SE [m2]
/

SW [m2]
/

NW [m2]
/

∑ [m2]
/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:

/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area in case of LOD2 comparison is measured as if there were no objects (windows,
doors, etc.) present on the façade surface

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
Mast. Th. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Second cycle master study programme Geodesy and Geoinformation.

APPENDIX F.5:

F5

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD3 OBTAINED WITH PHOTOMODELER
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B (COMPACT CAMERA)

Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

310.6

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1863.6
368.2
25.0
15.0

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

241.8

272.1

222.9

269.2

1006.0

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

16.5

26.5

43.6

26.5

113.1

NE [m2]
0.0

SE [m2]
21.8

SW [m2]
0.0

NW [m2]
22.0

∑ [m2]
43.8

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

6.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0.0

45.8

0.0

46.0

Glazing:

6.6
∑ [m2]
91.8

F6
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APPENDIX F.6:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD3 OBTAINED WITH PHOTOMODELER
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B (DSLR CAMERA)
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

309.6

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1857.6
370.0
25.0
15.0

Façade:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

240.4

273.6

224.0

269.6

1007.6

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

16.5

26.3

43.5

26.5

112.8

NE [m2]
0.0

SE [m2]
22.3

SW [m2]
0.0

NW [m2]
22.2

∑ [m2]
44.5

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

6.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

0.0

45.3

0.0

45.2

Glazing:

6.8
∑ [m2]
90.5

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
Mast. Th. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Second cycle master study programme Geodesy and Geoinformation.

APPENDIX G.1:

G1

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH POINTCLOUD
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING A

Building:
Test building A
Zale, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Administrative building
BFA [m2]:
number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
eaves height [m]

2645.3
5
13226.5
2836.0
20
17.5

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

1273.9

1947.2

1012.8

1587.6

5821.5

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Doors:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/
Balconies:
NE [m2]

/

/

/

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface

G2

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
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APPENDIX G.2:

GEOMETRY VALUES AT LOD2 OBTAINED WITH POINTCLOUD
APPROACH FOR TEST BUILDING B
Building:
Test building B
Zvezda, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Residential building
BFA [m2]:

318.3

number of floors:
above ground GFA
[m2]:
roof area [m2]:
roof pitch [°]:
height [m]

B+5
1909.8
352.4
25.4
15.3

Façade*:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

274.6

316.2

276.9

309.2

1176.9

Windows:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

NE [m2]
/

SE [m2]
/

SW [m2]
/

NW [m2]
/

∑ [m2]
/

Doors:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

∑ [m2]

/

/

/

/

Balconies:
NE [m2]

SE [m2]

SW [m2]

NW [m2]

/

/

/

/

/

Glazing:

/
∑ [m2]
/

* façade area as if there were no objects (windows, doors, etc.) present on the façade surface

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
Mast. Th. Ljubljana, UL FGG, Second cycle master study programme Geodesy and Geoinformation.

APPENDIX H.1:

GEOMETRY COMPARISON AT LOD2 FOR TEST BUILDING A

Façade area
Approach

NE [m²]

SE [m²]

SW [m²]

NW [m²]

TF [m²]

Reference

1012.6

1792.5

813.9

1411.9

5030.9

AddLocation
diff
diff [%]

865.3

1278.3

676.2

1143.5

3963.3

-147.3
-15

-514.2
-29

-137.7
-17

-268.4
-19

-1067.6
-21

Point Cloud
diff
diff [%]

1273.9
261.3
26

1947.2
154.7
9

1012.8
198.9
24

1587.6
175.7
12

5821.5
790.6
16

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

987.7
24.9
-2

1856.5
-64.0
4

790.7
23.2
-3

1466.1
-54.2
4

5101.0
-70.1
1

PhotoModeler
diff
diff [%]

998.8
-13.8
-1

1755.8
-36.7
-2

796.0
-17.9
-2

1392.6
-19.3
-1

4943.2
-87.7
-2

Individual parameters
Approach

BFA [m²]

Eaves [m]

Roof area [m²]

Roof pitch [°]

Reference

2564.9

13.9

2843.1

20.0

AddLocation
diff
diff [%]

2572.2

13.9

2572.2

0.0

7.3
0

0.0
0

-270.9
-10

-20.0
-100

Point Cloud
diff
diff [%]

2645.3
80.4
3

17.5
3.6
26

2836.0
-7.1
0

20.0
0.0
0

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

2482.6
82.3
-3

13.9
0.0
0

2673.0
170.1
-6

20.0
0.0
0

PhotoModeler
diff
diff [%]

2511.4
-53.5
-2

13.9
0.0
0

2805.8
-37.3
-1

20.0
0.0
0

H1

H2

Šašo, A. 2017. Review and assessment ... for program epiqr® and 3D visualization.
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APPENDIX H.2:

GEOMETRY COMPARISON AT LOD2 FOR TEST BUILDING B
Façade area

Approach

NE [m²]

SE [m²]

SW [m²]

NW [m²]

TF [m²]

Reference

263.8

297.0

264.3

296.7

1121.8

AddLocation
diff
diff [%]

269.2
5.4
2

305.7
8.7
3

269.2
4.9
2

305.7
9.0
3

1149.8
28.0
2

diff
diff [%]

274.6
10.8
4

316.2
19.2
6

276.9
12.6
5

309.2
12.5
4

1176.9
55.1
5

diff
diff [%]

266.0
2.2
1

293.6
-3.4
-1

266.0
1.7
1

293.6
-3.1
-1

1119.2
-2.6
0

PhotoModeler COM
diff
diff [%]

264.9
1.1
0

298.6
1.6
1

266.5
2.2
1

295.7
-1.0
0

1125.7
3.9
0

PhotoModeler DSLR
diff
diff [%]

263.7
-0.1
0

299.9
2.9
1

267.5
3.2
1

296.1
-0.6
0

1127.2
5.4
0

PC approach

Match Photo

Individual parameters
Approach

BFA [m²]

Eaves [m]

Roof area [m²]

Roof pitch [°]

Reference

307.9

15.0

368.4

25.0

AddLocation
diff
diff [%]

323.3
15.4
5

15.0
0.0
0

354.7
-13.7
-4

24.0
-1.0
-4

diff
diff [%]

318.3
10.4
3

15.3
0.3
2

352.4
-16.0
-4

25.4
0.4
2

diff
diff [%]

304.4
-3.5
-1

15.0
0.0
0

335.5
-32.9
-9

24.9
-0.1
0

PhotoModeler COM
diff
diff [%]

310.6
2.7
1

15.0
0.0
0

368.2
-0.2
0

25.0
0.0
0

PhotoModeler DSLR
diff
diff [%]

309.6
1.7
1

15.0
0.0
0

370.0
1.6
0

25.0
0.0
0

PC approach

Match Photo
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APPENDIX H.3:

GEOMETRY COMPARISON AT LOD2 FOR TEST BUILDING C

Façade area
Approach

NE [m²]

SE [m²]

SW [m²]

NW [m²]

TF [m²]

Reference

217.1

205.6

275.9

297.6

996.2

Google Earth
diff
diff [%]

193.9
-23.2
-11

182.5
-23.1
-11

266.6
-9.3
-3

268.0
-29.6
-10

911.0
-85.2
-9

Add Location
diff
diff [%]

218.4
1.3
1

200.6
-5.0
-2

274.4
-1.5
-1

299.6
2.0
1

993.0
-3.2
0

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

217.7
0.6
0

212.5
6.9
3

283.3
7.4
3

292.9
-4.7
-2

1006.4
10.2
1

Approach
Reference

BFA [m²]
480.0

Individual parameters
Eaves [m]
Roof area [m²]
13.1
/

Roof pitch [°]
/

Google Earth
diff
diff [%]

504.0
24.0
5

13.0
-0.1
-1

558.0
/
/

40.0
/
/

Add Location
diff
diff [%]

503.2
23.2
5

13.0
-0.1
-1

819.1
/
/

/
/
/

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

484.9
4.9
1

13.1
0.0
0

/
/
/

/
/
/

H3

H4
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APPENDIX H.4:

Approach
Reference
Match
Photo
diff
diff [%]
Photo
Modeler
diff
diff [%]

GEOMETRY COMPARISON AT LOD3 FOR TEST BUILDING A

Façade area
SW [m²] NW [m²]
637.6
949.6

Approach
Reference

NE [m²]
810.4

SE [m²]
1227.7

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

808.1
-2.3
0

1311.1
83.4
7

630.1
-7.5
-1

1019.6
70.0
7

3768.9
143.6
4

Photo Modeler
diff
diff [%]

801.0
-9.4
-1

1198.2
-29.5
-2

627.0
-10.6
-2

938.7
-10.9
-1

3564.9
-60.4
-2

Approach
Reference

NE [m²]
197.4

Windows area
SE [m²]
SW [m²] NW [m²]
526.6
176.3
327.0

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

174.7
-22.7
-11

508.9
-17.7
-3

160.6
-15.7
-9

315.9
-11.1
-3

1160.1
-67.2
-5

PhotoModeler
diff
diff [%]

193.0
-4.4
-2

520.0
-6.6
-1

170.7
-5.6
-3

320.2
-6.8
-2

1203.9
-23.4
-2

Individual parameters
Roof area Roof pitch Doors
[m²]
[°]
[m²]
2843.1
20
11.2

TF [m²]
3625.3

TWA [m²]
1227.3

BFA
[m²]
2564.9

Eaves
[m]
13.9

Glazing
[m²]
77.4

Balconies
[m²]
59.7

2482.6

13.9

2673.0

20

10.9

72.3

56.3

-82.3
-3

0.0
0

-170.1
-6

0.0
0

-0.3
-3

-5.1
-7

-3.4
-6

2511.4

13.9

2805.8

20

11

74.7

58.1

-53.5
-2

0.0
0

-37.3
-1

0.0
0

-0.2
-2

-2.7
-3

-1.6
-3
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APPENDIX H.5:

H5

GEOMETRY COMPARISON AT LOD3 FOR TEST BUILDING B

Façade area
Approach

NE [m²]

SE [m²]

SW [m²]

NW [m²]

TF [m²]

Reference

240.2

270.6

220.8

270.0

1001.6

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

242.3
2.1
1

266.6
-4.0
-1

223.3
2.5
1

267.2
-2.8
-1

999.4
-2.2
0

PhotoModeler compact
diff
diff [%]

241.8
1.6
1

272.1
1.5
1

222.9
2.1
1

269.2
-0.8
0

1006.0
4.4
0

PhotoModeler DSLR

240.4
0.2
0

273.6
3.0
1

224.0
3.2
1

269.6
-0.4
0

1007.6
6.0
1

NE [m²]
16.8

SE [m²]
26.4

diff
diff [%]

16.8
0.0
0

27.0
0.6
2

42.7
-0.8
-2

26.4
-0.3
-1

112.9
-0.5
0

PhotoModeler compact
diff
diff [%]

16.5
-0.3
-2

26.5
0.1
0

43.6
0.1
0

26.5
-0.2
-1

113.1
-0.3
0

PhotoModeler DSLR

16.5
-0.3
-2

26.3
-0.1
0

43.5
0.0
0

26.5
-0.2
-1

112.8
-0.6
-1

diff
diff [%]

Approach
Reference
Match Photo

diff
diff [%]

BFA Eaves
[m²]
[m]
307.9 15.0

Approach
Reference
Match Photo

Windows area
SW [m²]
NW [m²]
43.5
26.7

Individual parameters
Roof
Roof pitch
Doors
area [m²]
[°]
[m²]
368.4
25.0
6.8

TWA [m²]
113.4

Glazing
[m²]
43.9

Balcony
[m²]
88.1

304.4
diff -3.5
diff [%]
-1

15.0
0.0
0

335.5
-32.9
-9

24.9
-0.1
0

6.9
0.1
1

42.0
-1.9
-4

83.8
-4.3
-5

PhotoModeler compact 310.6
diff 2.7
diff [%]
1

15.0
0.0
0

368.2
-0.2
0

25.0
0.0
0

6.6
-0.2
-3

43.8
-0.1
0

91.8
3.7
4

PhotoModeler DSLR

15.0
0.0
0

370.0
1.6
0

25.0
0.0
0

6.8
0.0
0

44.5
0.6
1

90.5
2.4
3

309.6
diff 1.7
diff [%]
1

H6
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APPENDIX H.6:

GEOMETRY COMPARISON AT LOD3 FOR TEST BUILDING C

Approach
Reference

Façade area
SW [m²]
NW [m²]
243.0
251.3

NE [m²]
170.6

SE [m²]
176.3

Google Earth
diff
diff [%]

157.7
-12.9
-8

160.9
-15.4
-9

239.0
-4.0
-2

233.8
-17.5
-7

791.4
-49.9
-6

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

172.1
1.4
1

184.9
8.6
5

250.5
7.5
3

246.7
-4.6
-2

854.2
12.9
2

Approach
Reference

NE [m²]
41.1

Windows area
SE [m²]
SW [m²]
NW [m²]
29.3
32.9
46.3

TF [m²]
841.3

TF [m²]
149.6

Google Earth
diff
diff [%]

36.2
-4.9
-12

21.6
-7.7
-26

27.6
-5.3
-16

34.2
-12.1
-26

119.6
-30.0
-20

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

40.5
-0.6
-2

27.6
-1.7
-6

32.8
-0.1
0

46.2
-0.1
0

147.1
-2.5
-2

Individual parameters
Roof area Roof pitch
[m²]
[°]
/
/

Reference

BFA
[m²]
480.0

Eaves
[m]
13.1

Google Earth
diff
diff [%]

504.0
24.0
5

13.0
-0.1
-1

558.0
/
/

Match Photo
diff
diff [%]

484.9
4.9
1

13.1
0.0
0

/
/
/

Approach

Doors
[m²]
5.3

Balcony
[m²]
19.2

40.0
/
/

4.9
-0.4
-8

/
/
/

/
/
/

5.1
-0.2
-4

20.9
1.7
9

